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Foreword

In this thesis the theory of optimal sequential decisions having a general recur
sive structure is investigated via an operator theoretical approach, the recursive 
structure (of both of the dynamics and the optimality criterion) being encoded 
into the so-called cost propagation operator. Decision problems like Markovian 
Decision Problems with expected or worst-case total discounted/undiscounted 
cost criterion; repeated zero-sum games such as Markov-games; or alternating 
Markov-games all admit such a recursive structure. Our setup has the advan
tage that it emphasizes their common properties as well as it points out some 
differences.

The thesis consists of two parts, in the first part the model is assumed to 
be known while in the second one the models are to be explored. The setup 
of Part I is rather abstract but enables a unified treatment of a large class of 
sequential decision problems, namely the class when the total cost of decision 
policies is defined recursively by a so called cost propagation operator. Under 
natural monotonicity and continuity conditions the greedy policies w.r.t. the 
optimal cost-to-go function turn out to be optimal, due to the recursive structure.

Part II considers the case when the models are unknown, and have to be 
explored and learnt. The price of considering unknown models is that here we 
have to restrict ourselves to models with an additive cost structure in order to 
obtain tractable learning situations. The almost sure convergence of the most 
frequently used algorithms proposed in the reinforcement learning community is 
proved. These algorithms are treated as multidimensional asynchronous stochas
tic approximation schemes and their convergence is deduced from the main the
orem of the second part. The key of the method here is the so called rescaling 
property of certain homogeneous processes. A practical and verifiable sufficient 
condition for the convergence of on-line learning policies to an optimal policy is 
formulated and a convergence rate is established.

The algorithms discussed in this thesis has been tried out on a real-robot with 
some success [36, 37] (the robot is shown in Figure 1). The experiments were 
analyzed by ANOVA and the results indicated the significant superiority of the 
model-based learning algorithms over the model-free ones. Although the learnt 
policy differed from that of a handcrafted policy, the respective performances 
were indistinguishable.

v
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Figure 1: The Khepera robot
The figures show a Khepera robot equipped with eight IR sensors, six in the front and 
two at the back, the IR sensors measuring the proximity of objects in the range 0-5 cm. 
The robot has two wheels driven by two independent DC motors and a gripper that has 
two degrees of freedom and is equipped with a resistivity sensor and an object-presence 
sensor. The vision turret is mounted on the top of the robot as shown. It is an image 
sensor giving a linear image of the horizontal view of the environment with a resolution 
of 64 pixels and 256 levels of grey. The horizontal viewing angle is limited to about 
36 degrees. This sensor is designed to detect objects in front of the robot situated at a 
distance spanning 5 to 50 cm. The image sensor has no tilt angle, so the robot observes 
only those objects whose height is exceeds 5 cm. The task was to find a ball in the 
arena, bring it to the stick which is in a corner and hit the stick by the ball so as to it 
jumps out of the gripper. Some macro actions such as search, grasp, etc. were defined 
and the number of macro actions taken by the robot until the goal was reached were 
measured. A filtered version of the state space served as the state space and the robot 
learnt a decision policy by the algorithms investigated in this thesis.
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Introduction

Abstract dynamic programming (ADP) analyses structural questions associated 
to sequential decision problems, based only on the recursive structure of such 
problems. It provides general tools for solving many kinds of sequential decision 
problems, such as ordinary Markovian decision problems with the total expected 
discounted cost [13, 65], worst-case cost [4, 28] (see Section 4.5), or exponential 
utility criterion [32, 6, 16], multi-step games (both alternating and Markov games 
[60, 17]) (see Example 0.1.4 and Section 4.4) or ’’mixed” sequential optimization 
problems where these various criteria and dynamics are combined [31].

The objective of this part of the thesis is to fill in some gaps in the theory 
of ADP. This part consists of two further chapters. In the next chapter, the 
evaluation of general (not necessarily Markovian) policies are defined, for the 
first-time, using cost propagation operators only. It is shown under a positivity or 
negativity assumption that when the cost propagation operator satisfies certain 
continuity properties, the optimal cost-to-go function remains the same as the 
optimal cost-to-go function defined for Markovian policies. Then related problems 
such as the convergence of the value iteration algorithm and existence of optimal 
policies are considered.

In the second chapter we consider increasing models under minimal continuity 
assumptions. It is shown that Howard’s policy improvement routine decreases the 
“long-term cost-to-go” but does not necessarily yield optimal policies even for 
finite models. We also give a description of the relationships of the key theorems 
for increasing models under the minimal continuity assumptions (see Figure 2).

Overview of Problems0.1

0.1.1 Notation

The relation и < v will be applied to functions in the usual way: и < v means 
that u{x) < v{x) for all x in the domain of и and v. Further, и < v will denote 
that и < v and that there exists an element x of the domain of и and v such 
that u(x) < v(x). We employ the symbol < for operators in the same way, and 
say that Sx < S2 (SUS2 : 7Z(X) -> ЩХ)) if Sxv < S2v for all v € ЩХ). If 
S : IZ(X) —» IZ{X) is an arbitrary operator then Sk (к = 1, 2, 3,...) will denote 
the composition of S with itself к times: S°v = v, S1v = Sv, S2v = S(Sv), etc.

Definitions0.1.2

First, we give a definition of abstract sequential decision problems.
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Figure 2: Relations among the statements concerning best stationary 
policies in models satisfying M,I and LSC.
The arrows indicate consequences, i.e., if an arrow points from one node to an
other then the statement of the goal node is a consequence of the statement of 
the start node. Black dots denote the “and” operation, so, for example, from 
Tvoo = Voo and Гпоо ф 0 it follows that v*s = Voo. The arrows with white heads 
denote trivial assertions. The non-trivial relations are proved in the text.

Definition 0.1.1 An abstract sequential decision problem (ADP) is a quadru
ple (X, A, Q, £), where X is the state space of the process, A is the set of actions, 
Q : [—со, оо]* —> [—oo, оо]**-4 is the so-called cost propagation operator and 
Í G Tl(X) is the so-called terminal cost function (TZ(X) = [—oo, +oo]A’ and 
TZ(X x A) = [—oo,-boo]**-4,).

The mapping Q makes it possible to define the cost of a decision (action) 
sequence in a recursive way: the cost of decision a in state x is given by (Qf)(x, a) 
provided the process stops immediately after the first decision and the terminal 
cost of stopping in state у is given by f(y).

Then action sequences can be evaluated via Q in the following way. The cost 
of the finite decision sequence (a0, ai,..., at) (the first decision is a0, the second 
is ai, etc.) can be built up working backwards from the last decision to the first. 
If the process starts in state x the cost of (a0, oi,..., at) is defined as

V(a0,ai....at)(x) = (Qv(ai t)) (*D ®o) j,a2,...,a

where
<W..,at)(z) = (Qv(a

etc. with the terminal condition i>{at}(:r) = (Qi)(x,at), i.e., in finite-horizon 
models the terminal cost function determines the terminal cost: when the final 
state is у the decision maker incurs a final cost of £(y)-

t)){x, ai).2,аз,...,а
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Infinite action sequences can be evaluated as the limit of the correspond
ing finite horizon evaluations provided that the limit exists. If, for example, 
(Q£)(-,a) > I holds for all a € A then the derived sequence of functions is 
non-decreasing and thus the limit must exist.

Definition 0.1.2 Models satisfying

{Q£){-,a)>£ or (Q£)(-,a)<£ (1)

are called increasing models (resp. decreasing) } Accordingly Q is called increas
ing (resp. decreasing), and these properties will be denoted by I and D, respec
tively.

Markovian decision problems (MDPs) with the expected total cost criterion 
are the standard example of abstract sequential decision problems.

EXAMPLE 0.1.3 Finite Markovian decision problems with the expected total cost crite
rion [7, 55]. (X,A,p, c) is called a finite MDP if the following conditions hold:

1. X and A are finite sets,

2. p\ XxAxX^tR and for each a £ A, p(-,a,-) is a transition probability 
matrix, i.e., 0 < p(x,a,y) < 1 J2ye^p(x,a,y) ~ * f°r x 6 %■>

3. с : X x A x X -A R is an arbitrary mapping.

For any given action sequence ao, oi,... this structure gives rise to a controlled Markov- 
chain, £t, whose dynamics is given by P{£t+1 = у | = x,at — a) = p(x,a,y), where
at is the action taken by the decision maker at time t and £o — xo- Precisely, to 
any action sequence ao,ai,... and initial state xo there corresponds a measure P = 

over which is uniquely defined by the finite dimensional probabilities 
P(xi,...xn) = p(xo,ao,xi)p(xi,ai,X2) ■ ■ .p{xn-i,an,xn). The objective is to select 
the actions so that the expected total infinite-horizon discounted cost,

p
-L lOjflOjfllv

oo

Fx0 ^ 7 c(£t> ati £t+i)]>
t=0

is minimized for any given initial state xo, where the expectation is taken w.r.t. P = 
.. Here 0 < 7 < 1 is the so-called discount factor. If 7 = 1, i.e., when the 

costs axe not discounted then boundedness questions may arise [7]. Let 00,01,02,.. 
denote an action sequence and let the evaluation of it, for the initial state x E X, be

px zo>ao,ai,..
* 5

1The rationale behind this terminology is that with increasing models the costs incurred by 
the decision maker increase (resp. decrease) with time.
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^{<10,01,...} (я) = ■E'xE£o7tc(6iOt)6+i)]- ВУ the properties of conditional expectation 
we easily obtain

Ex0[ £~o 7*с(&,а*,&+1)]

= ДгоИ&ьа/ьб)] + Ex Q 7<с(6, ati 6+1)]

(2)

t=i
OO

= 5^p(a:o,ao,y)( с(ж°,а°,у) + 7£*0[^7*с(&+ьат,ft+2) | £i = v]
ye*

= 2Ü2 p(xq, ao, y) ( c(®0, ao,y)+ 7^{aba2t.
s/e* V
^0^(01,02,••■}) ao)

provided that Q : 7?.(Л’) —> 7£(A x A) is defined by

(Qf)(x, a) = c{x, a) + j^2 P(x> °> v)V(l/)-
ye*

Note that Q incorporates both the dynamics (p(x, a, y)) and the cost-structure (c(x, a, y)) 
of the decision problem and, by Equation 2, action sequences can be evaluated using 
Q only without any reference to p or c. If £(x) = 0 for all x € X then (1) is equivalent 
to ^убД.р(а:,а,у)с(ж,а, у) > 0 holding for all (x,a), i.e., that the immediate averaged 
costs should be non-negative. Thus, inequality (1) can be viewed as the reformulation 
of the conventional assumption of negative dynamic programming [65]. (It is negative 
since in [65] or [13] the decision problem is given in terms of a reward function which 
is related to the cost function by r(x,a) = —c(x, a), and so the immediate rewards 
are negative if the immediate costs are positive.) For a concrete example of a MDP 
rewritten in terms of the Q operator see Example 0.1.14.

Another class of decision problems which can be formulated in the framework 
of abstract dynamic programming are multi-step sequential games. For example 
two-player, zero-sum alternating Markov games have the following interpretation 
in our model:

t=о
..}(y)^

(3)

EXAMPLE 0.1.4 Alternating Two-player Zero-sum Markov Games [60, 17]. Let X be 
the state space, A the action space and assume that X is divided into two disjoint 
parts: X = Xi U X2. When x £ Xj, Player i chooses the action (г = 1,2). The 
transition probability function, p, is defined and interpreted as in Markovian decision 
problems. Further, let с : X x A x X —> R be an arbitrary mapping, the one-step cost 
mapping from the point of view of Player 1. The game is assumed to be zero sum 
for each step: when Player 1 incurs the cost c(x,a,y), his opponent incurs the cost 
—c(x,a,y). Player 1 wants to minimize the expected total cost, while Player 2 wants 
to maximize it. The optimality criterion is minimax optimality: the maximizer (Player 
2) should choose actions so as to maximize the cost of Player 1 in the event that it (i.e., 
Player 1) chooses the best possible counter-policy. An equivalent definition is for the
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minimizer to choose actions to minimize its cost against the maximizer with the best 
possible counter-policy. A pair of policies is said to be in equilibrium if neither player 
has any incentive to change policies if the other player’s policy remains fixed. Prom 
the point of view of Player 1 playing this game is equivalent to the ADP (dfi, A, Q, 0) 
with Q : [—oo, oo]*1 —>• [—oo, oo]*^-4 given by

Л p{y, b, z) (c(rr, a, y) + c(y, b, z) + /(z)) •(Qf)(x,a) = ]Гф,а,у) maxбелyex zex

If Player 1 uses the optimal policy corresponding to (X\ ,A, Q, 0) and Player 2 chooses 
the best possible counter-policy then these policies can be shown to be in equilibrium
[60].

The history of a sequential decision process up to the ith stage is a sequence 
of state-action pairs: (x0,a0,xi,ai,... ,xt-i,at-i). This will be called the his
tory at time t and we will define the ith history space as the possible histories 
of the process up to the time instant t: Ht = (A x X)1 will be called the ith 
full history-space. For brevity elements of Ht will often be written as the con
catenation of their components, i.e., if h = ((at,xt), ■ ■ ■ ,{ao,x0)) then we will 
write h = atxt... a0x0. Further, for any pair hi = ((at,xt),..., (а0,ж0)) and 
h2 = ((a's,x's),..., (a'0,x'0)) we will denote by /11/12 the concatenation of hi and 
h2: ((at, xt),..., (a0, ж0), (a's,x's),..., (a'0, a;'0)). Note, that as Ht is a history space 
the ordering of the components of its elements is important and we admit the 
assumption that the ordering of the components corresponds to the time order, 
i.e., (at,xt) is the most recent element of the history.

Definition 0.1.5 A policy is an infinite sequence of mappings:

7Г (7Г0, 7Tl, ■ • • , 7Tf, • . •),

where nt : X x Ht —> A, t > 0. If Tvt depends only on X then the policy is 
called Markovian, otherwise, it is called non-Markovian. If a policy is Markovian 
and 7rt = 7To for all t then the policy is called stationary, otherwise, it is called 
non-stationary Markovian. Stationary policies will also be called selectors.

Policies can be evaluated using the Q operator similarly to the evaluation of 
action sequences. In order to simplify the notation let us define “policy-evaluation 
operators”.

Definition 0.1.6 If it E Ax is an arbitrary selector let the corresponding policy- 
evaluation operator T’n : IZ(X) —> R(X) be defined as

{Tnf)(x) = (Qf)(x,n(x)).
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The evaluation of Markov policies can be defined recursively as follows: If v 6 
Tl(X) is the evaluation of the i-step Markov policy 7г' = (7Г1,... ,nt), i.e., v(x) 
is the total cost incurred when n1 is executed then from the definition of Q we 
have that (Qv)(x,n0(x)) = (Tnov)(x) is the cost of using 7r0 in state x and using 
7t' afterwards.

Definition 0.1.7 (Bertsekas, 1977) The evaluation function (or cost-to-go 
function) of a finite-horizon Markov policy n = (7Го, ni,, nt) is defined as vn — 
TnoTni ■ ■ ■ Tnt£, while the evaluation function of an infinite-horizon Markov policy 
n = (7Г0,7ГЬ ..., nt,...) is given by

(4)T Í• • x nt**-vw = lim Tn Tni .
t—XЮ

If the policy is stationary (nt = n0 for all t > 0) this reduces to

(5)vn = lim Tff i.
71—>00

In what follows selectors will be identified with the stationary Markov policy 
which they define and thus we can speak about the evaluation (the infinite horizon 
cost associated with the underlying stationary Markov policy) of a selector. The 
evaluation of arbitrary policies is more complicated and is the subject of the next 
chapter.

Example 0.1.8 Consider a finite mdp (X, A,p, c) (cf. Example 0.1.3). Let n be any 
policy. Then for all xo € X -it generates a unique measure P = PXo,ж over which is 
defined through

P{x0, xi,...,xn) = P(x0, a0, xi)P{xi,ai,x2) ■ ■. P(xn_i, an_b xn),

where ao,...,an_i is recursively defined by ao = 7Го(о;о), ai = 7Ti(xx,aoxo), -- 
and an-i = 7rn_i(xn_x,an_2Xn_2 .. ■ ao^o)- Clearly, one can construct a random se
quence (£n,an) e X x A (the controlled object) s.t. P(^n+x|a„,^n,..., а0,£о) = 
P(£n,«n,£n+l) where an = 7rn(£n, an_x^n_x... a0£o)-

The definition of policies can be extended to involve randomized policies, which 
will be needed in Part II. In this case nn : X x Ht —t П(Т) and P = PXo,n becomes a 
measure over {X xif determined by the sample path probabilities

P(x0,a0,...,xn,an) = TT0{xo)(a0)P{xo,ao,xi)ni(xi,aoXo)(ai)...
P(xn—i, ®n-1 j xn)nn(xn, an_ix„_x... a0x0) (fln)i

and an of the controlled object (fn, an) should now satisfy

P{&n\fn, an—l, Cn-li ■ • ■ a0, Co) = nn(fn, Q!n—lCn—1 • • • QioCoX^n))

while the state-process, £n, is as before.
The evaluation of a policy 7r in state xq is defined to be E 

where the expectation is taken w.r.t. P._
coincides with Definition 0.1.7 for (non-randomized) Markovian policies.

* ?

[E“o 7*0(6, at> 6+1)], 
Later we will see that this definition

XQ,TT

X0,7T*
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Notice that in the case of infinite horizon evaluation the intuitive meaning 
of terminal costs disappears as there is no terminating step. In some cases the 
evaluation of policies can still explicitly depend on i.

Definition 0.1.9 If the evaluation of infinite-horizon policies is independent of 
I, i.e., if any other bounded function P yields the same cost-to-go functions, then 
the decision problem is said to be stable, otherwise it is said to be sensitive.2

If the decision problem is stable (such as when Q is a contraction w.r.t. the 
supremum-norm) then the structure of the decision problem is simple, otherwise 
it can be quite complicated.

0.1.3 Objectives
The objective of the decision maker is to choose a policy in such a way that the 
cost incurred during the usage of the policy is minimal. Of course, the best cost 
that can be achieved depends on the class of policies available for the decision 
maker.

Definition 0.1.10 The sets of general, Markov and stationary policies are de
noted by Пg, Пт and П5, respectively. Further, let

be the optimal cost-to-go function for the class Пд, where A is either g or m or
s.

For any e > 0 and fixed x G X the decision maker can assure a cost-to-go less 
than п*л(ж) + e by the usage of an appropriate policy from Пд. However, this 
policy may depend on x.

Definition 0.1.11 Let

Ua{v) = {тг e Пд IV*. < v},

that is Пд(и) contains the policies from Пд whose cost-to-go is uniformly less 
than or equal to v. A policy is said to be (uniformly) e-optimal if it is contained 
in П9(г>*9 4- e).3

The objective of abstract sequential decision problems is to give conditions under 
which Пд(п*3 +e) is guaranteed to be non-empty when e > 0 or e — 0. From the 
algorithmic point of view the question is how to find an element of Пд(п*э + e) 
for a given e > 0 (A G {a, to, s}).

2The notion of stability for MDPs has been introduced and discussed in [86].
3If v is a real valued function over X and e is real then v + e stands for the function v(x) + e.
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Definition 0.1.12 Elements ofUg(v*9), Um(v*9), andUs(v*9) are called opti
mal, optimal Markovian and optimal stationary policies, respectively.

Similar questions can be posed when the set available policies is restricted to the 
set of Markov, or stationary policies.

Definition 0.1.13 Elements of TLm(v*m) (IIs(n*Ä)) are called best Markovian 
(stationary) policies.

< v*s since ns С Пто C ns, so the existence of best 
stationary policies (i.e., if ПДи*5) is non-empty) is easier to ensure than that of 
optimal stationary policies. It may happen that ns(u*s) is non-empty and IIs(u*ff) 
is empty but the converse can never hold. A best stationary policy is also optimal 
if v*s = v*9 so the existence of optimal stationary policies can be reduced to the 
solving of the inequality IL,(u*s) Ф 0 and the equality v*s = v*9. Thus, it is 
reasonable to restrict our attention to stationary policies and algorithms that 
contain elements from ns(t>*s) if there are any. This is exactly the approach of 
Chapter 2.

It is clear that v*9 < v *771

0.1.4 Algorithms
There are two sorts of algorithms which are best illustrated for Markovian decision 
problems with the expected total cost criterion, the value iteration [4] and the 
policy iteration [32] methods. Both are based on the fact that greedy policies 
w.r.t. the optimal cost-to-go function (u*s) are optimal. A policy 7r is said to be 
greedy w.r.t. the function v if it satisfies the equation

(Qv)(x,7t(x)) = inf (Qv)(x, a).
aeA

For convenience, we will write the right-hand side (RHS) of the above equation 
in the more compact form (Tv)(x), where T : 72.(A) 7Z(X) is given by

(Tv)(x) = inf (Qv)(x, a).
aeA

Also for notational convenience we will define the greedy policy operator, Г, as 
the operator that maps functions of 7l(X) to sets of stationary policies with every 
7Г € Гп satisfying Tnv = Tv. .

Value iteration is based on the Bellman optimality equation which states that

v*9 - Tv*9.

In discounted MDPs greedy policies w.r.t. v*9 are optimal, so a knowledge of v*9 
is sufficient to find an optimal policy. Since v*9 is the fixed point of the operator 
T it is reasonable to seek it by the method of successive approximations that 
computes successive estimates of the fixed point of T as vn+i = Tvn with suitable
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chosen v0. If v0 = I then lim^oo is denoted by v^. This choice of initial 
evaluation is reasonable since then vn is equal to the optimal n-horizon cost-to- 
go function. (For stable problems v0 can be any other function.) Further, it can 
be shown that Uqo < v*9. In practice for each n a greedy policy 7rn w.r.t. vn is 
generated. For finite decision problems ттп will be optimal after a finite number of 
steps [19], meaning that the value-iteration algorithm can be made to terminate 
after a finite number of steps. The following example shows that without value 
iteration does not necessarily converge to v*9.

Example 0.1.14 [20] Let A = N and let X = Z, l = 0. Let

if x — 0;
(Qf)(x,a) = l + /(—1), if ж = 1;

./(*- 1), if я?6 0,1.

' f(a + 1),

Then
" infa>0 /(a), if ж = 0;

if ж = 1; 
if ж Ф 0,1;

(Tf)(x,a) = \ l + /(-l), 
. /(*- !)>

This example corresponds to a deterministic decision problem with additive cost cri
terion. In state 0 one may choose any state ж > 0. After this decision the dynamics 
cannot be controlled anymore: state ж is followed by state ж — 1 except when ж = 1. 
When ж = 1 then the next state is —1 and a cost 1 is incurred. The optimal cost-to-go 
function is given by

-{£ if ж > 0; 
otherwise.v*9(x) = v*°(x)

Let vn = Tnl: u , if 1 < ж < n; 
, otherwise.vn(x)

Then vn /* Vqo, where
, if ж > 1;
, otherwise.

On the other hand, T(limn_>.oo vn) = Tv ж = v*9 > — lim
is not lower-semicontinuous. It is obvious that Q is monotone, increasing and lower- 
semicontinuous. Simple case analysis shows that Tv*9 = v*9. There is no e-optimal 
policy when 0 < e < 1, but for each n E N there exists optimal n-horizon policies, even 
stationary ones: simply let 7r(0) > n.

Voo(z)

Tvn meaning that T71—KX)

Policy iteration (PI) generates a sequence of policies, тгп that satisfy the re
lations 7Tn+1 G Гг>7гп or ТПп+1ьЖп = Tvnri. Note that this method involves the 
calculation of vnn which can be hard to do in the general (non-linear) case. For 
Markovian decision problems vnjl drops out as the solution of some linear system 
of equations. In addition, for discounted Markovian decision problems, the policy 
iteration method is known to converge in a finite number of steps provided that 
both X and A are finite.



Chapter 1

Non-Markovian Policies

1.1 The Fundamental Equation
In this section we define the evaluation function associated to non-Markovian 
policies and derive the fundamental equation of dynamic programming.

Definition 1.1.1 If n — (7r0, tti,... ,7rt,...) is an arbitrary policy then -к1 de
notes the t-truncation of 7г: 7Г* = (7Г0, ... ,nt). Further, let Vt and V denote the
set of t-truncated policies and the set of (infinite horizon) policies, respectively. 
The s-truncation operator for t-truncated policies is defined similarly if s <t.

Definition 1.1.2 The shift-operator S(XtCl) for any pair (x,a) G X x A is de
fined in the following way:

F(x,a)7f ^l) ■ • ■)>

where tc[ is defined by

K(y,h) = TTt+i(y,hax),

for allt> 0. We shall write ttx for S^x^x))n and call тгх the derived policy. 
For finite-horizon policies S(XiCl) is defined in the same way just now 5(Ж)а) :

Vt —> Vt~i,t > 1.

у G X, h G (.A x X)

The above definition means that 7rx G Vt-1 holds for any 7r G Vt and x G X. The 
following proposition follows from the definitions and thus we omit its technical 
proof.

Proposition 1.1.3 -Kt,x = ttx,t~1 and thus if tt G Vt then пг’х = -Kx,t~l G Vt~i, 
t > 1.

Now we are in the position to give the definition of the evaluation of policies 
with finite horizon.

15
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Definition 1.1.4 If nг £ Vo, *-е., 7г = (то) then vn(x) = (Q£)(x, тг0(х)), where 
i G 1Z(X) is the terminal cost function. Assume that the evaluation of policies 
in Vt is already defined. Let ix G Vt+i ■ Then

Vn(x) = (Qv„*)(x, тго(х)). (1.1)

Since nx G Vt, vnx is already defined and thus (1.1) is well defined. One can 
interpret this definition as follows: ttx is the policy that is applied after the first 
decision. The cost of this the derived policy is vnx. This cost together with the 
cost of the first decision (the first decision is n0 (x) in state x) gives the total cost 
of the policy.

Example 1.1.5 If 7r is a i-horizon policy in an MDP (X,A,p,c) (cf. Example 0.1.3) 
and we set ' t

vW(x) = E ^7M£„,an,£n)Uo = * ,
_n=0

as usual, where an = 7rn(£n,0!n_i£n_i... a0£o) and P(£n+1 = У \ anfn ■ ■ ■ cx0fo) = 
р{£п,(*п,у), P{£о = x) > 0, x E X (i.e., ((„, an) is the controlled object corresponding 
to 7Г but when £o is random), then one sees easily that = v„\ where vft is the 
evaluation of тг in the sense of Definition 1.1.4 in the ADP (X, A, Q, £) with

(Qf)(x,a) = ^p(x,a,y)(c(x,a,y) +7/(y)),
yex

and £(x) = 0 for all x G X.

The evaluation of infinite horizon policies can be defined as the limit of the 
evaluations of the finite horizon truncations of the policy:

Definition 1.1.6 Let к G V = Voo■ Then the total cost of policy for initial 
state x is given by

vw(x) = liminf vnt(x),
t-У oo

This definition takes an optimistic point of view since it involves the liminf of 
the costs.

x E X.

Example 1.1.7 Continuing the above example, if 7r is an arbitrary policy then (by 
boundedness)

OO

=f E Y 7nc(£n, an, £„) I & = xvn(x)
.71=0

Г t
= ,lim E YlncÁfn,anAn)\ío = x ,

t—¥ OO '
_7l=0

and so vn = vn.
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Definition 1.1.8 Q is said to be monotone if Qv < Qu whenever и < v.

In what follows we will always assume that Q is monotone.

Definition 1.1.9 Operator Q is called lower semi-continuous (LSC) on the set 
D(X) C 1Z{X) if for every (pointwise) convergent sequence of functions Vt E 
D(X) for which vt < lim^oo vt,

lim Qvt — Q(lim vt)
t—>oo t—too

holds. Similarly Q is called upper semi-continuous on the set D(X) if for every 
(pointwise) convergent sequence of functions vt E D(X) for which vt > lim^oo у* 
we have

lim Qvt = Q(lim vt)
t—KX) t—юо

If Q is increasing (decreasing) then the domain D(X) over which the desired 
property is required is D(X) ={u£ IZ(X) \£ < v} (D(X) = {v E 1Z(X) \£ > г;}). 
In such cases the domain will not be mentioned.

In his seminal paper Bertsekas investigated operators which are LSC only 
for increasing sequences of functions [6]. Trivially, property LSC implies this 
property. It is not very hard to show that the reverse implication holds as well, so 
these too concepts are in fact equivalent. The notation of upper semi-continuity 
(USC) and the corresponding notion of USC on decreasing function sequences 
(USCD) are again equivalent.

In harmony with [20] the equation of the next theorem will be called the 
fundamental equation (FE). Indeed we will find that this equation plays a central 
role in the development of the theory.

Theorem 1.1.10 Assume that at least one of the following conditions hold:

a) Q is LSC and I;

b) Q is USC and D;

c) Q is continuous.

Then
«»(*) = oM). (1.2)

Proof. We prove the equation under Condition a. The other cases may be treated 
similarly. First, we need the following proposition:

Proposition 1.1.11 Let n be an arbitrary policy. If the ADP is increasing then 
vnt is increasing and £ < v*9.
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Proof. Let us consider vnt+i:

»»•+■(!) = (Qv„t+l.*)(x,TT0(x)) = (Qv**,t)(x,n0(x)) (1.3)

Notice that vßo > £, where p denotes an arbitrary policy. By definition we have 
that vni(x) = (Qvnx,o)(x, 7To(rc)). Now, since nx is just another policy we have 
that vnx,o > Í. From the monotonicity of Q we have that Qvnx,о > Q£ and 
consequently that v„i > vno.

Now, let us assume that we have already proved up to t that for all policies p 
there holds an inequality such that vpt > гу-i. Let 7r be an arbitrary policy and 
let us apply the induction hypothesis on p = nx. This leads to vnx,t > vnx,t-1. 
Again, applying Q on both sides and using Equation (1.3) we obtain the desired 
inequality.

Now let vt = vwt and let p = nt+l. By definition vß(x) = (QVfj,x)(x, p0(x)). 
According to Proposition 1.1.3 px = nt+l,x = Trx,t and p0 = n0 thus

□

Vnt+l(x) = (Qvnx,t)(x,7To{x)). (1.4)

Now, let t tend to infinity and consider the liminf of both sides of the above 
equation:

vn (ж) = lim inf vnt+1 (x)
t—>oo

= liminf(Qtv,t)(:r,7ro(a;)) 
i->oo

= (Q[lim и»*.‘])(ж,7Го(а;)) 
t—>co

= (Qv,r)(x,iro(x))

where in the first equation the definition vnx = lim infj^oo vnx,t and in the second 
equation Equation (1.4) was exploited, while in the third equation we used that 
v^x,t is an increasing sequence, which was shown above, and that Q is LSC, and 
in the last equation v = Ит$_юо vnx.t was utilized which holds since v^x.t is an 
increasing sequence. □

Corollary 1.1.12 Under the conditions of the above theorem vnt converges to 
vn, i.e., in Definition 1.1.6 liminf can be replaced by lim.

Corollary 1.1.13 Under the conditions of Theorem 1.1.10 the evaluation func
tion of Markovian policies in the sense of Definition 1.1.6 coincide with their 
evaluation functions in the sense of Definition 0.1.7. Moreover, if n is a station
ary policy and if Q is I (D) and LSC (USC) then Tf£ is increasing (decreasing) 
and — T^Vjf.
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Proof. In Definition 0.1.7 the evaluation of a Markovian policy

ТГ (тго, 7ГX, . . . , 7Tt, . . .)

was defined as the limit
(Тп0 ■ • ■ (TirtI)). ■Vn(x) lim

t—>oo
lim ТЖ0... T
t—> oo

However, it is easy to see that T^0 ... T^t_fT^tl = so by Corollary 1.1.12 the 
definition of Bertsekas coincides with ours for the case of Markovian policies. The 
second part comes from the convergence properties of monotone sequences. □

TntL7Tt_l

Uniformly Optimal Policies1.2
Definition 1.2.1 The optimal cost-to-go function is defined by

v*9(x) = inf vn(x). 
irev

A policy is said to be optimal if vn = v*9.

We will now investigate the properties of v*9 and its connection with optimal 
policies. Firstly, we relax the notion of optimal policies.
Definition 1.2.2 Policy tt is said to be uniformly e-optimal if

v*9(x)+e, ifv*9(x) > -oo;
-1/e,{vn{x) < otherwise

holds for every x G X.

Theorem 1.2.3 If the FE is satisfied then for alle > 0 there exists an e-optimal 
policy.

Proof. Pick up an arbitrary x e X. By the definition of v*9(x) there exists a 
policy x7r for which vxn(x) < v*9(x) + E when v*9(x) > —oo and vxn(x) < —1/e, 
otherwise. We define a policy which will be e-optimal by taking the actions 
prescribed by x7r when x is the starting state of the decision process. The resulting 
policy is called the combination of the policies x7r. Formally, 7r0(a:) = х7Го(а;) and

7Tt(x, haoXo) — xo^t(x, ha0xo).
We claim that vw(x) = vx7r(x) and thus 7Г is uniformly e-optimal. Indeed, 7rx = 
(хт)1 and tt0(x) = x^o{x) and so

vAx) = {Qvxn*){x, n0{x)) 
= (Qvxtt*)( X,xTT0{x))

= v,*(x)-
□

* ■.* 
•;;?V
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1.3 Finite Horizon Problems
Definition 1.3.1 The optimal cost-to-go function for n-horizon problems is de
fined by

v*nA(x) = inf ' vw, 
név*

where
VA = {nn I 7Г <E Пд },

Д G {g,m, s}.

It is clear that v„A(x) = т^еПд vnn since since VA = {7rn | 7r € Пд }. Further, 
if Q is increasing (decreasing) then v*A < v*A (п*л > v*A) and {u*A}n is an 
increasing (decreasing) sequence since for all policy n, vnn < vnn+i < vn (vnn > 
vwn+i > v-fi). Moreover, v*9 < v*m < v*s and v*9 < v*m < v*s.

Definition 1.3.2 The optimal cost-to-go operator T : TZ(X) —> 1Z(X) associ
ated with the ADP (X, A, Q, I) is defined by

(Tf)(x) = Jnf^(Q/)(rr,a).

Theorem 1.3.3 (Optimality Equation for Finite Horizon Problems) 
The optimal cost-to-go functions of the n-stage problem satisfies

v*g = v*m 
un un

provided that Q is USC and the FE is satisfied.

(1.5)= Tn£

Proof. We prove the proposition by induction. One immediately sees that the 
proposition holds for n = 1. Assume that we have already proved the proposition 
for n. Firstly, we prove that Tn+1£ < w*+1. Note that this inequality will follow 
from the FE and the monotonicity of Q alone: no continuity assumption is needed 
here.

Let 7Г E Vn+1. We show that Tn+1£ < vn. By the induction hypothesis 
(Tn+l£)(x) = (Tv*9)(x). According to the FE vn(x) = (Qv)(^,7Го(:г)). Since 
тгх E Vn so vnx > v„9. Since Q is monotone it follows that

(Tv*n9)'(x)= inf (Q<s)(x,a) <
aeA(i)

inf (Qvnx)(x,a)
aeA(i)

< (Qvirx)(x,n0(x)) ^ vn(x).

This equation holds for arbitrary тг E Vn+i and thus Tv„9 < v^9+1. Using the 
induction hypothesis we find that Tn+1£ < v^9+l.

Now let us prove the reverse inequality, i.e., that v*^+l < Tn+1£ holds. Let us 
choose a sequence of Markovian policies тгк E Vn such that vnk converges to u*m. 
Clearly, vnk > v*m. Now let pj : X —> A be a sequence of mappings satisfying

ь-
i
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linij-yoo = Tv*9. Now consider the policies vktj = irk 0 ^ £ Vn+\- the
first n actions of uk,j are the actions prescribed by nk while the last action is the 
action prescribed by Hj. It is clear that v*^+l < v 
equality follows from the FE. Taking the limit in к we get that

- a,1’«”'*=^=T»v

*771 = Tßj v7Tk: the last< vn+1 vk,j

*m

holds owing to the choice of the policies nk and since Q is USC. Now taking the
*m _ j^n+lßlimit in j the induction hypothesis yields that v„9+1 < < Tv*

which finally gives that v„9+1 = v= Tn+ll, completing the proof. □
The following examples (taken from [6]) show that the conditions of the pre

vious theorem are indeed essential for the theorem to hold.

Example 1.3.4 Let X = {0} and A = (0,1], £(0) = 0, and

Г 1, if /(0) > 0;
\ a, otherwise.

Note that Q is I, LSC, T is LSC but Q is not USC. It is easy to see that 0 = ^(O) = 
(Tn£)(0) < u*ff(0) = 1 = u*9(0) [in >2.

Example 1.3.5 Let X = {0}, A = (—1,0], £{0) = 0 and

IOf) = T' if Z(°) > -l;
' \a + f(0), otherwise.

In this example Q is D but not USC. Vn9 {0) = — 1 but (Tni)(0) =

(Qf) =

—n.

The Optimality Equation and the Conver
gence of Value iteration

1.4

Let us consider the sequence of optimal n-horizon cost-to-go functions, {r;*9}. 
If u*9 converges to v*9 then v*9 can be computed as the limit of the function 
sequence v0 = £, vt+i — Tvt provided that Q is USC and the FE holds. The 
convergence of w*9 to v*9 expressed in another way means that the inf and lim 
operations can be interchanged in the definition of v*9:

v*9 — inf lim vnn = lim inf vwn = lim v*9.
neV n-yoo n—¥oon£V n—>oo

Definition 1.4.1 Let v°° e ЩХ) denote the function obtained as the limit

Voo = lim TnI.
71—>00

If Q is increasing and LSC (D and USC) then since Tni is an increasing (de
creasing) sequence Tni is convergent, v°° is well defined and if T is LSC then 
Tv°° = v°°.

(1.6)
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Theorem 1.4.2 The following statements hold:

1.
(1.7)lim sup u*9 < v*9.

n—»oo

2. If Q is D and USC then lim andu*9 = v*9 — v*m
Tl-LOO

Tv*9 = v*9. (1.8)

3. Assume that Q is I, LSC, T is LSC and there exists a mapping тт : X —У
v*9 = v*s andA such that Tnv= Tv^. 

v*n9 = v*9.
Then Tv*9 = v*9, Voo

lim7i—» OO

Proof. First, let us prove (1-7). For this choose an arbitrary x G X and a number 
c s.t. c > v*9{x). By the definition of v*9 there exists a policy tt G V such that 
VtT(x) < c. Furthermore, since v„(x) = lim^t*, v^{x) there exists a number n0 
such that from n > n0 it follows that vnn(x) < c. Thus, if n > n0 then there 
holds that v*9(x) < c and consequently limsupn^0O v*9(x) < c. Since c and x 
were arbitrary, we obtain the desired inequality.

Now we show that if Q is D then lim^,*, v*p = v*p where P С V is arbitrary. 
Observe that by Proposition 1.1.11 v+> < vnn and thus v*p < u*+x < v*p for 
all t. Let 7Г e P be arbitrary. Then also v*p < v^n. Letting n tend to infinity 
and combining the result with Inequality 1.7 yields v*F < limn^ooU*^3 < vn, and 
hence

v*p = lim v*p.
71—» OO

Now, we prove that v*9 — Tv*9. Note that by Theorem 1.1.10 the FE holds 
so the Finite Horizon Optimality Equations hold (cf. Theorem 1.3.3). By (1.9) 
V* > u*+1 —>■ v*, n —> oo and Q is USC so Tv* —> Tv*, n —>■ oo. But Tu*9 = u*+1 
by Theorem 1.3.3 and by Equation (1.9) u*9 —» u*9, so Tu*9 —> u*9 and thus 
Tv*9 = v*9. Finally, since by Theorem 1.3.3 u*9 = u*m and for all policy 7Г, 
Ujr < vnn (since Q is D), it follows that u*9 = v*m.

Now, let us prove the third part. Since Tn£ is increasing and converges to Uoo 
and Q is LSC we have that Tuqq = T(lim 
Uoo < v*9 < v*s it is sufficient to prove that u^ = v*s. Let us consider the policy tt 
whose existence is stated in the condition of the proposition: T^uто =Tv00. Since 
£ < Uqo < ^7г thus also Tn£ < Т^и^ < Тжиж. Exploiting the fact that Tu^ = Uqo 
yields TttUqo = Uqo and also by the LSC of Q T^v^ = vn, so Tn£ < Uoo < vw. 
Repeating this argument one gets T"£ < u^ < vn and letting n —> oo yields that 
vn = Uqo, meaning that v*s < Uqo and u*s = Uqo- Since Tni < u*9 < u*9 we also 
have that u*9 —>• u*9, n —> oo.

Equation (1.8) is called the Bellman Optimality Equation and plays a fun
damental role when solving sequential decision problems. Example 0.1.14 shows

(1.9)

ТЧ) = lim TTnI — Uqo. Since71—»OO71—»OO

□
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that T can be non-LSC even if Q is increasing and continuous, in which case 
(1.6) may not hold.

The next example shows that v*9 = Voo still does not necessarily hold even if 
both Q and T are I and LSC.

Example 1.4.3 [6] Let X = {0,1}, A = (-1,0], l = -1 and

a, if /(1) < -1 or x = 1; 
, otherwise.(0/)(*>o)

Now Q is I and LSC as is T, but Uoo(0) = — 1 < 0 = u*9(0).

1.5 Existence of Optimal Stationary Policies
Definition 1.5.1 A stationary policy ф is said to be greedy (myopic) w.r.t. v
if

ТфП = Tv,

i.e., if for each x G X (Qv)(x, ф(х)) = (Tv)(x).

In ADPs “greediness” w.r.t. v*9 and optimality are intimately related as shown 
by the next theorem:

Theorem 1.5.2 If the FE holds and the stationary policy ф is optimal then

ТфП*9 = v*9.

If the Bellman Optimality Equation Tv*9 = v*9 holds then the following state
ments hold, as well:

1. If the FE holds then optimal stationary policies are greedy w.r.t. v*9;

2. If Q is I (D) and LSC (USC) then if there exists an optimal policy then 
there is one which is stationary;

3. If Q is I and LSC then ф is greedy w.r.t. v*9 iff ф is optimal.

Proof. Equation (1.10) follows immediately from the FE (Equation (1.2)) and 
the equations иф = v*9 and фх = ф.

Now, assume that the Bellman Optimality Equation holds. Then immediately 
ТфУ*9 — v*9 = Tv*9, showing part 1. Now, let us turn to the proof of part 
2. The proof is presented only under the condition that Q is I and LSC, the 
proof of the other case follows analogous lines. Let n be an optimal policy with 
7Г = (7г0, 7Г!,..., 7rt,...). For any selector p define Pß : 1Z(X x A) —> as
(Pßv)(:r) = v(x,p(x)). It is immediate that Pß is M. By Theorem 1.1.10 the FE

(1.10)

v,(x) = (Qv,: )(x,7T0!>:)J
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(P*oQv**)(x) using theholds, and now it can be written in the form vn(x) 
operator just introduced. Now, since vnx > v*9 and Q and Pno are M, we have 
by the optimality of 7r that

u*9(z) = vw(x) = (PnoQvnx)(x) > (PW0Qv*9)(x) = CTnov*9)(x).

Since Tno > T, so (Twov*9)(x) > (Tv*9){x) = v*9(x) and thus

v*9 > Tnov*9 > v*9.

By induction we get that T™0v*9 = v*9 holds for all n = 1,2,.... On the other 
hand, if Q is I and LSC then Proposition 1.1.11 yields I < v*9 < v„0 and thus, 
by Corollary 1.1.13, vno <— T™q£ < T™Qv*9 = v*9, n —> oo, showing that vno = v*9.

The third part follows easily: Since we know that Tv*9 = v*9 and by as
sumption ТфУ*9 — Tv*9, thus ТфУ*9 = v*9. Consequently for all n = 1,2,... 
ТфУ*9 — v*9. Since I < v*9 < Уф and since Q is I and LSC so T^v*9 converges to 
Уф and therefore Уф — v*9.

Bertsekas proved a somewhat weaker statement, similar to the second part 
(see Prop. 7 of [6]), namely that if there exists a Markov policy which is Markov- 
optimal then there exists a stationary policy which is also Markov-optimal.

We have seen that in continuous, increasing models the set of optimal sta
tionary policies coincides with that of the greedy policies w.r.t. v*9. However, 
we have not obtained any similar results for decreasing models. The following 
examples show that without additional requirements on Q we cannot expect to 
get any such result:

□

Example 1.5.3 (Idea based on [20]) Let X = {0,1} and A = {0,1}. Let Q be 
defined as follows: (Q/)(0,0) = /(0), (Q/)(0,1) = -1 +/(1), and (Qf){l,a) = /(1), 
a E A. Let t = 0. Then v*s(0) = — 1 and u*5(l) = 0. Cleaxly, the selector ф with 
ф(0) = 0 is not optimal but ТфУ*9 = v*9. In this example Q is decreasing and continuous 
and thus by Part 2 of Theorem 1.4.2 also Tv*9 = v*9.

The second question is whether there exists an optimal solution of Equation (1.10) 
at all. The following example shows that it is not necessarily the case [20]:

Example 1.5.4 Let X = N, A = {0,1} and let (Q/)(0, a) — /(0), a € A and for x > 0 
let (Qf){x,0) = — (x — l)/x + /(0) and (Qf){x, 1) = f{x + 1). Let £ = 0. It is easy to 
see, that v*9(x) — — 1 if x > 0 and u*ff(0) = 0. The only stationary policy that satisfies 
Equation (1.10) prescribes action 1 for each non-zero state. However, the evaluation of 
this policy gives zero everywhere. Here again Q is decreasing and continuous.

We summarize the results for contraction models, which will be considered in the 
second part, in the following Corollary:

Corollary 1.5.5 Assume that Q is a contraction. Then
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1. the FE holds;

2. vn — Нт^—юо vnt ,

3. v*n9 = v*nm = Tn£, n > 0;

I Tv*9 = v*9;

5. Greedy policies w.r.t. v*9 are optimal and optimal stationary policies are 
greedy w.r.t. v*9; and

6. If there exist an optimal policy then there exists one which is stationary.

Proof. 1 follows from Theorem 1.1.10, 2 from Corollary 1.1.12, 3 from Theo
rem 1.3.3. We prove 4 in the following way: we know from Theorem 1.4.2/1 
that Voo < v*9 and since T is a contraction by the definition of we get that 
Vqo — Tvoo- It is sufficient to prove that v*9 < Tv*9 since then iterating this 
inequality will yield that v*9 < v^. Let 7rn be a sequence of 1/n-uniformly opti
mal policies. Such policies exist by Theorem 1.2.3. Further, let pn be a selector 
such that Tßnvnn < Tv„n + 1/n. Then v*9 < v< (TvЖп) + l/гг., and taking 
the limit of both sides yields the desired inequality. 5 follows since if ф is greedy 
w.r.t. v*9 then TфV*9 = Tv*9 = v*9 and if ф is an optimal stationary policy then 
Tv*9 = v*9 = Уф = ТфУф = ТфУ*, showing the greediness of ф. Here we exploited 
that Vф is the fixed point of Тф which follows since уф = lim 
is a contraction. 6 follows similarly as Part 2 of Theorem 1.5.2.

T3I and since T<{>n—KX> Ф □

Discussion1.6
We have defined the evaluation of arbitrary policies based on the notion of the 
cost propagation operator. The decision problems were investigated under the 
conditions that the cost propagation operator is increasing or decreasing. It was 
found that under the decreasing assumption, the upper semi-continuity of the 
cost propagation operator, Q, was sufficient for the value iteration algorithm 
to converge to the optimal cost-to-go function, but greedy policies w.r.t. to the 
optimal cost-to-go function are not necessarily optimal. On the other hand, under 
the increasing assumption it was much harder to ensure the convergence of value 
iteration to the optimal cost-to-go function: we had to assume that Q and T are 
lower semi-continuous, and that there exists a stationary policy which is greedy 
w.r.t. the optimal cost-to-go function. However, optimal stationary policies are 
much easier to find in this case: if Q is continuous then optimal stationary policies 
coincide with policies greedy w.r.t. the optimal cost-to-go function. Therefore 
increasing models are more worthy of study since greediness can be used as the 
starting point for finding optimal policies. Further properties of these models are 
considered in the next chapter. One of the reasons for the difference between the

'v
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increasing and decreasing models is that the corresponding natural concepts of 
semi-continuity (lower- and upper-semi-continuity in the case of increasing and 
decreasing models, respectively) carry over differently to the optimal evaluation 
operator T: in the case of increasing models there is no transfer while in the case 
of decreasing models there is. For completeness the basic results for contraction 
models were also derived. The main results of this chapter are published in [72] 

To the author’s best knowledge there has been no work in ADPs concerning 
general policies. Some recent related work has been done by Waldmann [83] 
who developed a highly general model of dynamic-programming problems, with 
a focus on deriving approximation bounds. Heger [28, 29] extended many of 
the standard MDP results to cover the risk-sensitive model. Although his work 
derives many of the important theorems, it does not present these theorems in 
a generalized way which allow them to be applied to any other models. Verdu 
and Poor [81] introduced a class of abstract dynamic-programming models that 
is far more comprehensive than the model discussed here. Their goal, however, 
was different from ours: they wanted to show that the celebrated “Principle of 
Optimality” discovered by Bellman relies on the fact that the order of selection 
of optimal actions and the computation of cumulated costs can be exchanged as 
desired: in addition to permitting non-additive operators and cost-to-go functions 
with values from any set (not just the real numbers), they showed how, in the 
context of finite-horizon models, a weaker “commutativity” condition is sufficient 
for the principle of optimality to hold. For infinite models they derived only basic 
results, concerning Markovian policies.1

1Here is an example of their statements translated into our framework: They first show that 
from their commutativity condition it follows that Tnt = v*m, where v*m is the n-step optimal 
cost-to-go function for Markovian policies, L is the terminal cost function. Now the statement 
which concerns infinite horizons goes like this: if v*m converges to v 
then TnI converges to v*m. The problem is that in practice it is usually clear that u*m 
but it is much harder to show that v*m converges to v*m (cf. Theorems 1.3.3 and 1.4.2).

(Condition 3 in [81]) 
= TnI,



Chapter 2

Increasing Models

Throughout this chapter we will assume that Q is monotone (M), increasing (I) 
and lower semi-continuous (LSC). This is the minimal set of conditions under 
which increasing models are worthy of study: without monotonicity the principle 
of optimality may be violated [64, 48] and without lower semi-continuity even the 
evaluation of stationary policies may behave strangely.

After reviewing the basic definitions of ADPs in the next section, a classi
fication of increasing ADPs (shown in Figure 2) is given in Section 2.2. Using 
the classification, the existence of optimal stationary policies can be reduced to 
more basic problems, such as when the fixed point equation TvQ0 — Voo and the 
existence of greedy policies w.r.t. (i.e., Tv^, ф 0) hold. Since previous au
thors assumed stronger conditions than our minimal set most of our results can 
be considered as being new. In particular, we can show that Howard’s policy 
improvement routine is valid (Lemma 2.2.11), but may sometimes stop in local 
optima (Example 2.3.3).

The special properties of policy iteration and value iteration algorithms for 
finite models are given in Section 2.3. It is shown that policy iteration stops after 
a finite number of steps (Theorem 2.3.2), but an example is also presented which 
illustrates that it does not indispensably give the optimal policy (Example 2.3.3). 
It is proved that value iteration may be stopped after a finite number of steps; the 
greedy policy w.r.t. the most recent estimate of the optimal cost-to-go function 
will be optimal if the number of steps is large enough (Theorem 2.3.4).

Several connections are given to the work of other authors, and also connec
tions to different models. We close this chapter with some concluding remarks.

Notation and Assumptions
As mentioned above, throughout this chapter we make the following assumptions: 

Assumption 2.1.1 (M) Monotonicity: if u,v e 7Z(X) and и < v then Qu <

2.1

Qv.

27
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Assumption 2.1.2 (I) Uniform Increase: (Q£)(-,a) > i for all a G A.

Assumption 2.1.3 (LSC) Lower semi-continuity: if vn G IZ(X) is such that 
lim^oo vn exists and vn < lim

The monotonicity assumption implies the monotonicity of Tn and T, where 7r G 
Ax if the Q operator is monotone. Further, from the definition of T we have 
that T < Tn for each selector n. Note that if Q is LSC then Tn is LSC for each 
selector n, but as it was already noted and shown in as Example 0.1.14, T is not 
necessarily LSC even if Q. This causes most of the difficulties with increasing 
models.

Qvn = Q(lim vn).vn then limП—¥0О 71—>00 П-АОО

Relations in Increasing Models2.2
The aim of this section is to prove the relations of Figure 2. The following lemma 
will be frequently used:

Lemma 2.2.1 Assume that S : 'IZ(X) -* 1Z(X) is monotone. Let V G IZ(X), 
I < V. If SV < V then lim sup 
SV < V then lim sup

Proof. This involves a simple induction on n.
Note that if S is increasing (St > l) then lim sup 
as well.

SnI < SV, so lim sup SnI < V and ifn—ЮО 71-AOO

Sn£ < Vn—too

□
Sn£ - lim Sn£ holds,n—KX>П—УОО

Theorem 2.2.2 (PI) Assume M, I, LSC and let v^ — lim

Woo < Tvoo < Tv*s < v*s

Tn£. ThenTl—EOO

and so if Voo = v*s then

(2.1)»oo = 74O = Tv” = v”

Proof. In order to prove this we need two lemmas which we state and prove now.

Lemma 2.2.3 Assume M,I. Then is well defined and satisfies the following 
properties:

a) £ < Voo < Tv

b) if £ < v and Tv <v then Voo < v.

Proof. Since vn — Tn£ is non-decreasing by assumptions M and I, Uqq must be 
well defined. Since vn < Voo for all n and T is increasing then vn+i = Tvn < Tvoo- 
Letting n —У oo yields a). Part b) follows from Lemma 2.2.1 with S = T and 
V = v.

OO;

□
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Lemma 2.2.4 Assume M,I,LSC and let /r be an arbitrary selector. Then

a) vß = Tßvß, Tvß < Vf, and Tv*s < v*s;

b) for every и E B(X) for which I < и < vß, lim^oo T]fu = vß.

Proof. First we prove that if Q is M and I then (1) I < vß, (2) if v > I then from 
Tßv < v it follows that vß < Tßv < v, and (3) vß < Tßvß.

Indeed, (1) follows from M, (2) follows from Lemma 2.2.1 which can be applied 
due to (1) with the cast S = Tß and V = v. (3) follows from (2) by choosing v = 
vß. Now assume that Q is also LSC. Note that as a consequence Tß is also LSC. 
By (3) in order to have Tßvß = vß it is sufficient to prove that Tßvß < vß. Since 
Tfl У vß by LSC of Tß we have that vß = Ит^«*, Tjf+1I = Tß(\imn^ooTß£) = 

Tßvß. Further, since T <Tß then Tvß < Tßvß = vß. Finally let /г be an arbitrary 
selector. Then Tv*s < Tßv*s < Tßvß — vß. Taking the infimum of both sides 
w.r.t. fi we get that Tv*s < v*s which proves Part a).

Now, let us prove Part b). Since Tß is increasing and monotone

< t;u < T;Vß
holds for every natural number n. On the other hand from Part a) we have

Tfl = vß. Thus, it must= vß, and finally, by Corollary 1.1.13, lim 
TJfu = v

Tnv
follow that lim

71—»OO

□71-700

Continuing the proof of the theorem, we note that the inequality Tv*s < v*s 
follows from Lemma 2.2.3, Part a) < Tv^ and Lemma 2.2.4, Part a). So it 
remains to be proved that Voo < v*s so that Tvoo < Tv*s holds because of M. 
However, this follows immediately from Lemma 2.2.3, Part b) applied for v = v*s.
□
Note that the corollary (2.1) of v*s — Voo is slightly stronger than what was 
proved in Theorem 1.4.2, Part 3 where the existence of a greedy (stationary) 
policy w.r.t. Voo was also needed. The following example, analogous to that of 
[20], shows that the converse of this does not hold, i.e., Voo < v*s may hold even 
when Voo = Tvoo and Tv*s = v*s both hold.

Example 2.2.5 In this example Q is monotone, increasing, Lipschitzian1 (and thus 
continuous) and T is also Lipschitzian.
The following relations hold: Tv00 = Vqo = v*9 = v*m, but Tv*s = v*s > Voo• Lvoo = 0, 
IVs = 0, Us{v*9 + e) = 0 if 0 < e < 1, but Пт(и*9 + e) ф 0.
The model is as follows: X = {0}, A = Z+. (Q/)(0, a) = 1/2“ + (1 - l/2“)/(0), t = 0. 
It is straightforward to see that

(т/)(o) = {{(0)’ if/(°)<:L;
otherwise,

1Let В1 and B2 be normed vector spaces. Operator S : B\ —> B2 is called Lipschitzian with 
index 0 < a if \\Sf — Sg|| < a||/ — g|| holds for all f,g G Bi.
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so T is Lipschitz, too.
It is readily seen that u*s(0) = 1 (by consideration of the fixed point equation Tnvn = 
vn). However, if тгт = (nmo,nml,..., nmt,...) with vrmi(0) = m + t then n^m(0)

1 — ~ l/2m+í) « 1 — exp(—l/2m) which goes to zero, as m tends to infinity,
showing that v*9(0) = 0.

Now we will show that the crucial point of this example was that Гг>оо = 0. 
First we need some more definitions:

Definition 2.2.6 Let Пд(и) (A G {a,m,s}) denote the policies with infinite 
horizon evaluation exactly equal to v:

пд(ъ0 = {7Г G Пд \vn = u}.

(The policy sets, Пд, are introduced in Definition 0.1.10.)

Recall that Пд(г) denotes the set of policies with infinite horizon evaluation not 
greater than v. Of course, Пд(и) С Пд(г)) and Пд(п*л) = Пд(и*л).

Theorem 2.2.7 Assume M,I,LSC. Then 

P2 IfTvoo = Voo and Г^оо Ф 0 then Voo = v*s.

P5 If Tv*s = v*s then Us(v*s) = Tv*s.

P4 Assume that IVs П IIs(u*s) ф 0. Then Tv*s = v*s. In particular, ifTv*s = 
ns(i;*s) ф 0 then Tv*s = v*s.

Proof. We need the following lemma:

Lemma 2.2.8 Assume M, I, LSC. Then

a) If Гп ф 0 and I < v and Tv < v then v*s < v.

b) If I < v < v*s and Tv — v then П*(и) = Ги.

c) If Tv П П*(и) ф 0 then Tv = v.

Proof. Part a) is another application of Lemma 2.2.1. Let p G Гг>, S = Tß, V = v. 
Since Tßv = Tv &: Tv < v it follows that Tßv < v so the lemma assumptions are 
satisfied. The lemma and Lemma 2.2.4 Part a) yield that vß = lim 
and consequently that v*s < v holds as well. This proves Part a).

Now let us prove Part b). First of all we shall prove that П*(и) С Гг>. Let 
7Г G П*(и); then Tnv — Tnv^ = иж — v = Tv and thus 7Г G Tv. Now assume that 
7Г G Ги. Then Tnv = Tv = v. Consequently = v for all n = 1,2,... and by 
Part b) of Lemma 2.2.4 we get that иж = v.

Part c) follows easily since if 7r G ГиПП*(г;) then v = иж = Тжиж = Tnv = Tv.

ТУ < vn—>oo

□
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Now, let us prove (P2). Part a) of the lemma with the choice v = Uqo yields 
the inequality v*s < v^. Since we know from Theorem 2.2.2 that < v*s, it 
follows that v*s — Uoo-

(P5) follows by Part b) of the lemma with the choice v = v*s since we know 
that £ < v*9 < v*m < v*s, while (P4) is obtained by Lemma 2.2.8, Part c) with 
v = v*s. □

Corollary 2.2.9 IfTv00 = Uoo and ф 0 then v^ = v*9 = = v*s.

Theorem 2.2.10 (P6) Assume M,I, LSC and that Fv*s ф $ holds. Then the 
set of best stationary policies and greedy policies w.r.t. v*s, coincide, i.e.,

n.(0 = rv'.
Proof. Firstly, we prove that greedy policies w.r.t. the optimal evaluation of 
stationary policies are optimal, i.e.,

Fv*s C IIs(v*s)-

For this let 7Г G Fv*s. We need to show that vж < v*s. Since Tnv*s = Tv*s 
and according to Theorem 2.2.2 Tv*s < v*s, it follows that Tnv*s < v*s. Now, 
applying Lemma 2.2.1 with S — Тж, V — v*s yields vn < v*s where we exploited 
the result of Lemma 2.2.4 Part b), namely that T£v*s —> vn.

It remains to prove that LIs(u*s) С Tu*s. Let 7r denote an arbitrary best, 
stationary policy: vn — v*s. Now we would like prove that Tv^ = vn. Firstly, 
we know that Tvn < vn. Next, assume that Tvn < vn and let ff G = Tv*s. 
The next lemma, called the Generalized Howard’s Policy Improvement Lemma, 
shows that v%{xq) < vn(xo) which contradicts the optimality of vn. So we must 
have that Tvn = vn = Tnv„ and n G Гг^ = Tv*s thus finishing the proof. □

Lemma 2.2.11 (Generalized Howard’s Policy Improvement) Assume M,I, 
LSC and let n be an arbitrary selector and ff and ff G Гг^. Then < Tvn < vn 
and if TvJr < иж then v% < vn.

The same conclusions hold when Q is monotone and is a contraction.

Proof. Since T <Tn, due to Lemma 2.2.4 Part a) we have T^vn = Tvn < Tnvn = 
vn. Now, Lemma 2.2.1 with S = 7V and V = vw yields v* < T^vn = Tvn. The 
second part follows analogously. The proof is identical for monotone, contraction 
models, by noting that Twvn = vж follows by Corollary 1.5.5.

An interesting open question is whether from ПДи*5) Ф 0 it follows that 
Fls(v*s) = Fv*s. Unfortunately, we could not prove or disprove this.

□
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Computational Procedures2.3

If A is finite then Гр ф 0, for all v € IZ(X). As a consequence we obtain the 
following corollary:

Corollary 2.3.1 Assume M,I,LSC. Then if A is finite then all the assertions 
in Figure 2 are valid. Moreover, Poo = v*9 — v*m = v*s.

Proof. It is clear that Гг^ Ф 0. Since T is LSC then Tv ж = г>оо also, and hence 
all the assertions of Figure 2 are valid.

In essence, there are two computational approaches that can be utilized to find 
an optimal policy:2 policy iteration and value iteration (or successive approxi
mation). First we will consider policy iteration (PI). For mdps Puterman proved 
the analogue of the second part of the next theorem [50].

□

Theorem 2.3.2 (Policy Iteration) Assume M,I, LSC and that both the ac
tion space A and the state space X are finite. Let щ be an arbitrary policy and 
let us consider the sequence of policies {7Г4} defined by 7Ti+i € Tv^. Then after 
a finite number of steps, say t, the fixed point equation v 
the fixed point equation vnr = Tvnr is satisfied. Further, vnt < Tlv 
converges at least as fast as value iteration when value iteration is started with 
Vo = Vno.

— vnt (t > t) and 
i.e., PI

1

7Г0;

< vnt for all t > 0. Since thereProof. By Lemma 2.2.11 we have that v 
are only a finite number of policies there exists a time т such that if t > r then 
V„t = ищ+1. However, this means that Tv^r = vVt, otherwise by Lemma 2.2.11 
we would have that v

Kt+l

< Vnr.

The proof of the bound vnt < ТгиПо comes from a simple induction on t: 
Easily the statement holds for t = 0. Let us assume that it has been proved for 
t: vWt < TSjro- Due to M, Tvnt < Tt+1vno. By Lemma 2.2.11 v 
combination of the last two inequalities yields v

nv+l

< Tvnt. The 
< Tt+1vno which completes

7Tt + l
nt+1 □the induction.

The following example shows that, in arbitrary increasing models, continuity 
assumptions alone are insufficient to guarantee the convergence of policy iteration 
to optimality.

2In specific problems other procedures may be used, as well. For example, according to 
Lemma 2.2.4 Part a) and Lemma 2.2.3, Part b) the non-linear variational equation Tv < v, 
||u|| -4 min with t < v can be used to find v*s if v*s = v^. Here || • || is an arbitrary norm. 
This variational equation reduces to linear programming for standard MDPs and the L1 norm, 
but in the general case this variational equation may be hard to solve. Another recent efficient 
method which is available only for deterministic MDPs is based on an observation that such 
MDPs have a closed semiring formulation [43].
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Example 2.3.3 In this example Q is monotone, increasing, continuous and T is 
tinuous. The model is finite. We will show that policy iteration cannot find the optimal 
policy.
The model is as follows: A — {0}, A = {0,1}. (Q/)(0,0) = l + (l/2)/(0), (Q/)(0,1) = 
1/4 + 24G(o)-i).
Now, let 7Г be the policy with 7r(0) = 0. Then from vn = Twvn we have that u^-(O) = 2. 
(0Птг)(0, l) = l/4 + 4>2 = (Qvn)( 0,0) thus the PI routine returns n.
On the other hand, the optimal stationary policy is given by 7r*(0) = 1 since from the 
fixed point equation = vn* we have that v^- (0) = 1/2.

Policy iteration always stabilizes after a finite number of steps. Value itera
tion, on the other hand, generates an infinite sequence of functions vn = Tnv0. 
Since greedy policies w.r.t. v*s are optimal, considering vn as an approximation 
of v*s, it is natural to ask whether greedy policies w.r.t. vn are optimal for large 
enough n. This question has been answered when T is a contraction in [44]. If 
T is not a contraction then vn is not guaranteed to converge at all for general v0. 
In this case it is convenient to take v0 = t. The following theorem shows that 
vn = Tn£ has the desired “absorbtion” property.

con-

Theorem 2.3.4 (Absorbtion in Value Iteration) Assume M, I, LSC and 
that vn converges to v*s, where vn+i = Tvn, Qvn converges to Qv*s and both A 
and X are finite. Then for sufficiently large n we have Гпп C IIs(u*s).

Proof. Note that since A is finite IIs(u*s) = Ги*5. So it is sufficient to prove that 
rvnC Tv*s for large enough n.

Let x G X be an arbitrary state and a G A be an arbitrary action. Let 
Г(x,a) : B{X) —> 2ax be defined by

г(*,«)/ = { 7Г G Г/ I тг(х) = a},

that is Г(x,a) f is the set of greedy policies that choose an action a in state x.
Pick up a state x. Since A is finite, Tvn Ф 0 for all n. So for all n there exists 

an action a 6 A for which T^^Vn Ф 0. Again, since A is finite there must be at 
least one action a for which Г(Ж:а)и„ ф 0 infinitely many times. Let Ax be the set 
of such actions. We claim that

Go = fW UaeAc r(;r,a)U*s С Ги**,

and for large enough n: Tvn C Go- First of all, let us prove (2.2). Let n be 
an element of Go: n(x) G Ax for each x G X. Let ni(x),n2(x),... ,nk(x),... 
denote the sequence of indices for which r(il7r(i))Unfc(x) ф 0. Then it follows that 
vnk(x)ffi) = (Qvnk(x)-i)(x,n(x)) = (7Vtinjk(*)_i)(x), where x e X is arbitrary. 
Taking the limit к —> oo we get v*s = Tnv*s. Since by Corollary 2.3.1 v*s = Tv*s, 
hence Tnv*s = Tv*s, i.e., т G Tu*s proving (2.2).

(2,2)
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It remains to be proved that Tvn C Go if n is large enough. Let x G X be an 
arbitrary state. Since A is finite there must be a time nx < oo after which for an 
arbitrary policy with n G Грп, тс(х) G Ax. That is

TUn C Uag^ (Г(x,a)^n)

holds when n > nx. Let N = maxie^ nx. Since X is finite N < oo and \ín> N 
and 7Г G Гг>п then n(x) G Ax for all x G X, i.e. 7Г G Go-

Note that since A is finite, and if v0 — Z, Q is increasing, monotone and LSC, 
and T is also LSC then vn = Tnt converges to v*s and Qvn converges to Qv*s as 
well and Theorem 2.3.4 applies.

□

2.4 Discussion
The aim of this chapter was to give a detailed description of the relations between 
the important sub-problems of ADPs (instead of resolving questions like the 
existence of optimal stationary policies). In order to answer concrete questions 
one needs to make further assumptions about Q. For example, if one is interested 
in the optimality equation Tv^ = Uqq then the LSC of T should be ensured. One 
way of achieving this is to assume that for all x G X Sx : IZ(X) [—oo, оо]л 
given by Sxv — (Qv)(x,-) is lower semi-continuous w.r.t. the supremum-norm. 
Also the moduli of continuity (ш) of Q could be used for this purpose. Similarly 
to the method employed in [12] one can show that if u>(0) —>■ 0 as á —> 0 then 
T is LSC. Further, if w(á) <5 for sufficiently small <5 then Tv*s — v*s holds as 
well. The existence of e-optimal policies can also be studied using the moduli of 
continuity of Q. Most of the results of this chapter are published in [72].

Bertsekas [6] and Bertsekas & Shreve [9] are the closest to the work in this 
chapter. Bertsekas assumed that Q is Lipschitz3, and if so then it is also con
tinuous at each bounded function u. (However, as Example 0.1.14 shows, Q can 
be Lipschitz (even c-Lipschitz) without implying the same property for T.) Of 
course under the Lipschitz assumption much more can be proved: for example 
if Q is monotone, increasing, Lipschitz and lower-semi-continuous (this latter 
condition could be dropped if we knew there existed a policy with bounded eval
uation) then Tv*m = v*m [6, Proposition 5], Tvoo — v<*, is equivalent to Voo = v *771

3Under the monotonicity of Q Condition 1.2 of [6] can be shown to be equivalent to \\Qv — 
Qu|| < a||u — t)||, where || • || denotes the supremum-norm and a > 0. Note that since we 
consider functions over the extended reals, Q can be Lipschitz without being continuous. The 
following Lipschitz-like condition (let us call it the “c-Lipschitz property”) implies continuity: 
if и is in the r (r > 0) neighbourhood of v then also Qu is in the ar neighbourhood of Qv, 
where the r neighbourhood of a function V € TZ(X) consisting of the functions U £ R(X) for 
which IU(x) — F(x)| < r if |P(a:)| < oo and U(x) < — 1/r, if V(x) = —oo and U(x) > 1/r if 
V(x) = oo, x £ X.
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[6, Proposition 10] or ns(n*m) = Гп*т [6, Proposition 7]. Note that under these 
stronger conditions, Tv00 = Voo is still not equivalent to = v*s (or v*9 = v*s) as 
shown by Example 2.2.5. The optimality of stationary policies requires stronger 
conditions such as a contraction assumption (Assumption C of [6]) or existence
like conditions, such as Гпоо Ф 0- In Proposition 11 Bertsekas derived a necessary 
and sufficient condition (based on the epigraph of Q) for Uqo ~Tv00 and Tv^ Ф 0 
whose importance is clear from Figure 2.

Another question not fully explored is whether Tv Ф 0 for general v. Here, 
compactness arguments can be put forward. If (Qv)(x, •) is continuous for all 
v G H(X) and A is a complete metric space then one can show with Baire’s 
theorem that Гп ф 0.

Increasing models are just one of the usual three models investigated in the 
abstract setting. The other two assumptions are that Q is uniformly decreasing on 
I: a) < £ for all a G A and that Q is a contraction for some norm || • ||. The
contraction assumption was first considered by Denardo [18] and later revisited 
by Bertsekas [6] and Bertsekas and Shreve [9]. Contraction models are very well 
understood, and in [9] it was shown that it is possible to get an approximately 
optimal policy by an approximate policy iteration routine. Decreasing models 
were first considered by Strauch [65] for MDPs and later by Bertsekas [6] and 
Bertsekas and Shreve [9]. Decreasing models are quite different from increasing 
ones. It is well known, for instance that policy improvement does not work in the 
decreasing case [65]. Finally we note that without too much effort the present 
framework could be extended to arbitrary cost (reward) spaces equipped with 
a partial ordering and thus we could generalize the results that hold for vector
valued DPs [31] to abstract models with optimality criterions differing from the 
usual total expected discounted cost criterion.
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Introduction

In this part we describe methods for solving mdps when the mdp is unknown 
but the decision maker may “experience” it. Recently many such algorithms 
has been investigated under the name “reinforcement learning” (RL), but they 
could also be considered as examples of adaptive controllers. In order to illus
trate the idea consider a finite mdp and let the decision criterion be to minimize 
the total discounted expected cost (cf. Example 0.1.3 of Part 1). Then it fol
lows from Corollary 1.5.5 that the optimal cost-to-go function v* — v*9 is the 
fixed point of the optimal cost-to-go operator T : B(X) -» B(X), (Tv)(x) = 
min a€AT,y£xP(x,a,y)(c{x,a,y)+7v(y)), 0 < 7 < 1, where p(x, a, y) is the prob
ability of going to state у from state x when action a is used, c(x, a, у) is the 
cost of this transition and 7 is the discount factor. From part I, we also know 
that greedy policies w.r.t. v* are optimal. The defining assumption of reinforce
ment learning is that p and c are unknown, so T is also unknown. Methods of 
RL can be divided into two categories: optimal cost-to-go function estimation 
based and policy iteration based methods. Here we will be concerned only with 
the first class of methods. In this class, an estimate of the optimal cost-to-go 
function is built gradually from experience (of the decision maker) and some
times this estimate is simultaneously used for control. Two questions arise then: 
the convergence of the estimates to the true optimal cost-to-go function and the 
convergence of the control to optimality. Clearly, the two convergences can af
fect each other: if the estimates converged to optimality then the control should 
become asymptotically greedy with respect to the estimates in order to have 
it converge to optimality, and if the estimates do not converge to the optimal 
cost-to-go function then neither will the control converge to optimality. A more 
serious affect is that some control policies prevents the convergence of the cost- 
to-go function estimates to the optimal cost-to-go function (the decision problem 
is not “explored” sufficiently) in which case neither the control can converge to 
optimality. In summary, the control must become asymptotically greedy w.r.t. 
the cost-to-go function estimate but if the convergence to greediness is too fast 
then the cost-to-go function estimate may not have enough time to build up, 
preventing the convergence of control to optimality. The tradeoff between using 
“exploiting” (greedy) control and the convergence of estimates to optimality is 
called the exploration-exploitation tradeoff, and is well-recognized in the field of
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adaptive control. The proof that RL algorithms resolve the tradeoff is done in 
two steps by separating the proof of the convergence of the cost-to-go function 
estimates from that of the learning policy: first the convergence of the cost-to-go 
function estimates is shown under quite general conditions which prescribe only 
the meaning of “sufficient exploration”. This is called off-line learning since the 
control policy is not assumed to be coupled to the estimation procedure. Such 
theorems are useful even from the practical point of view since the off-line al
gorithms can be viewed as solution methods for large mdps whose structure is 
known but for which the explicit solution of the Bellman Optimality Equation 
would be too laborious to obtain. Then a Monte-Carlo simulation of the sys
tem together with a RL algorithm may provide a solution. It is important to 
note here that off-line RL algorithms differ from dynamic programming in two 
respects. Firstly, there is an estimation part of the algorithm and second, the 
algorithm is asynchronous: instead of updating (changing) all components of the 
estimate to the optimal value-function (as in value-iteration) only some carefully 
selected components are updated. It is well known that these asynchronous up
dates can speed up convergence considerably (similarly to the speed-up caused 
by Jacobi-iteration) [1]. It is exactly the asynchronous nature of these algorithms 
that makes the analysis of the off-line case non-trivial.

If the system is unknown then on-line learning policies, used during the esti
mation process to control the system, must be put forth that will satisfy both the 
“greedy in the limit” and the “sufficient exploration” conditions. This situation 
is called on-line learning since the estimation procedure and the control must be 
coupled. The technique of providing admissible learning policies is to provide 
conditions under which the cost-to-go function estimates converge in a restricted 
sense and finally to show that these conditions can be satisfied by some learning 
policies.

In the next chapter we derive the main result; in subsequent chapters we give 
applications of this result to off-line algorithms (Chapter 4) and on-line algorithms 
(Chapter 5).



Chapter 3

Asynchronous Successive 

Approximation

Consider an mdp where the decision maker has access to unbiased samples from 
p(x, a, •) and c; we assume that when the system’s state-action transition is 
(x, a. у) then the decision maker receives a random value c, called the reinforce
ment signal, whose expectation is c(x,a,y). Assume, moreover, that the decision 
maker wishes to identify v*, the optimal cost-to-go function. For example, he 
might try to approximate p and c using some estimation procedures and use the 
estimated values, pt, ct, to approximate T (the optimal cost-to-go operator) as 
Tt — T(pt,ct) and simultaneously he might try to use the operator sequence Tt 
to build an estimate of v* by replacing T in the value iteration procedure by 
Tt. Or, as in Q learning [85], one might want to directly estimate Qv* without 
ever estimating p or c, where (Qf)(x,a) = ^2yeXp(x,a,y)(c(x,a,y) + 7f(y)) 
is the cost propagation operator. The idea of this direct estimation procedure 
is the following: from the optimality equation v* = Tv* it follows that Q* is 
the fixed point of the operator T = QA, where A : B{X x A) —» B(X), 
(ÁÍQ)(x) = mina£^ Q(x, a). For any fixed function Q. TQ is easily approximated 
by averaging, which can be written recursively in the form

Qt+i(x,a) = (3.1)
nt(b)) Gtfo a) + (°* + 7(AQ)(zt+1)), if (x, a) = (xt, at);

otherwise,
U1

. Qt(x,a),

where nt(x,a) is the number of times the state-action pair (x,a) was visited by 
the process (xt, at) before time t plus one and, xt is a controlled Markov cess 
with transition laws given by P(xt+i\xt, at) = p(xt, at, xt+i), and where q G M 
depends stochastically on (xt,at,xt+1) with E[ct\xt, at, a;t+i] = c(xt,at,xt) and 
Var[ct|xi, at, xf+i] < 00. The above iteration can be written in the more compact 
form

Qt+1 — Tt(Qt, Q) (3.2)
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where Tt is a sequence of appropriately defined random operators. The approx
imation of Q* comes then from the “optimistic” replacement of Q in the above 
iteration by Qt. The corresponding process, called Q-learning [85], is

Qt+1 = Tt(Qt, Qt)-

Although the convergence of the iteration defined in (3.1) follows trivially 
from the law of large numbers, since for any fixed pair (x, a), the values Qtix, a) 
as given by (3.1) are simple time averages of ct+ry(NQ)(xt+i) filtered for the time 
steps when (x,a) = (xt,at), note that the convergence of the iteration given by 
(3.3) is not so straightforward. Specifically note that the componentwise analysis 
of the process of (3.3) is no longer possible, i.e., Qt+ i(x, a) depends on the values 
of Qt at state-action pairs different from {x, a)— not like the case of Qt+i and Qt 
in Equation (3.2).

Interestingly, a large number of algorithms can be put into the form of (3.3) 
so it is worth choosing this iteration as the basis of our analysis together with the 
assumption that Qt as defined in Equation (3.1) converges to TQ for all functions 
Q. Then our main result is that under certain additional conditions on Tt, the 
iteration in (3.3) will converge to the fixed point of T. In this way, we will be 
able to prove the convergence of a wide range of algorithms. For example, we 
will obtain a convergence proof for Q-learning, for the iteration vt+i — T(pt, ct)vt 
outlined earlier, and similar results for many other related algorithms.

(3.3)

3.1 The Main Result
Let T : В —> В be an arbitrary operator, where В is a normed vector space, and 
let T = (T0, Ti,..., Tt,...) be a sequence of random operators, Tt mapping BxB 
to B. The following question is investigated here: Under what conditions can 
the iteration /i+1 = Tt(ft, ft) be used to find the fixed point of T, provided that 
T = (T0, Ti,..., Tt,...) approximates T in the sense defined next?

Definition 3.1.1 Let F С В be a subset of В and let T0 : F -> V(B) be a 
mapping that associates subsets of B\ with the elements of F. If, for all f E F 
and all m0 E Fo(f), the sequence generated by the recursion mt+1 = Tt(mt, f) 
converges to Tf in the norm of В with probability 1, then we say that T ap
proximates T for initial values from F0 (/) and on the set FOB. Further, 
we say that T approximates T at a certain point f E В and for initial values 
from To С В if F approximates T on the singleton set {/} and the initial value 
mapping T0 : T —> В defined by -T0(/) = T0.

We will also make use of the following definition.

Definition 3.1.2 The subset F С В is invariant under T : В x В —>• В if, for 
all f-,9 € T T(f,g) E F. If T is an operator sequence as above, then F is said 
to be invariant under T if for all г > 0 F is invariant under T.
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In many applications it is sufficient to consider the unrestricted case in which 
F — В and F0(f) = В for all / G B. For notational clarity in such cases, the set 
F and mapping Fo will not be explicitly mentioned.

The following is our main result.

Theorem 3.1.3 Let X be an arbitrary set and assume that В is the space of 
bounded functions over X, B{X), i.e., T : B(X) —>■ B{X). Let v* be a fixed point 
ofT and let T = (T0,Xi,...) approximate T (w.p.l) at v* and for initial values 
from Fq C B(X), and assume that F0 is invariant under T. Let bo G Fq, and 
define Vt+i = Tt(Vt, Vt). If there exist functions 0 < Ft(x) < 1 and 0 < Gt(x) < 1 
satisfying the conditions below w.p.l, then Vt converges to v* w.p.l in the norm
ofB(X):

1. for all U\ and U2 G F0, and all x G X,

\Tt(U\,v*){x) — Tt{U2,v*)(x)\ < Gt(x)\Ui(x) — U2(x)\;

2. for all U and V G Fq, and all x G X,

\T,(U,v')(x) -Tt(U,V)(x)\ < Ft(x)(\\v' V\\ + A,),

where Xt —>■ 0 w.p.l. as t —»■ oo;

3. for all к > О, Пt=kGt(x) converges to zero uniformly in x as n —>■ oo; and,

4. there exists 0 < 7 < 1 such that for all x G X and large enough t,

Ft(ж) < 7(1 - Gt(a;)).

Remark 3.1.4 Note that from the conditions of the theorem and the additional 
conditions that Tt approximates T at every function V G B(X), it follows that 
T is a contraction operator at v* with index of contraction 7 (that is, T is a 
pseudo-contraction at v* in the sense of [10]).

Proof, [of Remark 3.1.4] Let V,U0,V0 G B(X) be arbitrary and let Ut+\ — 
Tt(Ut,V) and Vt+i = Tt(Vt,v*). Let St(x) = \Ut(x) - Vt(x)\. Then, using Con
dition 1, 2 and 4 of Theorem 3.1.3 we get that 5t(a:) < <5f(a:), where 5t+1(x) = 
Gt(x)St(x) + 7(1 — Gt(x))||R — v*\\. Substracting 7ЦУ — v*\\ from both sides 
we obtain that (5t+i(x) — 7ЦУ — v*\\) = Gt(x)(öt(x) — 7ЦV — v*\\) and thus, by 
Condition 3, St(x) converges to 7ЦУ — v*\\, i.e., limsup^^6t(x) < 7ЦV — u*|| 
(see, e.g., the proof of Lemma 3.2.2 of Section 3.2). Since Tt approximates T at 
v* and also at V, we have that Ut —> TV and Vt —>■ Tv* w.p.l which shows that 
St converges to ||TV — Tv*\\ w.p.l and so ||TV — Tv*\\ < 7||R-u*|| also holds. □
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One of the most noteworthy aspects of Theorem 3.1.3 is that it shows how to 
reduce the problem of approximating v* to the problem of approximating T at 
a particular point V (in particular, it is enough that T can be approximated at 
v*); in many cases, the latter is much easier to prove. For example, the theorem 
makes the convergence of Q-learning a consequence of the classical Robbins- 
Monro theory [53].

The most restrictive of the conditions of the theorem is Condition 4, which 
links the values of Gt(x) and Ft(x) through some quantity 7 < 1. If it were 
somehow possible to update the values synchronously over the entire state space, 
i.e., if Vt+\(x) depended on Vt(x) only, then the process would converge to v* 
even when 7=1 provided that it were still the case that + Gt) = 0
uniformly in x. In the more interesting asynchronous case, when 7 = 1, the long
term behavior of Vt is not immediately clear; it may even be that Vt converges 
to something other than v* or that it may even diverge, depending on how strict 
the inequalities of Conditions 4 and (3.4) (below) are. If these are strict, then 
||<5t|| need not decrease at all. The requirement that 7 < 1 insures that the use 
of outdated information in the asynchronous updates does not cause a problem 
in convergence.
Proof. [Theorem 3.1.3] Let U0 G Tq be arbitrary and let Ut+\ = Tt(Ut,v*). Since 
Tt approximates T at v*, Ut converges to Tv* = v* w.p.l uniformly over X. We 
will show that \\Ut — Vt\\ converges to zero w.p.l, which implies that Vt converges 
to v*. Let

St{x) = \Ut{x) - Vt(x)\
and let

At (ж) = \Ut(x) - v*(x)\.
We know that Ai(rr) converges to zero because Ut converges to v*.

By the triangle inequality and the conditions on Tt (invariance of Tq and the 
Lipschitz conditions), we have

<5m(z) = \Ut+1(x) - Vt+i(x)\
= \Tt(Ut,v*)(x) — Tt(Vt,Vt)(x)\
< \Tt(Ut,v*)(x)-Tt(Vt,v*)(x)\ + \Tt(Vt,v*)(x)-Tt(Vt,Vt)(x)\
< Gt{x)\Ut{x) - Vt(x)\ + Ft(x)(||u* - Vt\\ + At)
= Gt(x)őt(x)+Ft(x)(\\v*-Vt\\ + At)
< Gt{x)5t{x) + Ft(x)(\\v* -Ut\\ + \\Ut - Vt\\ + At)

= Gt(x)St(x) + Ft(a;)(||(5t|| + ||At|| + At). (3.4)

In Lemma 3.4.2 presented below we will show that an inequality similar to 
Inequality (3.4) holds for a sub-series of ||<5t|| and that therefore ||5t|| converges 
to zero. The perturbation term will be treated by treating St as a homogeneous 
perturbed processes [33]. □
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3.2 Convergence in the Perturbation-free Case
We will need a relaxation of the concept of probability-one-convergence. Recall 
that by definition a random sequence xt is said to converge to zero w.p.l of for all 
rj, 8 > 0 there exist a finite number T = T(r7, 8) such that P (supt>T |xt| > 5) < 77. 
In this section we address the fact that the bound T might need to be random. 
Note that usually T is not allowed to be random. However, we show that T can 
be random and almost sure convergence still holds if T is almost surely bounded.

Lemma 3.2.1 Let xt be a random sequence. Assume that for each rj, Ő > 0 there 
exist an almost surely finite random index T = T(r), Ő) such that

P ^sup \xt\ > 8^j < rj (3.5)

Then xt converges to zero w.p.l.

Proof. Notice that if T{u) < к then supí>fc |xt(a>)| < svLpt>T(w) and thus

< ui I sup |xí(u;)| > 8, T(uj) < к > С < и | sup \xt(u>)\ > 8, Т(ш) < к > 
{ t>k J t>T(ui)

Now

}{ и I sup |xt(w)| > 8A
t>k

(н П {си I Т(ш) < k}^j u(An{w \T{lo) > A:})

и I sup |a;t(a;)| > 8, T(u>) < к U {lo \T(uj) > k} .
t>T(cj)

C

Thus,
P (sup \xt\ > 8) < P (sup |rrt| > 8) + P{T 

\t>k J \t>T J
> к).

Now, pick up an arbitrary S, rj > 0. We want to prove that for large enough 
к > 0 P(supi>fc \xt\ > 8) < rj. Let T0 = T(8,t}/2) be the random index whose 
existence is guaranteed by assumption and let к = k(e,rj) be a natural number 
large enough s.t. P(T0 > k) < rj/2. Such a number exists since T0 < сю w.p.l. 
Then, P(supi>fc \xt\ > 8) < P{sup(>To \xt\ > 8) + P(T0 > k) < rj, showing that к 
is a suitable (non-random) index.

Now we prove our version of Jaakkola et al.’s Lemma 2 [33] which concerns 
the convergence of the above process 8t in the perturbation-free case. Note that 
both our assumptions and our proof are slightly different from theirs.

□
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Lemma 3.2.2 Let Z be an arbitrary set and consider the random sequence

xt+i(z) = gt(z)xt(z) + ft(z)\\xt\\, z e Z

where xq, ft, gt > 0, t > 0, and ||жо|| < C < oo w.p.l for some C > 0. Assume 
that for all к > 0 lim 
7(1 - gt(z)) w.p.l. (gt and ft 
to 0 w.p.l.

Proof. We will prove that for each e, S > 0 there exist an a.s. bounded index 
T = T(e, Ő) such that

(3.6)

\Xt=k 9t(z) = 0 uniformly in z w.p.l and ft(z) < 
are also random sequences). Then, ||:rt|| converges

Tl-YOO

P ^sup ||a;(|| < <5^ > 1 — e. (3.7)

Let e, ő > 0 be arbitrary and let p0,... ,pt,... be a sequence of numbers (0 < 
pt < 1) to be chosen later.

We have that

xt+i(z) = gt{z)xt(z) + ft(z)\\xt\\
< + /t(^)||*t||

= (9t{z) + ft(z))\\xt\\

< 11**11
since by assumption gt(z) + ft(z) < gt(z) + 7(1 — gt(z)) < 1. Thus, we have 
that ||(Et+i|| < H^ill for all t and, particularly, ||xí|| < Co = ||rc0|| holds for all t. 
Consequently, the process

yt+\(z) = gt(z)yt(z) + 7(1 - gt(z))C0,

with y0 = x0, estimates the process {xt} from above: 0 < xt < yt holds for all 
t > 0. The process yt converges to 7C0 w.p.l uniformly over Z. (Substract 7C0 
from both sides to get (yt+i(z) — 7C0) = gt(z)(yt(z) — 7C0). Now convergence of 
\\yt — 7С0Ц follows since limn^oo YYt=k9t(z) = 0 uniformly in z). Therefore,

lim sup ||a:t|| < 7C0
t—изо

w.p.l. Thus, there exists an a.s. bounded index, say M0, for which if i > M0 
then ||xt|| < (1 +7)/2Co with probability p0. Assume that up to some index 
г > 0 we have found numbers Mj such that when t > Mi then

(3.8)

(3.9)11**11 < = Ci

holds with probability p0pi...pi- Now, let us restrict our attention to those 
events for which Inequality (3.9) holds. Then, we see that the process

хм,
yt+i{z) = gt(z)yt(z) + 7(1 - gt{z))Ci, t > Mi

Умi
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bounds xt from above from the index Mj. Now, the above argument can be 
repeated to obtain an index Mi+1 such that Inequality (3.9) hold for г + 1 with 
probability poPi ■ ■ -PiPi+i-

Since (1 + y)/2 < 1, there exists an index к for which ((1 + y)/2)kC0 < e. 
Then, we get that Inequality (3.7) is satisfied when we choose p0,... ,pk in a way 
that popi ...Pk> 1- £ and we set T = Mk{= Mk{pQ,p1,... ,pfe)).

When the process of Equation (3.6) is subject to decaying perturbations, say 
et (see, e.g., the process of Inequality (3.4)), then the proof no longer applies. 
The problem is that ||a:t|| < ||x0|| (or ||жт-и|| < ||a:r||, for large enough T) can no 
longer be ensured without additional assumptions. For xt+i(z) < ||a;t|| to hold, 
we would need that 7et < (1 — 7)||#t||, but if liminfi^oo ||a;t|| = 0 (which, in fact, 
is a consequence of what should be proved), then we could not check this relation 
a priori. Thus, we choose another way to prove Lemma 3.4.2. Notice that the 
key idea in the above proof is to bound xt by yt. This can be done if we assume 
that xt is kept bounded artificially, e.g., by scaling. The next subsection shows 
that such a change of xt does not effect its convergence properties.

□

3.3 The Rescaling of Two-variable Homogeneous 

Processes
The next lemma is about two-variable homogeneous processes, that is, processes 
of the form

(3.10)xt+i = G,(xt ,st)

where Gt : В x В —> В is a homogeneous random function (В, В denote normed 
vector spaces as usual), i.e.,

Gt{ßx,ße) = ßGt(x,e) (3.11)

holds for all ß > 0, x and e.1 We are interested in whether xt converges to 
zero or not. Note that when the inequality defining 6t (Inequality (3.4)) is an 
equality, the process becomes homogeneous. Lemma 3.3.2 below says that, under 
additional conditions, it is enough to prove the convergence of a modified process 
which is kept bounded by rescaling to zero, namely the process

I if ||Gt(yt,et)|| <C;Gt{vu £t)
C Gt(yt, et)/\\Gt(yt, et)||, otherwise,

(3.12)Vt+1 =

1In [33] the authors considered a question similar to that which is investigated below in 
Lemma 3.3.2 for the case of single-variable homogeneous processes, which would correspond to 
the case when et — 0 for all t > 0 (see Equation (3.10)). The single-variable case follows from 
our result.
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where C > 0 is an arbitrary fixed number. The idea of “projecting” on a bounded 
set to ensure boundedness of stochastic approximation processes has been dis
cussed by Ljung [45] and Kushner and Clark [41].

We denote the solution of Equation (3.10) corresponding to the initial con
dition xq = w and the sequence e = {e*} by xt(w,e). Similarly, we denote the 
solution of Equation (3.12) corresponding to the initial condition y0 = w and the 
sequence e by yt(w,e).

Definition 3.3.1 We say that the process xt is insensitive to finite perturba
tions of e if it holds that ifxt(w,e) converges to zero then so does xt(w,E'), where 
e'(w) is an arbitrary sequence that differs only in a finite number of terms from 
e(u>), where the bound on the number of differences is independent of w. Further, 
the process xt is said to be insensitive to scaling of e by numbers smaller than 1, 
if for all random 0 < c < 1 it holds that if xt(w,e) converges to zero then so does 
xt(w,ce).

Lemma 3.3.2 (Rescaling Lemma) Let C > 0, w0 and the sequence e be ar
bitrary. Then, a homogeneous process xt(w0,£) converges to zero w.p.l provided 
that (i) xt is insensitive to finite perturbations of e; (ii) xt is insensitive to scaling 
of £ by numbers smaller than 1 and (in) yt(w0,£) converges to zero.

Proof. We state that
(3.13)yt(w,e) = xt(dtw,ct£)

for some sequences {ct} and {dt}, where ct = (cto,Cti> • • • , ctj, • • •) and {ct} and 
{dt} satisfy 0 < ducti < 1, and сц = 1 if i > t. Here the product of the 
sequences ct and £ should be understood componentwise: (qc)* = ctiti. Note 
that yt(w,£) and xt{w,£) depend only on £0,... ,£t-i- Thus, it is possible to 
prove Equation (3.13) by constructing the appropriate sequences ct and dt.

Set c0i — di = 1 for all i — 0,1,2,.... Then, Equation (3.13) holds for t = 0. 
Let us assume that {cj,dj} is defined in a way that Equation (3.13) holds for t. 
Let St be the “scaling coefficient” of yt at step (n + 1) (St — 1 if there is no 
scaling, otherwise 0 < St < 1 with St = C/\\Gt(yt,£t)||):

yt+i(w,e) = StGt(yt(w,E),£t)
= Gt(Styt{w,e),StEt)
= Gt(StXt(dtw,ct£),St£t).

We claim that
Sxt(w, e) = xt(Sw, Se) (3.14)

holds for all w, £ and S > 0.
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For t = 0, this obviously holds. Assume that it holds for t. Then,

Sxt+i(w,e) = SGt(xt(w,£),£t)
= Gt(Sxt(w,£),S£t)
= Gt(xt(Sw,Se),SEt)
= Xt+i(Sw,S£).

Thus,
yt+i{w, e) - Gt(xt(Stdtw, StctE), St£t),

and we see that Equation (3.13) holds if we define ct+i,i as ct+i,i = Stcti if 0 < 
i < t, Ct+i,i = 1 if i > t and dt+1 = Stdt.

Thus, we get that with the sequences

/ U'jJi SL if г < ^
\ 1, otherwise,ct,i =

d0 = 1, and

IIsdt+i — Í 5

2=0

Equation (3.13) is satisfied for all t > 0.
Now, assume that we want to prove for a particular sequence e and initial 

value w that
lim xt(u>, e) — 0
t—УОО

holds w.p.l. It is enough to prove that Equation (3.15) holds with probability 
1 — 5 when S > 0 is an arbitrary, sufficiently small number.

We know that yt(w,s) —> 0 w.p.l. We may assume that 5 < C. Then, there 
exists an index M = M(S) such that if t > M then

(3,15)

-P(IM»">£)II < s) > l - s. (3.16)

Now, let us restrict our attention to those events со for which \\yt(w, e(a>))|| < ő 
for all t > M: As = {со : \\yt(w,£)(co)\\ < 5}. Since S < C, we get that there 
is no rescaling after step M: St(co) = 1 if t > M. Thus, = cm+i,í for all 
t > M + 1 and i, amd specifically ct,i = 1 if г, t>M + l. Similarly, if t > M then 
dt+i(co) = Пг^о^Н ~ dM+1(<^)- By Equation (3.13), we have that if t > M 
then

yt(w,£(u)) = xt(dM+i(uj)w,cM+1(u)£(u)).

Thus, it follows from our assumption concerning yt that xt(dM+i(co)w, cm+\e(lv)) 
converges to zero almost everywhere (a.e.) on As and consequently, by Equa
tion (3.14), xt(w, cM+\s{u)/dM+i(w)) also converges to zero a.e. on A6. Since xt 
is insensitive to finite perturbations and since in cM+i only a finite number of
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entries differs from 1, xt(w,e(ui)/cIm+i(u)) also converges to zero, and, further, 
since dM+i(co) < 1, xt(w,e(u>)) = xt(w,dM+i{aj)(e(u>)/dM+i(a>))) converges to 
zero, too (xt is insensitive to scaling of e by dM+i). All these hold with probabil
ity at least 1 — 5, since, by Equation (3.16), P(Ag) >1 — 5. Since 5 was arbitrary, 
the lemma follows. □

3.4 Convergence of Perturbed Processes
We have established that Inequality (3.4) converges if not perturbed. We now 
extend this to more general perturbed processes so we can complete the proof of 
Theorem 3.1.3.

The following theorem concerns the stability of certain discrete-time systems:

Theorem 3.4.1 Let X and У be normed vector spaces, Ut : X x У —» X (t = 
0,1, 2,...) be a sequence of mappings, and 8t 6 У be an arbitrary sequence. Let 
#oo € У and Хоо e X. Consider the sequences xt+\ = Ut(xt,Qoo), and yt+i = 
Ut(yt, 9t), and suppose that xt and 9t converge to and 9^, respectively, in the 
norm of the appropriate spaces.

Let Lek be the uniform Lipschitz index ofUk{x,9) with respect to в at 9^ and, 
similarly, let Lff be the uniform Lipschitz index of Uk(x, 9^) with respect to x? 
Then, if the Lipschitz constants Lf and Let satisfy the relations L\ < C( 1 — Lf), 
and Пт=п-^т = 0, where C > 0 is some constant and n — 0,1,2,..., then

\\Vt-XooW =0.limi—>oo

Proof. The proof is based on relating the convergence of \\yt — Жоо|| and a triangle 
transformation of \\9t — #oo|| and can be found in Appendix A.l.

Observe that if Ut and 9t are random and all the relations are required to 
hold a.s., specifically, if “convergence in norm” is replaced by “a.s. convergence 
in norm”, then the above theorem remains valid. We will indeed use this form 
of the above theorem to show the a.s. convergence of certain random variables 
holds. Now, we are in the position to prove that Lemma 3.2.2 is immune to 
decaying perturbations.

Lemma 3.4.2 Assume that the conditions of Lemma 3.2.2 are satisfied but Equa
tion (3.6) is replaced by

□

(3.17)xt+i(z) = gt(z)xt(z) + /t(z)(||a;t|| + e*),

where et > 0 and et converges to zero with probability 1. Then, xt(z) still con
verges to zero w.p.l uniformly over Z.

2That is, for all x e X and в € У \\Uk(x,9) - Uk(x, 0oo)|| < Lek\\0 -O^W and for all x,y G X 
||С4(Мто)-С4(у,0оо)||<££||*-у||.
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Proof. First, we show that the process of Equation (3.17) satisfies the assumptions 
of the Rescaling Lemma (Lemma 3.3.2) and, thus, it is enough to consider the 
version of Equation (3.17) that is kept bounded by scaling.

First, note that xt is a homogeneous process of form (3.10) (note that Equa
tion (3.11) is required to hold only for positive scaling numbers). Let us prove 
that xt is immune to finite perturbations of e. To this end, assume that e\ differs 
only in a finite number of terms from et and let

Vt+i(z) = gt(z)yt(z) + ft(z)(\\yt\\+e't).

Take
kt(z) = Ixt(z) - yt(z)|.

Then,
kt+i{z) < gt(z)kt(z) + ft(z)(\\kt(z)II + \et - eJI).

For large enough t et = e't, so

kt+i(z) < gt(z)kt(z) + ft(z)\\kt(z)\\,

which we know to converge to zero by Lemma 3.2.2. Thus, either xt and yt 
converge and converge to the same value, or neither xt or yt converges.

The other requirement that we must satisfy to be able to apply the Rescaling 
Lemma (Lemma 3.3.2) is that xt is insensitive to scaling of the perturbation by 
numbers of the interval [0,1); let us choose a number 0 < c < 1 and assume that 
xt(w, e) converges to zero with probability 1. Then, since 0 < xt(w, ce) < xt(w, e), 
xt(w,ce) converges to zero w.p.l, too.

Now, let us prove that the process that is obtained from xt by keeping it 
bounded converges to zero. The proof is the mere repetition of the proof of 
Lemma 3.2.2, except a few points that we discuss now. Let us denote by xt the 
process that is kept bounded and let the bound be Co- It is enough to prove that 
||xt|| converges to zero w.p.l. Now, Equation (3.8) is replaced by

Vt+i(z) = gt(z)yt(z) + 7(1 - gt(z))(C0 + et).

By Theorem 3.4.1, yt still converges to 7C0, as the following shows: X,У := R 
6t := et, Ut{x, 0) := gt{z)x+'y(l —gt(z))(Co + 0), where z e Z is arbitrary. Then, 
Lf = gt(z) and Let = 7(1 — gt(z)) satisfying the condition of Theorem 3.4.1.

Since it is also the case that 0 < xt < yt, the whole argument of Lemma 3.2.2 
can be repeated for the process xt, yielding that ||it|| converges to zero w.p.l 
and, consequently, so does ||ж4||. This finishes the proof of the lemma.

We have thus completed the proof of Theorem 3.1.3.

□
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3.5 Relaxation Processes
In this section, we prove a corollary of Theorem 3.1.3 for relaxation processes of 
the form

Vt+i(x) = (1 - /«(x))Vt(x) + ft{x)[PtVt\(x)

where 0 < ft(x) is a relaxation parameter converging to zero and the sequence 
Pt : B(X) —> B(X) is a randomized version of an operator T in the sense that 
the “averages”

(3.18)

Ut+i(x) = (1 - ft(x))Ut(x) + ft(x)[PtV](x)

converge to TV w.p.l, where V E B(X). A large number of reinforcement
learning algorithms have this form, which makes these processes of interest. We 
give some concrete examples in later sections. It is important to note that while 
Vt+i(x) depends on Vt{y) for all у E X since PtVt depends on all the components 
of Vt, Ut+i(x) depends only on Ut(x), x E X\ the different components are 
decoupled. This greatly simplifies the proof of convergence of (3.18). Usually, 
the following, so-called conditional averaging lemma is used to show that the 
process of (3.18) converges to TV.

Lemma 3.5.1 (Conditional Averaging Lemma) LetPt be an increasing se
quence of a-fields, let 0 < at < 1 and wt be random variables such that at and 
wt-\ are Tt measurable. Assume that the following hold w.p.l: E[wt\Pt, <*t Ф 
0] = A, E[wl\Pt\ < В < oo, at = oo and YltLiat < C < oo for some 
B,C > 0. Then, the process

Qt+i — (1 ~ Oit)Qt + OLtwt

converges to A w.p.l.

Note that this lemma generalizes the Robbins-Monro Theorem in that, here, at 
is allowed to depend on the past of the process, which will prove to be essential 
in our case, but is less general since E[wt\Pt, at ф 0] is not allowed to depend on 
Qt■ The proof of this Lemma can be found in Appendix A.2 (cf. Lemma A.2.3).

Corollary 3.5.2 Consider the process generated by iteration (3.18). Assume 
that the process defined by

Ut+i(x) = (1 - f,(x))U,(x) + ii{x)\P,v'\(x) (3.19)

converges to v* w.p.l. (This condition is called the approximating property of Pt 
and ft.) Assume further that the following conditions hold:

1. there exist number 0 < 7 < 1 and a sequence Xt > 0 converging to zero 
w.p.l such that ||PtV — Ptv*|| < 7||U — u*|| + \t holds for all V E B(X);
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& 0 < ft(x) < 1, and Ylt=ift(x) converges to infinity uniformly in x as
n —> oo.

Then, the iteration defined by (3.18) converges to v* w.p.l.

Note that if lim
arbitrary 0 < e < 1, so if ||/t|| converges to zero w.p.l then condition ft(x) < 1 
can be discarded.
Proof. Let the random operator sequence Tt : B(X) x В(X) —> B(X) be defined

ll/ill = 0 w.p.l then for large enough t P(||/t|| < 1) > 1-e fort—ЮО

by
Tt(U, V){x) - (1 - ft(x))U(x) + ft(x)[PtV](x).

Tt approximates T at v*, since, by assumption, the process defined in (3.19) 
converges to v* = Tv* for all V G B(X). Moreover, observe that Vt as defined 
by (3.18) satisfies Vt+\ = Tt(Vt,Vt). Because of Assumptions 1 and 2, it can be 
readily verified that the Lipschitz-coefficients Gt(x) = 1 — ft(x), Ft(x) = 7ft(x) 
satisfy the rest of the conditions of Theorem 3.1.3, and this yields that the process 
Vt converges to v* w.p.l.

Note that, although a large number of processes of interest admit this relax
ation form, there are some important exceptions. In Sections 4.2 and 4.5 we will 
deal with some processes that are not of the relaxation type and we will show 
that Theorem 3.1.3 still applies; this shows the broad utility of Theorem 3.1.3. 
Another class of exceptions are formed by processes when Pt involves some addi
tive, zero-mean, finite conditional variance noise-term which disrupts the pseudo
contraction property (Condition 1) of Pt. With some extra work Corollary 3.5.2 
can be extended to work in these cases; in that proof the Rescaling Lemma must 
be used several times. As a result a proposition almost identical to Theorem 1 
of [33] can be deduced. This extension will be presented at the end of the next 
chapter.

□

3.6 Convergence Rates
The difficult part of proving the convergence of RL algorithms is to prove that 
the asynchronous iteration

Xt+i (z) = gt(z)xt(z) + /i(*)||art||,

converges to zero (cf. Equation (3.6) of Lemma 3.2.2). The aim of this section is to 
strengthen the statement of Lemma 3.2.2 under special assumptions concerning 
ft and gt, and then to give an estimate for the convergence rate of the above 
process to zero. Here, we assume that the set of possible states Z is finite (we 
identify this set with {1, 2,..., n}), and that the process 3.20 takes the form

(3.20)

H1 d*)) Xt(*)+ INI» if vt = p,
if Vt Ф h

zt+i(i) = (3.21)St(i)

IN*)»
-
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where t = 1,2,3,..., i = 1,2, ...,n, rjt € {1,2, ...,n), St{i) is the number of 
times the event {77t = i} happened before time (t + 1) plus one (i.e., St(i) = 
1 + |{s|t7s = z, 0 < s < í + 1 }|) and || • || denotes the supremum-norm as before. 
For example, in the case of Q-learning with learning rates inversely proportional 
to the visit-times a given state-action pair, the difference process 6t defined in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1.3 admits the form of (3.21).

Theorem 3.6.1 Assume that rji, 772, •.. ,rjt, • • ■ is a finite, stationary Markov 
chain with states {1,2, ...,n} and stationary distribution (pi,P2, ■ ■ ■ ,pn), where 
Pi > 0, 1 < i < n. Then the process xt defined in Equation (3.21) satisfies

with probability one (w.p.l)3, where R = min,pj/maxip,.

Proof. Let T0 = 0 and

Tfc+x = min {t > Tk f Vi = 1.. .n, 3s = s(i) : rjs =i},

i.e. Tjfc+i is the smallest time after time Tk such that during the time interval 
[Tk + l,Tfc+1] all the components of xt(-) are “updated” in Equation (3.21) at 
least once. Then

*Tk+1+i (*) < (l - - ^ Ikik+iH,-7 (3.22)

where Sk = max* Srk+1 (г) • This inequality holds because if tk (г) is the last time 
in [Tk + 1, Tk+i] when the ith component is updated then

xrk+1+i(i) = xtk(i)+i(i) = (1 - 1/Stk^(i))xtk(i){i) +7/5tfc(i)(i)||a:tfc(i)(-)||
— (1 ~ (*))(*)II “h 7/*5,ifc(i)(i)ll^tfc(i)(Oil

Í1 - Й«) I'1“»«"
) IK+lOII,(-1,-7<

where it was exploited that ||:rt|| is decreasing and that Sk > Srk+1(i) = Stfc(i)(*)- 
Now, iterating (3.22) backwards in time yields

1 -l\ 
Si )'Trfc+l(-) < ll*o|| 1 -

3In this context at = 0(bt) means that limsup^^ |6t|/|at| < C(u>) < 00 for some random 
variable C and for almost all u>.
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Now fix an e > 0. Then there exists an integer N = N(e) > 0 and an event 
set Ae such that P(Ae) > 1 — e and

|Sj - O' + l)«o“4 < (j + l)e

holds when u> G Ae and j > N (Sj = Sj(co)). Now, if e is sufficiently small, 
к > N(e) and u> € Ae then:

(3.23)

-¥) - Ш-ТШ-Т)
<

к-1 .Y —^3 + 1
1 - 7

exp
Rq 1 + 6

j=N

{^Ык/{М + 1)))< exp

1 — 7
N(e) + 1 \ r0 1+c

к
1r..Z

N(e) + 1\~*
< к

In the last inequality we have used f?0 > Pmin/p 
to be sufficiently small.

Now, by defining s = T* + 1 so that s/C ~ к we get

R( 1-7)

= R and that e was assumedmax

Ä(l-7)
И*0" (í) ~ INIINI = IN+lll <

Therefore, also ||a;t|| = 0(l/t^1-7^) holds due to the monotonicity of xt and the 
monotonicity of {l/к•R°(1-'>')} jn k. All these hold on Ae, i.e., with probability 
1 — e, thus, finishing the proof.

Now, assume 7 > 1/2. Then the same convergence rate holds for the per
turbed process

□

(1-щ)*‘(<) + щ(м+е‘)' (3.24)

(cf. also (3.17)) where et = 0(y/loglogf/f) is a decreasing sequence. We state 
that the convergence rate of et is faster than that of xt. Define the process

) zt{i), if Pt = t; 

if pt ф i.
H1 _ 1x2.

Zt+l{i) = (3.25)MP
{ ZS)
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This process clearly lower bounds the perturbed process, xt. Obviously, the con
vergence rate of xt is slower than that of zt, whose convergence rate is o(l/ix~7), 
which is slower than the convergence rate of et provided that 7 > 1/2, proving 
that e( must be faster than xt. Thus, asymptotically et < (I/7 — l)xt, and so 
ll^iH is decreasing for large enough t. Then, by an argument similar to that of 
used in the derivation of (3.22), we get

xTk+1+i(i) < (l - 7ll^Ifc+lll + ~етк, (3.26)
sk

where Sk = min; Srk+1 (f). Finally, by some approximation arguments similar to 
that of Theorem 3.6.1, together with the bound (1 /rU) s'7-3/2yiog log s <
s-1/2-^/ log logs, 1 > r] > 0, which follows from the mean-value theorem for inte
grals and the law of integration by parts, we get that \\xt\\ « 0(l/iß^1-7^).

Now, consider a relaxation type-of approximation process

{ (1 -1 /S,(i))vt(i) +1 ISt(i)\P,v,](i), if ч< = •; 
UW.V.+i(i) = (3.27)otherwise,

(which can be e.g. Q-learning) and assume that Af = 0 in Condition 1 of Corol
lary 3.5.2. Then et corresponds to ||V* — Ut||, where Ut is an n-dimensional 
stochastic approximation process, where there is no coupling among different 
components:

Í (1 - l/St(i))U,(i) + l/S,(t)[/-Vo'](!), if 4, = i; 
U,(S),

(3.28)U,+i(i) = otherwise,

(cf. the proof of Theorem 3.1.3). Therefore, the Law of Iterated Logarithm 
applies to Ut if PtV* has a bounded range, showing that

et = О (Vlog(log(i/pmin))/(t/Pmin) ), 

where pmin = min,-р4 [46]. Thus, \\Vt - u*|| = ||a;t|| = 0(l/iÄ(1_7)).

3.7 Discussion
Most of the results of this chapter were presented in the paper of the author and 
Littman [74] and the paper of the author [71]. Some ideas in the proof of the main 
convergence result (Section 3.1) came from the paper of Jaakkola, Jordan and 
Singh who were the first together with and independently of Tsitsiklis [79] who 
developed the connection between stochastic-approximation theory and reinforce
ment learning in mdps. Our work is more similar in spirit to that of Jaakkola, 
et al. We believe the form of Theorem 3.1.3 makes it particularly convenient 
for proving the convergence of reinforcement-learning algorithms; our theorem
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reduces the proof of the convergence of an asynchronous process to a simpler 
proof of convergence of a corresponding “synchronized” one. This idea enables 
us to prove the convergence of asynchronous stochastic processes whose under
lying synchronous process is not of the Robbins-Monro type (e.g., risk-sensitive 
mdps, model-based algorithms, etc.) in unified way (see e.g., Section 4.5).

The Main Convergence Lemma, presented in Section 3.2 is central to our 
results. A similar, but different lemma was proposed by Jaakkola et al. [33]. 
Similarly, the result of Section 3.3 comes from an idea after the same paper of 
Jaakkola et al. However, Lemma 3.4.2 is original.

The relaxation process formalism, which will prove to be very useful in the 
subsequent sections, and the corresponding results of Section 3.5 are new, as are 
the convergence rate results. This latter result is published in [69].
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Chapter 4

Off-line Learning

This section makes use of Theorem 3.1.3 to prove the convergence of various 
off-line learning algorithms. First we give the proofs for the basic reinforcement 
learning algorithms, particularly for Q-learning [85] and for the adaptive real
time dynamic programming (value iteration) algorithms. Then the extension of 
Q-learning to an algorithm that may use a function-approximator to store the 
Q values Qt(x, a), and finally the convergence of the equivalent of Q-learning for 
risk-sensitive models are considered. The defining characteristics of these proofs 
are that they make use of the sufficient-exploration (SE) condition which requires 
that in the mdp every state-action pair is visited infinitely often.

Q-learning4.1
In Chapter 3 we presented the Q-learning algorithm, but we repeat this definition 
here for the convenience of the reader. Consider an MDP with the expected total- 
discounted cost criterion and with discount factor 0 < 7 < 1. Assume that at 
time t we are given a 4-tuple (xt,at,yt,Ct), where xt, yt G X, at E Л and ct G R 
are the decision maker’s actual and next states, the decision maker’s action, and 
a randomised cost received at step t, respectively. We assume that the following 
holds on (xt,at,yt,ct):

Assumption 4.1.1 (Sampling Assumptions) Consider a finite mdp , (A, A,p,c). 
Let {(xt,at,yt,Ct)} be a fixed stochastic process, and let Tt be an increasing se
quence of cr-fields (the history spaces) for which

ffiti &t> yt— 1) Ct—1> ■ ■ • j З'С)}

are measurable (x0 can be random). Assume that the followings hold:

1- РЫ = y\x = xt,a = ot, Tt) = p(x, a, у)

2. E[ct\x = xt,a = at,y — yt,Pt) — c(x,a,y) and Va,r[ct\Tt\ is bounded inde
pendently of t, and

59
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3. yt and ct are independent given the history Tt\ P(yt G X0,ct G U \ Tt) = 
P(yt G XQ\ Tt)P(ct G U\Tt)i where X0 С X is arbitrary and U С M is 
measurable.

Note that one may set xt+\ = Vt, which corresponds to the situation in which the 
decision maker gains its experience in a real-system; this is in contrast to Monte- 
Carlo simulations, in which xt+i = yt does not necessarily hold. The Q-learning 
algorithm is given by

Qt+i(x,a) = (1 - at(x,a))Qt(x,a) + at(x,a) (ct -1- 7mmQt(yt, 6)) , (4.1)

where at(x,a) = 0 unless (x, a) = (xt,at), which is intended to approximate the 
optimal Q function, Q*, of the mdp.

Definition 4.1.1 We say that the process {(xt, at)} satisfies the sufficient explo
ration (SE) condition if (x = xt, a = at) i.o. holds w.p.l, for all (x, a) G X x A.

We have the following theorem: .

Theorem 4.1.2 Assume 4-LI and that the following holds w.p.l:

L 0 < at(x,a) < l, Y^Zoat(x>a) = °°^ T,Zo at (ж> a) < and 

2. at(x,a) = 0 if (x, а) ф (xt,at).

Then, the values defined by (4-1) converge to the optimal Q function Q* w.p.l.

Remark 4.1.3 Note that usually one defines

a(x a) = { г/Мх’ ®) + if °) = (^’ a<)’
^ ’ ' (0; otherwise,

where nt(x,a) is the number of steps the pair (x, a) was visited by the process 
(xt, at) before time t. Then the Robbins-Monro condition (Condition 1 above, 
see [53]) on the learning rates requires every state-action be visited infinitely 
often, i.e., the SE condition. The theorem leaves open the question whether 
this can be fulfilled by any particular learning-policy and also the form of such 
learning policies. We shall return to this question in Chapter 5.

(4.2)

Proof. The proof relies on the observation that Q-learning is a relaxation process, 
so we may apply Corollary 3.5.2. We identify the state set of Corollary 3.5.2, X, 
by the set of possible state-action pairs X x A. If we let

Г <Xt(x, a), if (x, a) = (xt, at);
(0, otherwise,ft(x,a) =
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and
(PtQ)(x,a) = ct + 'ymaxQ(yt,b)ьеЛ

(Pt does not depend on a), then we see that Conditions 1 and 2 of Corollary 3.5.2 
on ft and Pt are satisfied because of our Condition 1. So it remains to show that 
for a fixed function Q € B(X x A) the process

Qt+i(z,a) = (1 - a,(x, a))Qt(x, a) + at(x, a) (c, + b)\ (4.3)

converges to TQ, where T is defined by

(TQ)(x,a) = ^p(x,a,y) (c(x, a, y) + 7imnQ(y, 6)) . (4.4)
yex

Using the conditional averaging lemma (Lemma 3.5.1), this should be a routine: 
First, observe that the different components of Qt are decoupled, i.e., Qt+i(x,a) 
does not depend on Qt(x',a') and vice versa whenever (x,a) ф (x',a'). Thus, it 
is sufficient to prove the convergence of the one-dimensional process Qt(x,a) to 
('TQ)(x,a) for any fixed pair (x,a). So pick up any such pair (x,a) and identify 
Qt of the lemma with Qt(x,a) defined by (4.3). Let Tt be the cr-field that is 
adapted to

(Xf, &t, (Xt(Xj Clj, yt—h Ct_i, Xt—l, Ot— 1, Oit—1 (x, Cl), yt—21 Q—2j • • • > ^0: ®o)

if t > 1 and let JF0 be adapted to (ж0, a0), at = o:t(x, a), wt = ct + 7 min^ Q(yt, b). 
The conditions of Lemma 3.5.1 are satisfied, namely,

1. Tt is an increasing sequence of а-fields by its definition;

2. 0 < at by the same property of at(x,a) (Condition 1);

3. at and wt~ 1 are Tt measurable because of the definition of Tt\

4. E[wt\Tt,at ф 0] = E[ct + 'ymmbQ(yt,b)\Ft\ = Y,yexP(x^ a> У)(Ф,a, У) + 
7minbQ(y,b)) = (TQ)(x,a) because of the first part of Condition 2;

5. E[u>t \Tt\ is uniformly bounded because yt can take on finite values (X 
is finite), the bounded variance of ct given the past (cf. second part of 
Condition 2) and the independence of ct and yt (Condition 3);

6. at — 00 and YlbLi at < 00 (Condition 1).

Thus, Qt+i(x, a) converges to E[wt\Pt, &t Ф 0] = (TQ)(x,a), which proves the 
theorem. □
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4.2 Model-based Learning Methods
Q-learning shows that optimal cost-to-go functions can be estimated without ever 
explicitly learning c and p; however, building estimates of c and p can make more 
efficient use of experience at the expense of additional storage and computation 
[47]. The parameters of c and p can be learned from experience by keeping 
statistics for each state-action pair on the expected cost and the proportion of 
transitions to each next state. In model-based reinforcement learning, c and 
p are estimated on-line, and the estimate of the optimal cost-to-go function is 
updated according to the approximate dynamic-programming operator derived 
from these estimates. Interestingly, although this process is not of the relaxation 
form, still Theorem 3.1.3 implies their convergence for a wide variety of models 
and methods. In order to capture this generality, let us introduce the class of 
mdps in which the cost-propagation operator Q takes the special form

(QV)(x, a) = (Ф, a, y) + 'yV(y)).

(x,a) /(•) might take the form J2yexP(.x’aiy)f(y)i which corresponds toHere, 0
the case of expected total-discounted cost criterion, or it may take the form

Ну)max
y:p(x,a,y)>0

which corresponds to the case of the risk-averse worst-case total discounted cost 
criterion. One may easily imagine a heterogeneous criterion, when 0^x,a^ would 
be of the expected-value form for some (x, a) pairs, while it would be of the 
worst-case criterion form for other pairs expressing a state-action dependent risk 
attitude of the decision maker. In general, we require only that the operation 

: B{X) —» R should be a non-expansion with respect to the supremum- 
norm, i.e., that

{x,a) .Ф

eM/o) - e'’"V) <н/-»и
for all /, g 6 B{X). See our earlier work [44, 75], for a detailed discussion of 
non-expansion operators.

As was noted above, in model-based reinforcement learning, c and p are esti
mated by some quantities ct and pt. As long as every state-action pair is visited 
infinitely often, there are a number of simple methods for computing ct and pt 
that converge to c and p. Model-based reinforcement-learning algorithms use the 
latest estimates of the model-parameters (e.g. c and p) to approximate operator 
Q, and in particular operator 0. In some cases, a bit of care is needed to insure 
that 0t, the latest estimate of 0, converges to 0, however (here, convergence 
should be understood in the sense that || 0t / —» 0 / Ц —» 0, i —> oo holds for all 
f £ B(X)). There is no problem with expected-cost models; here the convergence
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(x,a) f = I2yexPt(x’a,y)f(y) to 0-of pt to p guarantees the convergence of 0^
On the other hand, for worst-case-cost models, it is necessary to approximate p 
in a way that insures that the set of у such that pt(x, a, y) >0 converges to the 
set of у such that p(x, a, y) > 0. This can be accomplished easily, however, by 
setting pt(x, a, y) = 0 if no transition from x to у under a has been observed.

In this framework, the adaptive real-time dynamic-programming algorithm [2]
takes the form

(x,a)

{ (ct(x, a, •) -I- 'yVt(-)), if xert
otherwise,

mm„€.4 ®,
V,(x),

where ct(x, a, y) is the estimated cost-function and rt is the set of states updated at 
time step t. This algorithm is called “real time” if the decision maker encounters 
its experiences in the real system and xt € rt, where xt denotes the actual state 
of the decision maker at time step t, i.e., the value of the actual state is always 
updated.

Theorem 4.2.1 Consider a finite mdp and for any pair (x,a) £ X x A let 
0|I,a\ 0 : B(X) —> E. Assume that the following hold w.p.l:

1. 0t —* 0 in the sense that

(4.5)V,+l(x)

lim max
Hoo (x,a)£XxA

a.s.

(x,a) ■is a non-expansion for all (x, a) £ X x A and t. 

3. ct(x,a,y) converges to c(x,a,y) for all (x,a,y).

2. 0

4- 0 < 7 < 1.

5. Every state x is updated infinitely often (i.o.), that is x G rt i.o. for all 
xeX.

Then, Vt defined in Equation (4-5) converges to the fixed point of the operator 
T : B(X) -► B{X), where

(TV)(x) = min (c(x, a, у) + jV(y)).

Proof. We apply Theorem 3.1.3. Let the appropriate approximate dynamic
programming operator sequence {Ti} be defined by

(x,a){ minaeA 0 {ct(x,a, -) + 7^(-))5 if x e rt 
otherwise.

Tt(V,V)(x) =
U(x)
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Using Theorem 3.4.1 it is a routine to prove that Tt approximates T. However, 
the following simple direct argument can also be used: Let x e X and let Ut+\ = 
Tt(Ut, V). Then Ut+i(x) = Ut(x) if x £ rt. Since in the other case, when x E rt, 
Ut+i(x) does not depend on Ut and since x e rt i.o., it is sufficient to show that 
Dt = I mina6^ (ct(x, a, •) + 7U(-)) — (TV)(x)\ converges to zero as t —>■ со.
Now,

(i,a)0t(l’a) (ct(x, a, •) + 7V(•)) - 0' " (Ф, a, •) + 7U(•))

0((Ж’а) Ых, a, •) + (О) - 0/ ’ } (Ф, а, О + TV(•))

0((X’a) (c{x, a, •) + 7U(•)) - 0( ’a) (c(x, a, •) + 7U(•))

Dt < max

< max
a£A

+ max
a&A

< max max ICt(ж, а, у) — с(ж, a, y)| аел уел”
0t(X’a) (c(ar, a, •) + 7U(•)) - 0(x’a) (c(x, a, •) + 7U(•)) ,+ max 

aeA

where we made use of the triangle inequality and Condition 2. The first term on 
the r.h.s. converges to zero because of our Condition 3, while the second term 
converges to zero because of our Condition 1. This, together with Condition 5 
implies that Dt —>• 0, which, since x G X was arbitrary, shows that Tt indeed 
approximates T.

Returning to checking the conditions of Theorem 3.1.3, we find that the func-

, if x G rt;
1, otherwise,

tions

{:Gt(x) =

and I 7, if x e rt;
0, otherwise,

satisfy the remaining conditions of Theorem 3.1.3, as long as 0t is a non
expansion for all t (which holds by Condition 2) and each x is included in the rt 
sets infinitely often (this is required by Condition 3 of Theorem 3.1.3) and the 
discount factor 7 is less than 1 (cf. Condition 4 of Theorem 3.1.3). But these 
hold by our Conditions 5 and 4, respectively, and therefore the proof is complete.

ад =

□
This theorem generalizes the results of [26], which deal only with the expected 

total-discounted cost criterion.
Note that in the above argument, minae^ could have been replaced by any 

other non-expansion operation (this holds also for the other algorithms presented 
in this article). As a consequence of this, model-based methods can be used to 
find optimal policies in mdps, alternating Markov games, Markov games, risk- 
sensitive models, and exploration-sensitive (i.e., SARSA) models [35, 57]. Also,
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if ct — c and pt — p for all t, this result implies that asynchronous dynamic 
programming converges to the optimal cost-to-go function [3, 10, 2].

Q-learning with Multi-State Updates4.3
Now let us return to direct (or model-free) methods. Ribeiro argued that the 
use of available information in Q-learning is inefficient: in each step it is only 
the actual state and action whose Q value is reestimated [51] (i.e., only Qt(x,a) 
is changed). The training process is local both in space and time. If some a 
priori knowledge of the “smoothness” of the optimal Q value is available, then 
one can make the updates of Q-learning more efficient by introducing a so-called 
“spreading mechanism,” which updates the Q values of state-action pairs in the 
“vicinity” of the actual state-action pair also.

The rule studied by Ribeiro is as follows: let Q0 be arbitrary and

Qt+i(z,a) = (1 - at(z,a)s(z,a,xt))Qt{z,a) +
at(z,a)s(z,a,xt) (ct + j min Qt(yt,b)^j , (4.6)

where at(z,a) > 0 is the learning rate associated to the state-action pair (z,a), 
which is 0 of a ^ at; s(z,a,x) is a fixed “similarity” function satisfying 0 < 
s(z, a, x); and (xt, at, yt, ct) is the experience of the decision maker at time t. The 
difference between the above and the standard Q-learning rule is that here we 
may allow at(z, а) ф 0 even if xt Ф z, i.e., the values of states different from 
the state actually experienced may be updated, too. The similarity function 
s(z,a,x) weighs the relative strength at which these updates occur. (One could 
use a similarity which extends spreading over actions. For simplicity, we do not 
consider that case here.)

Our aim here is to show that, under the appropriate conditions, this learning 
rule converges; also, we will be able to derive a bound on how far the limit values 
of this rule are from the optimal Q function of the underlying mdp.

Theorem 4.3.1 Consider the learning rule (4-6) and assume that the sampling 
conditions 4-1.1 are satisfied and further

1. the states, xt, are sampled from a probability distribution p°° € П(Т)

2. 0 < s(z, a, •) and s(z, a, z) ф 0,

3. at(z, a) = 0 if а Ф at, and

OO oo

^2at(z,a) = oo0 < at(z, a) < 1 < oo.
t=0 t=0
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Then Qt, as given by Equation (4-6), converges to the fixed point of the operator 
f : B{X xA)-+ B{X x A),

lTQ)(z,a) = ^l(*,o,i)5^p(i,a,») (c(x,a, y) + 7 mil) Qly, bj 'j , (4.7)
xex yex

where
s(z, a, x)p°°(x)

E vs(z,a,y)pP°(yy
s(z,a,x) =

Note that T is a contraction with index 7 since Ex a,x) = 1 for all (z, a). 
Proof. Since the process (4.6) is of the relaxation type, we apply Corollary 3.5.2. 
As in the proof of the convergence of Q-learning in Theorem 4.1.2, we identify 
the state set X of Corollary 3.5.2 by the set of possible state-action pairs X x A. 
We let

(PtQ)(x,a) = ct + 7 max Q{yt,b),
beA

but now we set ft(z,a) = s(z, a, xt)at(z, a). For large enough t the conditions 
on ft and Pt are satisfied by Conditions 2 and the conditions on the learning 
rates at(x, a), so it remains to prove that for a fixed function Q e В(X x A), the 
process

Qt+1(z,a) = (1 - at(z,a)s(z,a,xt))Qt(z,a) +
at(z,a)s(z,a,xt) (ct + 7minQ(j/(, fc)) , (4.8)

converges to TQ. We apply a modified form of the Conditional Averaging Lemma, 
which concerns processes of form Qt+i — (1 — atst)Qt + atstwt and which is pre
sented and proved in Appendix A.2 (cf. Lemma A.2.3). This lemma states that 
under some bounded-variance conditions Qt converges to E[stwt\IFt\/H[st\IFt\, 
where Tt is an increasing sequence of cr-fields which is adapted to {st_ 1, wt-1, af}. 
In this case let Tt of Lemma A.2.3 be the cr-field generated by

(ßq, at{x, 0), yt—1, Ct—l) *£f—l) ■ • • j Ci, о/. 1(3), a), yo, Co, xq, oq, о?о(ж, c)) 

if t > 1 and let Tq be adapted to (a0, a0(a;, a)). Easily,

E[s(z,a,xt)(ct +ryminbeAQ(yt,b))\Jrt,at(z,a) Ф 0]
(TQ)(z,a) = E[s(z,a,xt)\Trt,at{z,a) ф 0]

By Conditions 2 & 3 E[s2(z, a, xt)(ct+'ymmaQ(yt,a))2\xt, Bt] < В < oo for some 
В > 0. Moreover E[s(z,a,xt)\Tt\ = Exe-vP00^)5^’ a>x) > 0 by Conditions 1 
& 2, and E[s2(z,a,xt)\Ft] = Y2xex P°°(x)s2(z’a,x) < В < oo for some В > 0, 
by the finiteness of X. Finally, at(z,a) obviously satisfies the assumptions of
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Lemma A.2.3 and, therefore, all the conditions of the quoted lemma are satisfied. 
So, Qt(z,a), defined by (4.8), converges to (TQ)(z, a).

Note that if we set s(z,a,x) — 1 if and only if z = x and s(z,a,x) = 0 
otherwise, then (4.6) becomes the same as the Q-learning update rule (see Equa
tion (4.1)). However, the condition on the sampling of xt is quite strict, so 
Theorem 4.3.1 is less general than Theorem 4.1.2.

It is interesting and important to ask how close Q*, the fixed point of T is 
to the “true” optimal Q*, which is the fixed point of T (defined by 4.4), if s is 
different from the above “no-spreading” version. The answer can be derived as a 
corollary of the following proposition:

□

Proposition 4.3.2 Let В be a norrned vector space, T : В —»■ В be a contraction
and F : В —>■ В be a non-expansion. Further, let T : В —* В be defined by 
TQ = F{TQ), Q G B. Let Q* be the fixed point ofT and Q* be the fixed point of 
T. Then

2infQ{||Q-Q*|| : FQ = Q}
IIQ* - <2*11 < (4.9)1-7

Proof. Let Q denote an arbitrary fixed point of F. Then, since JJTQ* — Q*\\ =
l|TQ* -г<э*|| < tIIQ'-Q'II. IIQ*-0*11 = ||ítq*-q*|| < \\ftq~ -Q|| +1|0- 
0*11 = \\ftq- - f«|| +1|<? - 0*11 < ЦГ0* - Oil +110 - 0*11 < ЦТ«* - 0*11 +
2||<2 — Q*\\ < 7||Q* — Q*|| + 2||Q — Q*||. Rearranging the terms and taking the
infimum over all possible Q yields (4.9). □

Inequality (4.9) helps us to define the spreading coefficients s(z,a,x). Specif
ically, let n > 0 be fixed and let

1, if i/n < Q*(z, a),Q*(x, a) < (i + l)/n for some г; 
0, otherwise,s(z, a, x) = (4.10)

then we have (1 — 7)||Q* — Q*\\ < l/гг. Of course, the problem with this definition 
is that we do not know in advance the optimal Q values. However, the above 
definition gives us a guideline for how to define a “good” spreading function: 
s(z, a, x) should be small (zero) for states z and x for which Q*(z, a) and Q*(x, a) 
differ substantially, otherwise s(z,a,x) should take on larger values. In other 
words, it is a good idea to define s(z,a,x) as a degree of the expected difference 
between Q*(z, o) and Q*(x,a).

Note that the above learning process is closely related to learning on aggre
gated states. An aggregated state is simply a subset A; of X. The idea is that 
the size of the Q table (which stores the Qt(x,a) values) could be reduced if we 
assigned a common value to all of the states in the same aggregated state AT By 
defining the aggregated states {A^}i=liin a clever way, one may achieve that 
the common value assigned to the states in Xi are close to the actual values of 
the states. In order to avoid ambiguity, the aggregated states should be disjoint,
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i.e., {X,} should form a partitioning of X. For convenience, let us introduce the 
equivalence relation ~ among states with the definition that x « у if and only 
if x and у are elements of the same aggregated state. We say that the function 
Q : X x A —»• 1R is compatible with ^ if Q(x, a) = Q(z, a) holds for all a G A if 
x m z.

Now, assume that Q0 is initialized so that it is compatible with the 
relation, set s(z,a,x) = 1 if and only if z & x and s(z,a,x) = 0 otherwise 
and consider the function Qt obtained by Iteration (4.6). It is easy to see by 
induction that for all t > 0 Qt will be compatible with ~. This enables us to 
rewrite Equation (4.6) in terms of the indices of the aggregated states:

(1 - at(i, a))Qt(i, a)
+at(i,a) {ct + yminaQt(i{yt),a)} , if i(xt) =i,at = a;

otherwise.
Qt+i (®> T) —

Qt(i, T)
(4.11)

Here, i(z) stands for the index of the aggregated state to which г belongs. Then 
we have the following:

Proposition 4.3.3 Let n= {1,2,..., n} and letT : B(nx A) —»• B(n x A) be 
given by

P(Xi,x)p(x,a,y) {c(®,a,j/) + 7minQ(i(y), 6)} ,(TQ)(i,a)
x<EXi,y€X

where P(Xi,x) = p°°(x)/ Ylyex Then, under the conditions of Theo
rem 4.З.1, Qt(i,a) converges to the fixed point of T, where Qt{i,a) is defined 
by (4-11).

Proof. Since T is a contraction its fixed point is uniquely defined. The proposition 
follows from Theorem 4.3.1:1 Indeed, let Q0(x,a) = Qo(i(x),a) for all (x, a) 
pairs. Then Theorem 4.3.1 yields that Qt{x, a) converges to Q*(x,a), where 
Q* is the fixed point of operator T. Observe that s(z,a,x) = 0 if z 96 x and 
s(z, a, x) = P(Xi(z), x) if zmx. The properties of s yield that if Q is compatible 
with the partitioning (i.e., if Q{x,a) = Q(z,a) if x ss z), then TQ will also 
be compatible with the partitioning since the right-hand side of the following 
equation depends only on the index of г and Q(i, b), which is the common Q

1Note that Corollary 3.5.2 could also be applied directly to this rule. Another alternate way 
to deduce the above convergence result is to consider the learning rule over the aggregated states 
as a standard Q-learning rule for an induced mdp whose state space is {Xi,..., Xn}, whose 
transition probabilities are р(Х,,а, XR = Т4Х£Хх,Уех, Р°°(х)р(х, a, y) and whose cost-structure
is c(Xi,a,Xj) = Eteril!,£iJ.P00(IMI.tt.!/)c(I.a.!/)'
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value of state-action pairs for which the state is the element of Xp.

E P(Xi(z),x)p(x,a,y) {ф.“,») + 7minQ(y,6)|(TQ)(z, a)

p(Xi{z),x)p(x,a,y) {c(i,a,y)+7min(3(t(y),6)} .

Since T is compatible with the partitioning, its fixed point must be compatible 
with the partitioning, and, further the fixed point of T and that of T are equal 
when we identify functions of B{X x A) that are compatible with ~ with the 
corresponding functions of B(nxA) in the natural way. Putting the above pieces 
together yields that Qt as defined in Equation (4.11) converges to the fixed point 
off. □

Note that Inequality (4.9) still gives an upper bound for the largest difference 
between Q* and Q*, and Equation (4.10) defines how a 1/n partitioning should 
look.

The above results can be extended to the case when the decision maker follows 
a fixed stationary policy that guarantees that every state-action pair is visited 
infinitely often and that there exists a non-vanishing limit probability distribution 
over the states X. However, if the actions that are tried depend on the estimated 
Qt values then there does not seem to be any simple way to ensure the convergence 
of Qt unless randomized policies are used during learning whose rate of change 
is slower than that of the estimation process [39].

Q-learning for Markov Games4.4
In an mdp, a single agent selects actions to minimize its expected discounted 
cost in a stochastic environment. A generalization of this model is the alternat
ing Markov game, in which two players, the maximizer and the minimizer, take 
turns selecting actions—the minimizer tries to minimize its expected discounted 
cost, while the maximizer tries to maximize the cost to the other player. The 
update rule for alternating Markov games is a simple variation of Equation 4.5 
in which a max replaces a min in those states in which the maximizer gets to 
choose the action; this makes the optimality criterion discounted minimax op
timality. Theorem 4.2.1 implies the convergence of Q-learning for alternating 
Markov games because both min and max are both non-expansions.

Markov games are a generalization of both mdps and alternating Markov 
games in which the two players simultaneously choose actions at each step in the 
process [42]. The basic model is defined by the tuple (X, A, B,p, c) and discount 
factor 7. As in alternating Markov games, the optimality criterion is one of 
discounted minimax optimality, but because the players move simultaneously,
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the Bellman equations take on a more complex form:

v*(x) = min max^^p(a)< c(x, (a, b)) + 7 ^^p(x, (a, b), y)v*(y) >. (4.12)
а£Л yex

In these equations, c(x, (a,b)) is the immediate cost for the minimizer for taking 
action a in state x at the same time the maximizer takes action b, p(x, (a, b), у) 
is the probability that state у is reached from state x when the minimizer takes 
action a and the maximizer takes action b, and П(М) represents the set of discrete 
probability distributions over the set A. The sets A, A, and В are finite.

Optimal policies are in equilibrium, meaning that neither player has any in
centive to deviate from its policy as long as its opponent adopts its policy. There 
is always a pair of optimal policies that are stationary [49]. Unlike mdps and al
ternating Markov games, the optimal policies are sometimes stochastic; there are 
Markov games in which no deterministic policy is optimal (the classic playground 
game of “rock, paper, scissors” is of this type). The stochastic nature of optimal 
policies explains the need for the optimization over probability distributions in 
the Bellman equations, and stems from the fact that players must avoid being 
“second guessed” during action selection. An equivalent set of equations can be 
written with a stochastic choice for the maximizer, and also with the roles of the 
minimizer and maximizer reversed.

The obvious way to extend Q-learning to Markov games is to define the cost 
propagation operator Q analogously to the case of mdps from the fixed point 
Equation (4.12). This yields the definition Q : B(X) —> B(X x П(Д)) as

(QV)(x,p) = max^p(a) c(x, (a, b)) + j^p(x, (a, b), y)V(y) > .
yexабЛ

Note that Q is a contraction with index 7.
However, because Q* = Qv* would be a function of an infinite space (all 

probability distributions over the action space), we have to choose another rep
resentation. If we redefine Q to map functions over X to functions over the finite 
space X x (Ax B):

[QV](x, (a,b)) = c(x, (а,Ъ))+ч'^2р(х, (a,b),y)V(y) >
yex

then, for Q* = Qv*, the fixed-point equation (4.12) takes the form

v*(y) = ДШ. max p(a)Q*(y, (a, b)).
а£Л
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Applying Q on both sides yields

Q*(x, (a0, b0)) = c(x, (a0, b0))+

\P(X> (ao,b0),y) min max реп(Д) ьев уех

The corresponding Q-learning update rule given the step t observation

(•£tj Go bt, У и et)

^2p(a)Q*(y,(a,b))>. (4.13)
aeA

has the form

Qt+i{xt,(at,bt)) = (1 - act{xt,(at,bt}))Qt(xt,(at,bt)) (4.14)
+at{xt, (aubt)) jct + 7(® <3í)(2/í)} , 

J^p(ö)Q(y, (a, b))
where

(® Q)(v) min max реп(Л) bee
a£A

and the values of Qt not shown in (4.14) are left unchanged. In general, it is 
necessary to solve a linear program to compute (<S)Q)(?/)-

Theorem 4.4.1 Learning rule (4-Ц) converges to Q* defined by (4-13) pro
vided that the conditions 4-1.1 hold, the learning rates satisfy 0 < at(x, (a,b)), 

(a>b)) = °°» at 0е’ (°5 b)) <oo and at(x, (a, b)) = 0 if (x, a, b) Ф
(xt, Q-ti bf) ■
Proof. The above update rule is identical to Equation (4.1), except that actions 
are taken to be simultaneous pairs for both players. So a proof identical to that 
of Theorem 4.1.2 proves the theorem.

It is possible that Theorem 3.1.3 can be combined with the results of [82] on 
solving Markov games by “fictitious play” to prove the convergence of a linear- 
programming-free version of Q-learning for Markov games.

□

4.5 Risk-sensitive Models
The optimality criterion for mdps in which only the worst possible value of the 
next state makes a contribution to the value of a state is called the worst-case 
total cost criterion. An optimal policy under this criterion is one that avoids 
states for which a bad outcome is possible, even if it is not probable; for this 
reason, the criterion has a risk-averse quality to it. Following [28], this can be 
expressed by changing the expectation operator of mdps used in the definition of 
the cost propagation operator Q to

(c(x,a,y) +^V(y)).(QV)(x,a) = max
y:p(a,x,y)>0
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The argument in Section 4.2 shows that model-based reinforcement learning 
can be used to find optimal policies in risk-sensitive models, as long as p is 
estimated in a way that preserves its zero vs. non-zero nature in the limit. 
Analogously, a Q-learning-like algorithm, called Q-learning (Q-hat learning) 
be shown and will be shown here to converge to optimal policies. In essence, 
the learning algorithm uses an update rule that is quite similar to the rule in 
Q-learning, but has the additional requirement that the initial Q function be set 
optimistically; that is, Q0(x,a) < Q*(x,a) for all x and a.2 Like Q-learning, this 
learning algorithm is a generalization of the LRTA* algorithm of [40] to stochastic 
environments.

can

Theorem 4.5.1 Assume that both X and A are finite. Let

\ max {q +7min6e^ Qt(yt,b),Qt(x,a)}; if (x,a) = (xt,at); 
otherwise,Qt+i{x,a) = Qt(x, a);

(4.15)
where (xt, at, yt, ct) is the data observed by the decision maker at time t, yt is 
selected at random according to p(x,a,-), and Ct is a random variable satisfying 
the following condition: If tn(x,a,y) is the subsequence of ts for which (x,a,y) = 
{xt,at,yt), then ctn{x^y) < c(x,a,y) and limsupn^00ctn(x>e>y) = c(x,a,y) w.p.l. 
Then, Qt converges to Q* = Qv* provided that Q0 < Q* and every state action
pair is updated infinitely often.

Proof. The proof is an application of Theorem 3.1.3 but here the definition of the 
appropriate operator sequence Tt needs some more care. Let the set of “critical 
states” for a given (x, a) pair be given by

M(x, a) = {y E X I p(x, a, y) > 0, Q*(x,a) = c(x, a, y) + jminQ*(y, 6)}. (4.16)
6G-4

АЛ{х,а) is non-empty, since X is finite. Since the costs ct satisfy ctn(X!a,y) < 
c(x, a, y), n > 0, and

limsupci^^j,) = c(x,a,y)
71—>00

we may also assume (by possibly redefining tn(x,a,y) to become a subsequence 
of itself) that

(4.17)lim ctn(Xta,y) = c(x,a,y).
П—KX)

2 The necessity of this condition is clear since in the Q-learning algorithm we need to estimate 
the operator таху:р(х а]У)>0 from the observed transitions, and the underlying iterative method 
is consistent with maxy.p(Xiaiy)>0 only if the initial estimate is overestimating. Since we require 
only that Tt approximates T at Q*, it is sufficient for the initial value of the process to satisfy 
Qo < Q*■ Note that Q0 = —M/(l - 7) satisfies this condition, where M = max(Xia y) c(x, a, y).
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Now, let T(x,a,y) = {tk(x,a,y)\k > 0} and T(x.a) = UубМ{хм)Т(х,а,у). 
Consider the following sequence of random operators:

max (ct + Q(yt, b),Q'(x, a));
Q'(x,a);

and the sequence Q'0 = Q0 and Q't+i = Tt{Q't,Q't) with the set of possible initial 
values taken from

{ if t £ T{x, a), 
otherwise,Tt{Q',Q)(x,a) =

To = {Q E B(X x A) I Q{x, a) < Q*(x, a) for all (x. a) £ X x A}.

Clearly, To is invariant under Tt. We claim that it is sufficient to consider the 
convergence of Q't. Since there are no more updates (increases of value) in the 
sequence Q't than in Qt, we have that Q* > Qt > Q't and, thus, if Q\ converges to 
Q*, then so does Qt. It is immediate that Tt approximates T at Q* (since w.p.l 
there exist an infinite number of times t such that t £ T(x,a)), and also that 
with the choice of functions

I 0; if (x,a) = (xt,at) and yt £ M(x,a),
1; otherwise,

Condition 1 of Theorem 3.1.3 is satisfied since Tt(Q,Q*)(x,a) = Q*(x,a) if 
(x, a) — (xí, at) and yt £ Л4(х, a).

Now, let us bound |Tt(Q',Q)(x,a) — Tt(Q',Q*)(x,a)\. For this assume first 
that t £ T(x, a). This means that (x, a) = (xt,at) and yt £ M(x.a). Assume 
that Q,Q' £ T0, i.e., Q,Q' < Q*. Then

Gt{x, a) =

\Tt(Q', Q)(x, a) — Tt(Q', Q*)(x, a)| <

c(x, a, yt) +7 min Q*(yt,b) ьел

(4.18)

c, +^miaQ(yt,b),Q'(x,a) 
b£A

^c(x, a, yt) + 7mmQ*(yt, b)j - (ct + 7minQ(yt, b)^j 

< l\\Q* - Q\\T\c{x,a,yt) - ct\.

— max

<

where we have used that Tt(Q', Q*)(x, a) > Tt(Q', Q)(x, a) (since Tt is monotone 
in its second variable) and that

Tt(Q',Q*)(x,a) < max(c(x, a, yt) + ^minQ*(yt. b), Q'(x. a))
ЬЕЛ

max(c(x, a, yt) + 7 min Q*(yt, b), Q* (x. a))
beA

= c(x, a, yt) + 7 min Q*(yt, b) 
beA

<

which holds since Q' < Q* and yt £ M(x,a).
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Let at(x,a) = |c(x,a,yt) — ct\. Note that by (4.17),

at{x,a) = 0lim
t—>oo,i6T(x,a)

w.p.l. In the other case (when t £ T(x, a)), \Tt(Q', Q)(x, a) — Tt(Q', Q*)(x, a)| 
0. Therefore

\Tt{Q',Q)(x,a) - Tt(Q\Q*)(x,a)\ < Ft(x,a)(\\Q - Q*|| + At),

where

{ 7; if teT(x,a),
0; otherwise,

and Xt = at(xt,at)/7 if t € T(x,a), and Xt = 0, otherwise. Thus, we satisfy 
Condition 2 of Theorem 3.1.3 since Xt converges to zero w.p.l.

Condition 3 of the same theorem is satisfied if and only if t £ T(x, a) i.o. But 
this must hold due to the assumptions on the sampling of (xt, at) and yt, and 
since p(x,a,y) > 0 for all у € M(x,a). Finally, Condition 4 is satisfied, since 
for all t, Ft(x) = 7(1 — Gt(x)), and so Theorem 3.1.3 yields that “Q-learning” 
converges to Q* w.p.l.

Note that this process is not of the relaxation-type (cf. Equation (3.18)) but 
Theorem 3.1.3 still applies to.

Ft(x,a) =

□

Discussion4.6
The Q-learning algorithm analyzed in Section 4.1 was described first by Watkins 
in his thesis [84]. He presented a simulation-type of proof. The connection to 
stochastic approximation was first observed by Jaakkola, Jordan, and Singh [33] 
and Tsitsiklis [79]. The proof presented here was first presented in the paper of 
Michael Liftman and the author [74].

Model-based learning methods for expected value models (Section 4.2) were 
proposed by Barto et al. [1]. The first theoretical analysis of this algorithm is 
due to Gullapalli and Barto [27]. The proof presented here allows a more general 
treatment than that earlier and can be found in the paper of Michael Liftman 
and the author [74].

In Section 4.3 several generalization of Q-learning are treated at once. The 
algorithm presented here was proposed by Ribeiro [51] and a variant was analyzed 
theoretically by Ribeiro and the author in [52].3 The proof presented here is

3The variant considered the case when the time-independent spreading coefficients of (4.6) 
are replaced by time-dependent coefficients and also a function of the actual action, that is the 
spreading coefficient of (z, a) at time t is given by St(z, a, xt, ot). By using Theorem 3.1.3 Ribeiro 
and the author have shown that if the convergence rate of st(z,a,xt,at) — S(z = xt,a = at) to 
zero is not slower than that of at(z,a), and the expected time between two successive visits is 
bounded for any state-action pair then Qt, as defined by the appropriately modified version of 
Equation (4.6), converges to the true optimal Q-function, Q* [52].
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new, although Gordon [24] and Tsitsiklis and Van Roy [80] commented on these 
questions in the context of using function-approximators together with value 
iteration. Proposition 4.3.2 is due to Gordon [24, Theorem 6.2]. The idea of 
state-aggregation is discussed in the context of MDPs in [59] & [8] and the context 
of RL in [61].

The basic model of Markov-games presented in Section 4.4 was developed 
by Shapley [60] (see also [17]). The corresponding Q-learning update rule was 
proposed by Littman [42]. The theorem and the proof were first presented in the 
paper of Littman and the author [74].

It is hard to trace back the origin of risk-sensitive models (Section 4.5). Bell
man already described a multistep minimax model in his book [4]. Bertsekas and 
Shreve [9] also analyzed this criterion as a nice example for their abstract dy
namic programming framework. Recently, Heger [28, 29] considered the learning 
aspects of this criterion. He proposed the Q-learning algorithm whose proof is 
presented here which appeared first in the paper of Littman and the author [74]. 
Heger also proved the convergence of this algorithm in his thesis [30]. The au
thor also proved rigorously that the decomposition of this risk-sensitive criterion 
through Q is valid [68] and that estimating a model does not conflict with acting 
myopically under this criterion [67, 70].
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Chapter 5

On-line Learning

All the algorithms of the previous chapter required that every state-action pair 
is visited infinitely often - which is called the “sufficient exploration” (SE) as
sumption. In this chapter we assume that the decision maker interacts with 
the system through an appropriate learning policy, i.e. learning is on-line. The 
learning policy determines then the actual visits to the state-action pairs and 
thus should be chosen in a way that the SE condition is met. For example, when 
the environment is a communicating mdp (i.e., each state can be reached from 
every other state with positive probability) then a random-walk learning-policy 
(i.e., when the actions are chosen randomly in each step) satisfies this condition. 
However, the random-walk learning policy is not very efficient in that the decision 
maker will never behave optimally. Think about choosing in each step the action 
that seems to be the best according to the momentary knowledge of the decision 
maker. For certain environments such a purely exploiting learning-policy does 
not satisfy the SE condition and neither the estimate of the cost-to-go function 
nor the learning-policy converges to optimality. Three questions arise.

1. What are the environ ments when pure exploitation yields convergence?

2. What is a universal form of learning-policies which results in the conver
gence of both the cost-to-go function estimates to the optimal cost-to-go 
function and the learning-policy to the optimal policy?

3. What happens if the SE condition is not met: do we still have convergence 
(to somewhere)?

In this chapter we try to answer the last two question and some related ques
tion. The first question was partially answered by the author in [67, 70] where 
it was shown that under minimax optimality pure exploitation does not conflict 
with convergence to optimality, so we considere here the remaining two questions.

77
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5.1 Convergence of Q-learning without the SE 

Condition
In the subsequent results the following sampling assumptions will be standard:

Assumption 5.1.1 (On-line Sampling Assumptions) Let us consider a fi
nite mdp , (X,A,p, c), and let 7r = (7r0,7Ti,..., щ,...) be a fixed randomized 
policy, where nt : X x (E x A x Xfi —> П(А), and let (xt, at, Ct) be the stochastic 
process over X x A, induced by n and the mdp, which is constructed recursively 
in a way that is satisfies the followings: If {Et} denotes an increasing sequence 
of а-fields adapted to (xt, Q-i, a-t-h #t-i, • ■ •, Co, a0, xQ) then

1. P(xt+1 = y\x = xt,a = at, Tt) = p{x, a, y)\

2. P{at = a\Tt) = 7г(ж4, Ct-iat-ixt-i... Coa0a:o)(a);

3. E[ct\x — xt, a = at, у — xt+\, Et] = c(x, a, y) and Var[ct|JFt] is bounded;

4. xt+1 and Q are independent given a{Tt,at).

We further assume that the learning-rates at(x, a) in the stochastic approximation 
processes considered in the following are of the form

_ Í 1/(п*(ж, a) + 1); if (X, a) = (:xt, at),
\ 0; otherwise,

where nt(x, a) denotes the number of times the pair (x, a) was visited before time 
t by the process {(xt, at)}.

Definition 5.1.1 We say that the policy n satisfies the sufficient exploration 
(SE) condition (or is sufficiently exploring) if, for the process {(a:t,at)} induced 
by 7Г, (x = xt,a = at) i.o. holds w.p.l, for all (x,a) 6 X x A.

A reasonable weakening of the SE condition is when in states visited infinitely 
often every action is tried infinitely often - this will be called the weak SE con
dition (WSE).

Definition 5.1.2 We say that the policy it satisfies the weak sufficient explo
ration (WSE) condition (or is weakly sufficiently exploring) if for all (x,a) G 
X x A, and for the process {(xt, a*)} induced by ix, (x — xt, a — at) i.o. holds on 
{ш : x = a:i(a;)i.o.} a.s. We will denote by X<*, the set of states visited i.o. by xt, 
i.e., XooH = {x £ X I x — xt(w) i.o. }.

When designing a given learning policy we shall write 7r(at = a\Xt) to denote 
that given the information/history Tt, action a is chosen with a given (a-priori) 
probability. We begin by a simple observation:

(5.1)at(x, a)
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Proposition 5.1.3 Consider Q-leaming given by (4-1) and assume 5.1.1. If 
the policy 7Г is sufficiently exploring then Qt converges to Q* w.p.l.

Proof. The proposition follows immediately from Theorem 4.1.2 since
OOoo

Y ott{x, a) = Y V(n + 1) = OO
n=0t=0

w.p.l and
OOOO

M l/(n + l)2 < oo
n=0t=0

□w.p.l.
The following theorem shows that the WSE condition is sufficient for conver

gence to optimality to hold in a restricted sense.

Theorem 5.1.4 Consider Q-learning given by (4-1) and assume 5.1.1 and that 
the learning policy meets the WSE condition. Then for all (ж, a) E X x A and 
almost all и s.t. x G X^w), lim^oo Qt(x, a)(u>) = Q*(x,a), i.e., Qtlx^xA —■> 
Q*\xooxA, as t oo w.p.l.

Proof. Let Xi,..., X/. С X denote those subsets of X for which P{X00 = Xf) > 0 
and pick up some i, 1 < i < k. Then for all (x, у) E Xtx (X\Xi) and for all аЕЛ, 
p(x, а, у) = 0 since otherwise by the WSE property of the control-policy we would 
have P(X0о = Xi) = PiX^ = у G Хто) + Р(ХЖ = Xuy Хж) = 0. Now, 
let us restrict our attention to the event {Xoo = X»}. By the above property 
the restriction of the original MDP to Xi is well-defined. Let Q* denote the 
corresponding optimal Q-function. The Bellman Optimality Equation for Q* 
gives

Q* (x, a) = 'Y P(x>a. У) (ф. a,y) + 7 min Q* {y, 6)), V(a:, a) E ^ x Л
уех{

and for Q* gives

Q*{x,a) = ^2 p(x, а, у) (c(x, а, у)+7 min Q*(y,b)^J
yex
Y;P(x,a,y)(c(x,a,y) + minQ*(y, b)^, У(х,а) E X{ x A.
уех{

So both Qi and Q* satisfy the same fixed point equation. Since 7 < 1 this fixed 
point equation has a unique solution and so we must have

Q1 = Q’U*a- (5.2)
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Let r G N and set f2i>r = {oj : xt e Xi, t > r}. Then Qt converges to Q* a.s. on 
Qi,T by Proposition 5.1.3 since on and after time r the Q-learning algorithm 
works as a Q-learning algorithm for the mdp whose state space is restricted to 
Xi, and the SE condition for this restricted state space is satisfied on Since 
Ut(EnÍ\t = {oj : X^oj) = Xi} a.s., so Qt(w)\xixA —■y QU t —> oo holds a.e. on 
Xi — Xqq, and the theorem follows by (5.2).

Note that without any condition put on the learning policy convergence of 
Q-learning could be still proved (to some random function), but in general there 
is no simple relation between Q* and the limit values.

□

5.2 Asymptotically Optimal Learning Strategies
In order to present sufficient conditions for asymptotic optimality of learning 
strategies we need to specialize the form of on-line learning policies:

Assumption 5.2.1 (Statistics Based Learning Policies) Let us assume 
that Assumptions 5.2.1 hold and that also the following hold: Let st be some 
.^-measurable statistics which is computed recursively on the basis of {xt, at, ct): 
st = st(xt,ct-iat-iXt-i.. .cocloXq).1 Then, assume that the learning policy 7r 
depends on the history of the decision process only through st:

= n(xt, ct^iat-iXt-i... Coa0x0) (a) 

= n'{a\xust)
(5.3)P(at = a\Tt)
(5.4)

In the following we will identify 7r with ir'.

Note that it is sufficient to specify 7r at times when xt = x, i.e., as a function 
тг(а|А:, s, x) = 7г(а|а;, stjb(x)), where tk(x) denotes the time when xt visits x the /cth 
time. If s't is any other statistics of xt, с*_1, а(_ь xt~\,..., Co, a0, xQ then

P(.atk(x) — o\x, St0(x)) St!(x)> • • • > stk(x)) P(atk(x) al2')stfc(x)) (5.5)

since, by assumption, the probability of choosing action a in state x at any time 
given the history of process depends only on the statistics s at that time and the 
learning policy ir(-).

The following lemma gives a sufficient condition for a learning policy to satisfy 
the WSE condition.

1In the examples below this statistics will be composed of the “table” Qt(-,-), {nt(x)}xex, 
and {nt(x, а)}(х,а)ел-хл- Here щ{х) is the number of times state x was visited by {xj}j<t-
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Lemma 5.2.1 Assume 5.2.1 and that the policy 7r is given in terms of the statis
tics st and the probabilities 7г(а|ж4, st) of choosing action a. Let tk(x) denote the 
time when xt visits x the kth time. If for all x G X

OO

^ у 7г(а|ж, oo (5.6)a.s.
fc=i

then 7Г satisfies the WSE condition.

Below we will give two examples when 7r(a\xt, st) is given explicitly and condi
tion (5.6) is verifiable.
Proof. Note that the WSE condition is equivalent to that for all x G X and every 
action a e A, and for almost every u> s.t. x G there holds that {a = aifc(*)}
l.O.

For the proof we need the following lemma whose proof follows the same lines 
as the proof of Corollary 5.29 in [14, pp.96].

Lemma 5.2.2 (Extended Borel-Cantelli Lemma) Let Tk be an increas
ing sequence of a-fields and let Ak be Pk-measurable. Then

OO

{ ш : ^2 P(Ak\Fk-i) = oo } = { u; : w e Ak i.o. }.
k=1

holds w.p.l.

Assume that the given policy is used for control and let x G X be fixed. 
Then for all u> s.t. x G A^w) the sequence tk(x) is well-defined and can be 
continued up to infinity. In Lemma 5.2.2 choose Ak = {otfc(x) = a} and be 
the сг-algebra generated by sto(x), stl(x), ■■■, stk+1{x) and A0, Аъ..., Ak. Then Ak 
is .^-measurable and thus by Equation (5.5):

P{Ak|^fc_i) = P(^atk^x^ a|^ío(x)) ^ti(x)) ■ • ■ > Stk(x)) Ao, A\,..., Ak—i)
— 7г(а|ж, stk(x))-

So a.e. on {a: G A00}, YlkLi P(Ak\Pk-i) = oo and thus by Lemma 5.2.2 also 
{a = atk(x)} i.o. holds a.e. on {ж G A°°}. □

Definition 5.2.3 A policy n is said to be asymptotically optimal if for all x G 
X, lim^oo P(at G Argmin<3*(:r, a)\Tt, % = xt) = 1 holds w.p.l.

The following theorem concerns policies which achieve asymptotic optimality by 
becoming greedy w.r.t. Qt sufficiently slowly, where Qt G B{A x A) is the ith 
estimate of the optimal action-value function computed (e.g.) by Q-learning. In
order to state the theorem we need 7Г(at G Argminae^ Qt(x, a)|x = xt,Ft) ==
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£ 7r(a|rc = xt,Tt), so 7r(at G Argminae_4 a)|x = xu Tt) cana6ArgminbeA Qt(x,b)
be interpreted as the conditional probability of choosing a myopic action given 
the history. This is well defined because of the measurability conditions on 7r and 
since Qt is .^-measurable.

Theorem 5.2.4 Consider Q-leaming given by (4-1) and assume 5.2.1. Let n be 
a policy such that for all x G X:

OO

•<•<»>) = (5.7)oo and
k=1

"lim 7Г [at G Argmin Qt(x, a) x = xt, Tt 
*->• °° \ aeA

Then 7Г is asymptotically optimal.

(5.8)

Proof. Condition 5.7 ensures that the condition of Lemma 5.2.1 is satisfied which 
shows that the conditions of Theorem 5.1.4 are satisfied. This latter Theorem 
yields that Qtlx^xA —>• Q*\x00xA as t tends to infinity w.p.l and so by the finite
ness of A and (5.8) we get the asymptotic optimality of 7r.

It is immediate that the learning policy that, on the Zcth visit to state x 
chooses a myopic action with a probability proportional to 1 — 1 /к, and chooses 
non-myopic actions randomly, i.e., for which

□

Ctk (■*■ *+i) ’ if a G Argminae_4 Qtk(x)(x, a)
7г(я|ж, Stt(x)) — otherwise,1 -

where Ct(x) is the cardinality of Argmin^^ Qt(x, a), satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 5.2.4. Here st = (Qt, {nt(x)}xex)- Note that here the whole history of 
the process up to time t is projected into the function Qt.

The following corollary gives conditions under which the Boltzmann-exploration 
policy becomes asymptotically optimal.

Corollary 5.2.5 Consider Q-leaming given by (4-1) and assume 5.2.1 and 
that the random immediate costs, Ct, are uniformly bounded by some R > 0 
(d G [—R, 72] for all t > 0) and the learning policy has the form of the so-called 
Boltzmann-exploration policy, i.e.,

( )■—Qt (x, a)n(a\x — xt,Tt) - "гтД exp адNAx)

where
Щх) - ^2 exp Í 

ьеА ^

)-Q,(x,b)
T,(x)
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is the partition function. Assume that the “temperature” parameter Tt(x) (0 < 
Tt(x)) is a function of the number of visits of state x, nt(x), i.e.,

Tt(x)=T(nt(x)).

If
2 R

?» = (5.9)(1 - 7) log(v) ’
where 0 < 7 < 1 is the discount factor of the mdp then the Boltzmann-exploration 
policy is asymptotically optimal.

Proof. Since Tt(x) 0 a.e. on x E A'00, (5.8) is satisfied. First note that since the 
random immediate costs are uniformly bounded Qt remains bounded by R/(l—7) 
w.p.l. (this comes directly from the form of the Q-learning equation). R/( 1 — 7) 
is therefore an upper bound on maxb Qt(x, b) and similarly —Rf (1 — 7) is a lower 
bound on min;, Qt(x, b):

1
7г(а|ж, stfc(x)) > (5.10)2Д \ ’

(i-АПк))

where m is the number of actions (we used the identities гцк(х) — k and Ttk^(x) = 
T(,ntk(x)) =Т(/г).) Substituting (5.9) yields

1 + (m — 1) exp(

1
n(a\x,stk{x)) >

(m — 1 )k + 1

and thus (5.7) is also satisfied. Therefore, Theorem 5.2.4 yields that n is asymp
totically optimal.

Since the WSE condition is only an asymptotic requirement and the bound 
R/( 1 — 7) may be asymptotically strengthened to (| тахоед Q*(x, a)| + e), it is 
plausible that Boltzmann-learning with Tx(v)
WSE condition with some av —» 0, v -> 00. However, a lower bound on the rate 
of convergence of av towards zero is not trivial to obtain. Another approach is 
to make the temperature Tt depend explicitly on the Qt values. This way one 
can give asymptotically optimally policies with the assumption on the bounded 
range of the immediate costs removed [62].

Note that although these theorems enable us to construct asymptotically op
timal learning policies, the convergence rate of such general learning policies to 
optimality could still be optimized. Policies which optimize this convergence 
rate are called optimal learning policies. Some types of optimal learning policies, 
which minimize the total expected loss caused by adaption as compared to the 
performance of an optimal policy, has recently been determined for the long-run 
average cost criterion [15, 25]. We would like to note that this optimization prop
erty is an asymptotic requirement which fits the long-run average cost criterion,

□

_ 2(1 такцрд Q*(x,a)|+aj.) satisfies thelog V
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but does not fit the discounted cost criterion where the transient performance 
plays an important role. A suitable concept of optimality for the discounted case 
is discussed in [58]. Note that once we know that the algorithms are asymptoti
cally optimal the ODE method to stochastic approximations (see, e.g. [45, 41, 5]) 
could be used for further analysis, e.g. to derive central limit type of theorems.

Remark 5.2.6 It is important to note that in the proofs of this and the previous 
sections we have not exploited the actual form of Q-learning. The only property 
that was used is that the for any process {(rc£, at)} which satisfies the SE condition 
the Qt values should converge to Q* w.p.l. This means that we may use any 
algorithm that satisfies this property to generate the Qt values an the results of 
these two sections will still hold. Moreover, the same holds if Q* is replaced by any 
other function (corresponding to a different optimization criterion) which is the 
fixed point of a contraction of form (TQ)(x, a) = '^fiyeXp(x,a,y)(T"Q)(x,a,y), 
where T' : B(X xX)-> B(X x A x X) is another contraction. This shows that 
the results of this chapter remain true for RL algorithms with multi-state updates 
(see Section 4.3).

5.3 Exploration-Sensitive Learning
In this section we investigate in some sense an opposite situation to that of the 
previous section, in that here the probability of the selection of exploring actions 
(non-greedy actions w.r.t. Qt) will be kept constant. Such learning policies could 
respond to the changes in a non-stationary environment much faster than the 
ones with decaying exploration. Nevertheless, we investigate their properties in 
stationary environments so as to capture the price of their faster response times.

We will consider semi-uniform learning policies:

Definition 5.3.1 Given a Q function and a small value e > 0, when in state x, 
take the action Argmin Q(x, a) with probability 1 — e and a random action from A 
with probability e (i.e., the probability of choosing an action from Argmin Q(x, a) 
is (1 — e) + e/\ ArgminQ(x, a)\). Such a learning-policy is referred to as (1 — e)- 
greedy w.r.t. Q, and is denoted by n(Q,e) (ir(Q,s) : X —> П(Д)).

The following theorem gives the form of the optimal semi-uniform policy.

Theorem 5.3.2 Let

Q*(x,a) = '^2p(x,a,y)(c(x,a,y)+'ye^® (l-e)minQ*(y,b)). (5.11)+
\A\yex

Then vw(QV) < vn(Qi£) for all Q E B(X x A).
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Proof. We prove a slightly more general version form of this theorem. For this 
let us dehne the operator P : B(X x A) —> B(X) by

(Pf)(x)= inf (Pvf)(x), 
nePo

where P0 is a hxed set of (randomized) stationary policies, 7r denotes a random 
stationary policy (n : X —> П(Д), or in an equivalent representation n : X x A —» 
M, where 7r(:r, •) is a probability distribution) and (Pnh)(x) = 'f2aTr(x,a)h(x,a). 
Note that P is a non-expansion [74]. Let T : B(X) —>■ B(X) be given by T — P Q, 
where Q : B(X) —> B(X x A) is dehned in the usual way:

(QV)(x,a) = '^2(с(х,а,у) + 'ур(х,а,у)У(у)У
yex

Since Q is a contraction with index 7 and P is a non-expansion we see that 
T is also a contraction with index 7. More importantly, TV < TnV = PnQV 
for all 7Г € P and T is monotone. From these it follows by the reasoning of 
Corollary 1.5.5 that the optimal cost-to-go function given by

inf vn(x) 
nePo

is the hxed point of T and the T-greedy policy w.r.t. the optimal cost-to-go 
function is optimal, i.e., it evaluates to v*.

For the class of greedy policies considered in the previous paragraph

u*(rr)

4- (1 — s) min<2(a;, a), 
a€A

so if we set Q* — Qv* then v* = PQ* = PnQQ* which yields that Q* indeed 
satishes (5.11).

(p*qQ)(x)
\A\

□

Corollary 5.3.3 Assume 5.2.1, let e > 0 be fixed and consider the learning 
equation

Qt+i(xt,at) = (1 - at(xt, at))Qt(xt, at)+
+ (1 - e) min Qt(г/t, 6)) I ,at(xt, at) |cí + 7(e b)

(5.12)

where at is selected by the e-greedy policy w.r.t. Qt, 7r. (Values not shown 
in (5.12) are left unchanged.) Then, for any fixed x 6 X, a.s. on 
and for all a e A, Qt{x,a) —> Q*(x,a), where Q* is the solution of (5.11) and 
P{at — a\x = xt,Tf) —> 7r(Q*,e)(x,a), i.e., n is asymptotically optimal in the 
class of e-greedy policies.

{.x £ Л’оо}
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Proof. Note that the “natural” learning rule corresponding to the fixed point 
equation (5.11) (as follows from the constructions of Chapter 4) is

Qt+i(xt,at) = (1 - at(xt,at))Qt(xt,at) + at(xt,at) \ ct + 'ymm(TnQt)(yt) > ,
f тгеРо J

(5.13)
where P0 = {vr(Q,e) \Q G B(X x Д)} and the required convergence of Qt defined 
by this learning rule to the fixed point of (5.11) follows by Remark 5.2.6. Since 
the Lemma of Three-Years-Old yields that

Eg Qi*, a)min(TnQ)(x) = + (1 — e) min Q(x, a)иttGPo

the Q-learning update rule (5.13) corresponds to (5.12). Now let x G X be 
arbitrary. Since by construction P(at = a\Tt,x = xt) = 7r(Qt,e)(x,a), a.s. 
on {ж G Yqo} where a.s. Qt(x,a) —> Q*(x,a), also P(at = a\Tt,x = xt)
7Г(Qt,£)(x,a) a.s. on {x G Xoo}.

An alternative to the rule (5.12) is given by

Qt+i(xt,at) = (1 - at(xt,at))Qt(xt,at) + at{xt,at) {ct + TQt{ytM)),

where bt is chosen stochastically as the action in state yt according to the learning 
policy, i.e., in the case of (1 — e)-greedy learning policies

□

(5.14)

I Argminb Qt(xt,b) I
P(bt G Argmin Qt(xt, b)\Tt) = (1 - e) +s 

ь \*\

. The above rule can be viewed as an action-sampled version of the update rule 
(5.12) and is called SARSA since the update rule is based on the actual state, 
action, the immediate reward (cost) and the next state and action. We will 
investigate the behaviour of this learning rule for the class of rank-based learning 
policies.

Definition 5.3.4 Assume that Qt G B{X x A) is a sequence of Tt-measureable 
functions. A stationary rank-based learning policy V is given in terms of a 
probability distribution (Pi, P2,..., Pm) over the action space A, where Pi > 0 
for i = 1,2,..., m, and 7т(а\Ри x = xt) = Pp(Qt,x,a), where p(Q, x, a) denotes the 
rank of action a in the table Q(x,-) (p(Q,x,a) = 1 if a = argminb Q(x, b) and 
ties are assumed to be broken in an arbitrarily fixed manner).

Assuming that Argmin Qt (x, a) is a singleton the above (1 — e)-greedy learning 
policy is given by Pi = (1 — e) + e/m and Pt = e/m, where \A\ = m > i > 1.

Theorem 5.3.5 Assume 5.2.1 and that the SARSA learning equation (Equa
tion (5.I4)) is used to compute Qt. Further, assume that a rank-based learning
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policy 7Г = 7ip, where P = (Pi,..., Pm) is a distribution, is used for control. 
Then, for all (x,a) € X x A, Qt(x,a)(ui) —у Q*(x,a), t —> oo Zio/ds a.e.
{ж G Xoo}; where Q* is the function defined by the fixed-point equation

on

a) = '52p(x,a,y)(c(x,a,y) +PP(Q*,y,b)Q*(у,Ь)УQ*(x, (5.15)
beAye x

Moreover, n is asymptotically optimal w.p.l in the class of rank-based policies 
determined by P.

Proof. By Remark 5.2.6 it is sufficient to prove that (5.14) converges when the 
SE condition is satisfied, so let us assume this. Since the learning rule is of the 
relaxation form, we can apply Corollary 3.5.2. Let a(Q,x,k) denote the action 
whose rank in table Q(x,-) is к (i.e., p(Q,a(Q,x,k)) = к). Let us write the 
SARSA update rule in the form

Qt+i(x,,at) = (1 - at(xt,at))Qt(x,,at) + a,(x,,at) (c, + jQt(yt,a(Q,xt+i, k,))),
(5.16)

where the kts are appropriately defined independent, identically distributed ran
dom variables with P(kt — k) — Pk- These random variables should be de
fined in such a way that at+1 = a(Qt,xt+i, kt) w.p.l. Notice the condition 
on action-selection guarantees the existence of these random variables. Let 
T : B(X x A) —У B(X x A) denote the operator whose fixed point is Q* as 
given by (5.15):

(TQ) (ж, a) = У) (Ф>a; У) + 7 Pp(Q,y,b)Q(y,b)) ■
ьелyex

Note that rank-based averaging is a non-expansion (see Lemma 7 and Theorem 9 
of [74]) so T is a contraction. Once again, we identify the state set X Corol
lary 3.5.2 by the set of possible state-action pairs X x A, we further let

at(x,a), if (x,a) = (xt,at)-, 
otherwise,{Sft(x,a) =

and
(PtQ)(x, a) = ct + jQ(xt+i, a(Qt, xt+x, kt)).

The conditions on ft and the approximation property of (/t, Pt) are readily veri
fiable, but the condition for Pt is not immediate in this case. We show:

\(PtQi)(x, a) - (PtQ2)(x,a)\ <
l\Qi(xt+ii a(Qi, xt+\, kt)) - Q2(xt+i, a(Q2, xt+i, kt))\ 

< 7 max |Qi(a;t+i, a) — Q2(xt+X, a)|
aEA

< tIIQi — Q2II-
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Here the second inequality comes from Lemma 7 of [74] which states that the 
absolute difference between the ith largest values of two (discrete-valued) func
tions is smaller than or equal that the maximum-norm difference of the functions. 
Since all the conditions of Corollary 3.5.2 are satisfied, the convergence of Qt to 
Q* follows.

We conjecture that if the action at+1 would be allowed to depend on the 
actual values of Qt and not only the ranks of actions in Qt(xt+i,-) (consider 
e.g. the Boltzmann-learning policy) then the SARSA rule would not necessarily 
converge. In fact, for a non-rank based learning policy the Lipschitz property of 
the appropriate Tt operators w.r.t. their second argument may not hold.

□

5.4 SARSA with Asymptotically Greedy Learning- 

Policies
In this section we still consider the SARSA learning-rule (5.14), but here we as
sume that the greedy actions (i.e., elements of Argmin66^ Qt(xt+1, b)) are selected 
with a probability going to one. If this convergence is slow enough then, as sug
gested by Theorem 5.2.4, this learning policy might be asymptotically optimal. 
Note that the SARSA learning rule is cheaper to compute at the onset of learn
ing since initially there is no need to compute minae^Qt(rrt, a). This may save 
essential computational resources if A is large, such as when A is a discretized 
version of some continuous action space (initially a rough discretization may be 
used).

If in this learning rule actions are still selected based on their ranks in Qt(xt+i, •) 
then an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 5.3.5 can be used to show the 
convergence of Qt to Q*. However, if we do not make any such restrictions on the 
action-selection procedure apart from that the probability of the choice of greedy 
actions goes to one, then this type of proof cannot be used any more. The reason 
for this is that

(•PtQ)(x,a) =ct + 'rQ(xt+uat+i(Q,xt+i))
is not necessarily a contraction, but can be viewed as the sum of a contraction 
(E[PtQ\Et\, where Tt represents the history of the process up to time t) plus a 
zero-mean term (PtQ — E[PtQ\Tf[) whose variance depends on Q. In order to an
alyze this new situation we need an extension of Lemma 3.2.2 and Theorem 3.1.3 
to conditional probability spaces.

Lemma 5.4.1 Let Z be an arbitrary set and consider the sequence

*t+iM = gt(z)xt(z) + ft(z)Nt{z), (5.17)

where z £ Z and |jrci|| < С < со w.p.l for some C > 0. Assume that for all 
к > 0 lim ECU9t(z) = 0 uniformly in z w.p.l, ft{z) < 7(1 - gt{z)) w.p.l,71-»OO
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E~o№) < D < oo w.p.l, 11 £7 [ c (•) I ] 11 < 1Ы1 + At, where 0 > At -> 0, 
and Var[Nfiz)\Tt\ < C(z) for some non-negative constants C(z). Here, Tt is 
an increasing sequence of a-fields adapted to the process {Nt-i, ft, gt} and 1F0 is 
adapted to xq. Then, ||xt|| converges to 0 with probability 1.

Proof. By defining rfiz) = Nfiz) — E[Nfiz) \ Et\, we can decompose xt to the sum 
of 5t and wt, where

St+i(z) = gfiz)Sfiz) + ffiz)E[Nfiz) \ Tt\ 
wt+i(z) = gt(z)wt(z) + ffiz)rfiz),

with <50 = a:0 and w0 = 0. Since, by assumption, Var{rfiz) | Tf) is bounded 
by C(z), we get by the Conditional Averaging Lemma (Lemma 3.5.1) that wt 
converges to E[rt \ Tf\ = 0 w.p.l. Moreover,

St+i(z) = gfiz)5fiz) + ffiz)\\St + wt\\
< gfiz)Sfiz) + ffiz)(\\St\\ + ||u;t|| + At)

and thus, since ||u>t|| + Xt —> 0, we get by Lemma 3.4.2 that also 5t converges to 
zero w.p.l, thus finishing the proof.

The next lemma is a non-trivial extension of the above lemma to the case 
when the conditional variance may grow with \\xt\\:

Lemma 5.4.2 Let us consider the process xt defined in Lemma 5.4-1 and assume 
that the conditions of that lemma are satisfied, except that here we assume only 
that Var[Nfiz)\!Ft ] < C(z)(l + ||a;t||)2. Then, ||a;t|| converges to 0 with probability

□

1.

Proof. Define st(,z) = rfiz)/{ 1 + 1Ы1), where rfiz) = Nfiz) - E[Nfiz) \ Tt] as 
above. Then E[sfiz) \ Tfi = 0 and E[s^{z) < C(z) < oo, since xt is Tt-
measurable. This yields the decomposition rfiz) = sfiz) + st(,z)||a;t||. Now let us 
define the sequences 5t, ut and vt by the recursions

St+fiz) = gfiz)5fiz) + ffiz)E[Nfiz)\Et]
= gfiz)5fiz) + ffiz) (||ut + ít|| + afiz)) 

ut+fiz) = g fiz)u fiz) + ffiz) sfiz)\\xt\\
= gfiz)ufiz) + ffiz)sfiz) (IIut + 5t|| + bt) 

vt+fiz) = g fiz)v fiz) + ffiz) sfiz),

with á0 = rr0, u0 = v0 = 0, and

afiz) = E[Nfiz)\Ft]-\\ut + ót\\, 
bt = ||®t||-||ut + it||-
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Then xt(z) = St(z) + ut(z) + vt(z). By the Conditional Averaging Lemma 
(Lemma 3.5.1) vt —> 0 w.p.l, that is we can think of vt as a perturbation con
verging to zero. Now let

Gt([S,u\,et)(z) = [ gt(z)6(z) + ft(z) (\\u + S\\ + at(z)),
gt(z)u(z) + ft(z)st(z) (||w + ó\\ + bt)],

where et{z) = [at(z),bt\. Then [i(+i,«t+i] = Gt([8t,ut],et), Gt is homogeneous, 
and by linearity Xt+i = Gt(Xt,£t) is insensitive to finite perturbations of e — 
{£th>o and also scaling e by positive numbers smaller than one. Therefore the 
Rescaling Lemma (Lemma 3.3.2) applies to Xt, i.e., in order to show that Xt 
converges to zero w.p.l it is sufficient to show this under the assumption that 
Xt is kept bounded by rescaling it. Let [£SC-,K'] denote the rescaled version and 
0 < St < 1 the scaling coefficient at time t. Since

«&(*) = Stgt{z)uf- + Stft(z)st(z) (IK' + S?II + bt),
by the Conditional Averaging Lemma (Lemma A.2.3, Part 2) щ(г) converges to 
zero. In order to show this apply'the identification wt = st(z) (|K- + ófc-|| + bt), 
and the rest of the identifications should go without saying. In fact, the conditions 
on gt and ft imply the conditions on at in the Lemma, and the conditions on wt 
are implied by

E M*) (IK- + if II + Ь,) I H = (IK + if-ll + k) E |s,(z) \E,]=0
and

Var[*(*) (ЦК' + 6? У + bt) m = E [s2t(z) (IK + «TH + btf \ Tt\
< 3KE[s2t(z)\Tt\
< 3KC(z),

where A' is a bound on [58C-,K ] and in (5.18) bt —> 0 w.p.l was used. Also <5®c- 
converges to zero since by the triangle inequality |at(z)| < ||at|| < bt + Xt and

(5.18)

№i(*)l < s, (ftWKWI + Ш (|K + if II + kWI))

< Í.W|íf (z)| + f,(z) (IK1I + IKII + b, + A,).
If we let = 5gc- and #н(г) = gt(z)\5t(z)\ + ft(z) (||(5t+|| + ||Kll + bt + A*) 
then (by induction on t) we get К (г)| < őt+(z), which holds for all i > 0. Since 
we know that u®c converges to zero, thus by Lemma 3.4.2 also it+ and therefore 
58C- converge to zero w.p.l. This proves that the rescaled version of Xt converges 
to zero, and therefore by the Rescaling Lemma so must do the unsealed version. 
But this means that xt — 6t + ut + vt converges to zero w.p.l, which is just what 
we wanted to prove. □
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The next theorem concerns relaxation processes of form

VM(x) = (1 - f,(x))V,(x) + f,(x)([PtV,](x) + Zt(V,)(x)), (5.19)

where ft satisfies the usual properties, Pt is typically a pseudo-contraction and 
Zt represents some kind of zero-mean “noise.” Note that the relaxation processes 
considered earlier could also be put in this form, but, there, the noise term still 
remains a contraction! Our aim here is to consider the case when Zt is no longer 
a contraction but is a “real” noise.

Theorem 5.4.3 Let X be an arbitrary set, v* € B(X) and consider the stochas
tic process given by Equation 5.19. Assume that the following conditions are 
satisfied:

1. The process defined by

Ut+i(x) = (1 - ft(x))Ut(x) + ft(x)[Ptv*](x) (5.20)

converges to v* w.p.l;

2. 0 < ft(x) < 1;

3. Y^t=i ft(x) converges to infinity uniformly in x as n -* oo and ft(x) < 
D < oo for some D > 0;

4. there exist number 0 < 7 < 1 and a sequence At > 0 converging to zero 
w.p.l such that ||PtU — PtV\\ < 7ЦU — V|| + At holds for all U, V G B{X);

5. E[Zt(V)(x) \Pt] = 0, Var[Zt(V)(x) \ Tt] < C(x){ 1 + |И|2) < °° for some 
C > 0, for all V € B(X), where Tt is an increasing sequence of a-fields 
adapted to the process (Gt, Ft, Pu Zt-i) and V0 is pQ-measurable.

Then, Vt converges to v* w.p.l uniformly over X.

Proof. Let Tt(U,V)(x) = (1 - ft(x))U(x) + ft{x)([PtV](x) + Zt{V){x)) and let 
ft(U, V) = E[Tt(U, V) I Tt], so Tt(U, V) = Tt(U, V) + ftZt(V). If we let Üt+1 = 
ft(UuV) and Ut+1 = Tt(Ut,V) then

Ut+i(x) - UM(x) = (1 - f,(x))(u,(x) - V,(xj) + f,(x)Z,(V)(x) ■

converges to zero w.p.l by the Conditional Averaging Lemma (Lemma 3.5.1). 
Therefore we get that Tt approximates T if and only if Tt approximates T. Next, 
observe that Tt gives rise to a relaxation process of the type considered in Corol
lary 3.5.2, so Tt approximates T at v* and Vt+\ = Tt(Vt,Vt), V0 = Vo converges 
to v* w.p.l. Since

Vt+i{x) - Vt+X(x) = (1 - ft(x))(Vt(x) - Vt(x))
+ft(x)({PtVt){x) - (PtVt){x) + Zt(Vt){xj)
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by identifying Z, xt, ft, gt and Nt of Lemma 5.4.2 with X, Vt — Vt, 7ft, 1 — ft 
and (PtVt) — (PtVt) + Zt(Vt), respectively, we have that Vt — Vt converges to zero 
w.p.l if

Et = У E[(PtVt) - (PtVt) + Zt(Vt) I Tt\ II < Til Vt - Vili + At (5.21)

and

Var[(PtVt) - (PtVt) + Zt(Vt) I Tt] < C(x)(l + \\Vt - Vt\\)2 < 00 

for some C(x) > 0. However, since Pt is a non-expansion, we have that

(5.22)

Et = \\E[(P,V,)(-) - (P,Vt)(-) I T,\ + E[Zt(Vt)(-) I 
= ЦЯ[(Р,У,)(.) - (Р,Й)(-)|Л]||
= 1!(ВД)(-)-(ВД)(-)||
< 7||V, - Vili + л,

where in the the Tt measurability of Vt, Vt and Pt was used. Finally, since Vt is 
bounded,

E{ \Z,(Vt)(x)\2 I Tt\ < C(x)( 1 + ||V,||2) < D(x)( 1 + ||V, - Vtf)

for some D(x) > 0, thus proving (5.22).
Using this theorem, it is easy to show the convergence of sarsa with decaying 

exploration.

Theorem 5.4.4 Consider the learning rule 5.1 f, assume 5.2.1 and that the 
learning policy satisfies the WSE condition. Further, assume that the learning 
policy 7Г is constructed so that

□

(5.23)lim 7r(am G Argmin Qt(xt+i, a) | Tt) = 1
t-too

where IFt is an increasing sequence of a-fields adapted to {a;f+1, Qt, at, ct-i, at}.
Then, for all (x,a) E X x A, Qt(x,a)(u>) -4 Q*(x,a), t —> 00 holds a.e. on 

{x E Aqo}. Moreover, the learning policy is asymptotically optimal w.p.l.

Proof By Remark 5.2.6 it is sufficient to prove that (5.14) converges when the 
SE condition is satisfied, so let us assume this.

The process (5.14) is a relaxation process of form (5.19), where Vt corresponds 
to Qt, X to X x A, ft(x) to at(x,a) if (ж, a) = (xt,at) and to zero, otherwise, 
and Pt is given by

c(x,a,xt+i)+
тЕь€ЛР(а‘+1 = b\Et)Q(xt+i,b), if (x,a) = (xt,at);

otherwise,
(PtQ)(x,a) =

0,
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and

{Őct + ^yQ(xt+1,at+1) - (PtQ)(x,a), if (x,a) = (xt,at)-,
', otherwise.

Since Tt is adapted to (xt+i, at, Qt, с*_ь at), indeed E[ct + 7Qt(xt+i, at+1) | ^f] = 
(PtQt){xt,a,t)• By assumption the learning rates satisfy the conditions of Theo
rem 5.4.3. So in order to apply Theorem 5.4.3 we need to check only if

Qt+i(xt,at) = (1 - at(xt,at))Qt(xt,at) + at(xt,at)(ct + 7<5(rrt+i, at+i))

Zt(Q)(x,a) =

at(xt,at))Qt(xt,at) + at(xt,at) + 7min<5(rrt+i, b)^ 

jatixt^at) ^Q(xt+i,at+i) - minQ(xt+l, b)^ ,

= (1 +

converges to TQ (T being the ordinary Q value operator of the mdp : (TQ)(x) = 
^2УехР(х,а,у)(с(х,а,у) + 7min6e^ Q(y, b))) and the properties of Pt and Zt. 
The Conditional Averaging Lemma (Lemma 3.5.1) together with Theorem 3.4.1 
show that (5.24) indeed converges to TQ. The properties of Pt and Zt are easy 
to verify. By definition, E[Zt(Q)(x, a) \ Pt] = 0. Since Varjct | IFt[ < C < 00, and 
C( & at+i, and ct & xt+i are independent given Tt, and there are a finite number 
of actions, so there exists a function C(x, a) > 0 such that Var[Zt(Q)(x, a) \ Pf\ <
C(x,a)(l + \\Q\\>). □

Note that the learning policies suggested after Theorem 5.2.4 are concrete 
examples when all the conditions of Theorem 5.4.4 are met.

Discussion5.5
Most of the material presented in this chapter is original. The results on the 
convergence of Q-learning algorithms without the SE (sufficient exploration) con
dition, presented in Section 5.1, are new (Theorem 5.1.4).

The main results of Sections 5.2,5.3 and 5.4 are based on the joint work of 
the author with Jaakkola, Singh and Littman [62]. Nevertheless, the proofs pre
sented here differ from those of [62] in order the connection with the previdus 
chapters are clear. Strictly speaking, Lemma 5.2.1, Theorem 5.2.4, Lemma 5.4.1, 
Lemma 5.4.2, Theorem 5.4.3 are entirely new. A similar result to that of Theo
rem 5.4.3 appeared in [11] (Proposition 4.5, pp.157) with an informal proof.

Notice that the result on how to decay the temperature in Boltzmann-exploration 
(Corollary 5.2.5) so as to keep the SE condition satisfied is the outcome of a worst- 
case analysis. Indeed, recently Kalmár, Lőrincz and the author found that in a 
real-world domain (controlling an autonomous robot) Boltzmann exploration is 
not needed for convergence [37]. Such situation may arise as a consequence of 
the strong ergodicity of the underlying Markov-chain.
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John [35, 34] devised the algorithm presented in Section 5.3 which is intended 
to work with persistent exploration. He found that better learning performance 
can be achieved if the Q-learning rule is changed to incorporate the condition 
of persistent exploration. More precisely, in some domains John’s learning rule 
performs better than standard Q-learning when exploration is retained, i.e., the 
discounted cumulated cost during learning was higher for his learning rule. The 
convergence of this algorithm was first investigated in the paper of Littman and 
the author [74]. This update rule was also described by Rummery [56] in the 
context of variations of the TD(A) rule. In addition, Rummery explored SARSA, 
the action-sampled variant of the exploration-sensitive rule, too. This rule has 
also been studied by John [34], and by Singh and Sutton [63, 66]. The first proof 
published for the convergence of SARSA appeared in [62].

The convergence rate of on-line RL algorithms is can be investigated from 
different perspectives. An asymptotic convergence rate can be obtained directly 
from the results of Section 3.6. Non-asymptotic results are also of interest. Such 
results has been obtained for particular learning policies by [21] and more recently 
by Singh and Jaakkola [38]. These results show that the problem of learning 
optimal policies is PAC-learnable,'i.e., almost optimal policies (d-optimal policies) 
can be found with high probability (1 — e) within polynomial time in the size of 
the MDP, 1/(1 — 7), 1/e and 1/5. The proofs rely on the idea that the structure 
of MDPs can be estimated quickly by appropriate learning policies and they use 
Hoeffding (or Large Deviations) type of inequalities to provide upper-bounds on 
the precision of estimates.



Chapter 6

Summary

In summary, we list the contributions of the author:

1. For the first time the operator-theoretical treatment of sequential decision 
problems is extended to non-stationary policies in a consistent way (Corol
lary 1.1.13).

2. The usual theorems concerning the fundamental equation of Dynamic Pro
gramming (Theorem 1.1.10), the convergence of the finite-horizon opti
mal cost-to-go functions to the infinite-horizon optimal cost-to-go func
tion (Theorem 1.3.3), the validity of Bellman’s fixed point equation (The
orem 1.4.2), existence and characterisation of optimal stationary policies 
(Theorem 1.5.2), etc. are transferred to this case.

3. It is shown that in increasing models (i.e. when the cost of policies increases 
by time) if Voo denotes the function obtained by value iteration (dynamic 
programming) then

(a) if the optimal cost-to-go function for stationary policies is equal to 
then both functions satisfy the Bellman optimality equation (Theo
rem 2.2.2)

(b) if Voo satisfies the Bellman optimality equation and there exists a 
greedy policy w.r.t. Voo then Voo equals to the optimal cost-to-go func
tion and the myopoic policies w.r.t. are optimal (Theorem 2.2.7).

4. Also for increasing models it is shown that Howard’s policy improvement 
routine is valid under mild continuity assumptions (Lemma 2.2.11) but does 
not necessarily give rise to optimal policies when iterated (Example 2.3.3).

5. For finite and increasing models it is shown that the greedy policies w.r.t. 
the function given by the ith step of the value iteration algorithm are optimal 
after a finite number of steps (Theorem 2.3.4).
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6. Convergence of the so called reinforcement learning algorithms which are 
asynchronous, estimation-based variations of the value-iteration algorithm 
is proved based on a new operator-theoretical treatment (Theorem 3.1.3).

7. The asymptotic rate of convergence of value-iteration based reinforcement 
learning algorithms is given (Theorem 3.6.1).

8. As an application a rigorous proof of the convergence of the so-called Q- 
learning algorithm which approximates the optimal action-value function 
in minimax problems is put forth (Theorem 4.5.1).

9. For the first time, conditions for the convergence of the learning policy to 
an optimal policy are given (Theorem 5.2.4).

10. It is proved that the on-line algorithm called SARSA(O) converges to opti
mality (Theorem 5.4.4).

11. Some experiments have been performed using these algorithms on a real- 
robot [36, 37] (the robot is shown in Figure 1). The experiments were 
analyzed by ANOVA and the results indicated the significant superiority 
of the model-based learning algorithms over the model-free ones. Although 
the learnt policy differed from that of a handcrafted policy, the respective 
performances were indistinguishable.

12. In the case of the worst-case total discounted cost criterion the learning 
policy which always selects the actions that seem to be the best converges 
to optimality [70, 67].

13. Stability results based on the Liapunov method were derived for a class of 
continuous-time adaptive control for plants whose control gain varies by the 
state of the plant [76, 77, 73, 78].

14. Worst-case upper performance bounds for a class of model-based adaptive 
control systems are given in [22, 23] under the assumption that the con
trolled system is known up to a L2 measure of uncertainty.

Results 1-5 can be found in [44, 72, 74], results 6-9 were published in [44, 74, 71, 
69], while result 10 was published in [62].



Appendix A

A.l Convergence of Composite Processes
In this appendix, we prove Theorem 3.4.1, which we restate below for the conve
nience of the reader.
Theorem 3.4.1 Let X and У be normed vector spaces, Ut : X x У —» X (t = 
0,1,2,...) be a sequence of mappings, and 9t G У be an arbitrary sequence. Let 
000 €= T and Хоо € X. Consider the sequences

^i+l — Ut(xt, Ooo), (A.1)

and
Ut+1 — Ut(yt, 9t),

and suppose that xt and 9t converge to x^ and 9^, respectively, in the norm of 
the corresponding spaces.

Let Lek be the uniform Lipschitz index of Uk(x, 9) with respect to 9 at 9^ and, 
similarly, let Lk be the uniform Lipschitz index of Uk{x, 9^) with respect to x. 
Then, if the Lipschitz constants Lf and L\ satisfy the relations L\ < C(1 — Lf), 
and Y[m=n^m = where C > 0 is some constant and n = 0,1,2,..., then 

\\Vt — mooII = 0. Without the loss of generality we will assume that x0 = yo- 
The theorem is proved through a series of simple lemmas. The assumption x0 — y0 
will be used to simplify the expressions in Lemmas A.1.2 and A.1.5 below. In 
this part we admit the convention that П*=а A4 = 1 if a > b which also makes 
some expressions shorter.

We start with an elementary, though useful lemma concerning iterated linear 
inequalities.

(A.2)

limt-У OO

Lemma A.1.1 Let {£<}, {at}, {bt} be sequences of real numbers which satisfy the 
inequality

it+i atőt + bt, n — 0,1, 2,....
Then,

bt+1 < S0 PJ öj + bi Oj. (A.3)
i=0 i=0 j=t+l
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Proof. By assumption, <$i < a000 + b0 and S2 < ai<5i + bi. Substituting the 
estimate of <5i into the latter inequality yields S2 < aia000 + aib0 + bi. Continuing 
in this way we get (A.3).

Since in Theorem 3.4.1 \\yt — < \\yt — a;t|| 4- \\xt — £0011, it is sufficient to
show that \\yt — xt\\ converges to zero. First we bound this difference:

Lemma A.1.2 Let xt,yt,Let,Lf,6t be the series as defined in Theorem 3.4-1. 
Then,

□

t t

Mid П Ц.
p=s+1

Proof. The proof is the application of Lemma A. 1.1 to the sequence 6t = ||a;t—yt\\. 
Indeed, by the triangle inequality we have that

\\yt+i - xt+i\\ <5^11^ (A.4)
s=0

5t+1 — \\Ut{xt,^oo) ~ Ut(yt,et)\\
< \\ut(xt,Oqo) - ut(yt,eoo)|| + wufiyt^oo) - ut(yt,et)\\
< L*5t + Li\\et - вж\\.

Thus, 6t satisfies the conditions of Lemma A. 1.1 with at = Vf and bt — Let \\6t —
^oo||- □

Observe that the right-hand side of (A.4) can be taken as the “triangle” 
transformation of the sequence \\9t — $oo|| in the following sense. If At is a 
sequence of numbers, and at>m, 0 < m < t is a triangular matrix, then the 
transformed sequence

t

bt — at,mAm 
m=0

is called the triangle transform of At with transformation sequence at>m. The 
transformation itself is a RN —> M.N linear operator.

Definition A. 1.3 A triangle transformation defined by the sequence {atym}, 0 < 
m < t,t,m G Af, is called regular if the following two conditions hold:

1. lim^oo ai]m = 0 for all m, and

®t,m) — C.

In this case the sequence {at,m} is called regular, too. The constant c is called the 
multiplier of the transformation.

Regular triangle transformations actually map Co(N) to C'o(N), as it is shown in 
the following lemma.

(e:2. limt—too m=0
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Lemma A.1.4 Let a = (t, m G N, 0 < m < t) be an arbitrary regular
sequence with multiplier c. Let At be arbitrary with Пт4_>.оо At — A and let bt be 
the “triangle transform” of At with transformation sequence atjm:

t
bt — ^ at,mAm.

771=0

Then, bt —> cA, t —> oo and:

к
Ibt — cA| < |е*Д| + 2\c\Hk+i + H0

m=0

where 0 < К < t is arbitrary (but it may depend ont), et — c — Y^m=о at,

HK = sup IAt - A|.
t>K

(A.5)

andm>

Proof. Let 0 < К < t. Then

tt
У ^ ®(,mAm {ßt T У ' Of,m)A (A.6)I bt - cA|

m=0m=0
t

УУ at,77i(^77i — A) + |etA|<
777=0

tК
У"' at,m(Am - A) + sup |Aj — A| V] а4>т + |efA|

 ̂+ Х 777^+1
<

777 =0

A

< HoY,\at,m\ + 2\c\HK+1 + \etA\.
777 =0

Hence, (A.5) follows.
Now, let us consider the convergence of bt. Pick up an arbitrary e > 0. Then, 

let us choose the number К so that 2\c\HK+i < e/2, and choose N > К such 
that |etA| + Я0]Г)т=о < e/2 is satisfied whenever t > N. Such numbers
exist because Hk and et converge to zero and also a(>m converges to zero as t 
tends to infinity for any fixed m. Then, by (A.7), if t > N, then |6t — cA| < e. 
Since e was arbitrary, bt converges to cA.

The following lemma completes the proof of Theorem 3.4.1.

Lemma A.1.5 Let xt,yt, Let, Lf,0t be the sequences as defined in Theorem 3.4-1. 
Assume that there exists a constant C > 0 such that

□

L« < C(1 - Ц) (A.7)
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holds for all t > 0 and also for all к >0
OO

ГИ = °- (A.8)
t—k

Then, 1ш1(_юо \ \xt — yt\\ = 0. (Note that Condition (A.7) requires that Lf < 1 
holds for all t since Let > 0.)

Proof Let At = \\6t - Öooll and at,m = Ьвт П$=т+1 Ц- Observe that by 
Lemma A.1.2, ||a;i+1 — yt+i\\ can be estimated from above by the triangle trans
form of At with coefficients ai)m. Since Lem < C( 1 — L^f), then atiTn < bt,m, where 
ht,m — C(1 — Oj=m+i • Therefore, since 0 < Y2m=о a<,mAt < ^2m=0 bt,mA.t, 
it is sufficient to estimate the sum Y?m=o^mA* from the above to obtain an 
upper bound on \\xt — yt||. Now, observe that (bt,m) satisfies the assumptions of 
Lemma A.1.4: bttm > 0,

OO

с(1-Ю П Ц = о
j=m+1

lim bt,m —
t-YOO

and
t tt

П Lb
j=m+1

which is a telescopic sum that reduces to C(1 — П^=о а^ег expansion. There
fore,

771=0771=0

t OO

lim Vbi>m = C{ 1 - nLi) = C > °-
t—y oo zx x J 

771=0

Thus, Lemma A.1.2 can be applied, and we see that ||rrt — yt\\ converges to zero.
j=о

□
Note that this proved Theorem 3.4.1.

A.2 Convergence of Certain Stochastic Approx
imation Processes

Theorem A.2.1 Suppose the following assumptions are satisfied. Let Tq C 
T\ C ... C Ft C Tt+1 C ... be an increasing sequence of а-fields and consider 
the process

(A.9)£t+i — %t P Ht[xf), t 0,1,2,...
where Ht(-) is real-valued and a.s. bounded function. Assume that xt is Tt- 
measurable and let ht(xt) = E[Ht(xt) \Pt\- Assume that the following assumptions 
are satisfied:
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1. A number x* exists s.t.

(a) (x — x*)ht{x) < 0 for all t >0, 
and if for any fixed e > 0 we let

ht(x)
ht(e) = sup

e<|x—l*|<l/e X — X* ’

then w.p.l;

(b) EZo Ш =
(c) YZZa ht(£) < °°> where r+ = (r + |r|)/2; and

2. E[H?(xt) \Xt\ < Ct( 1 + (xt — x*)2), for some non-negative random sequence 
Ct which satisfies Ct < oo w.p.l.

Then xt converges to x* w.p.l.

—oo;

Proof. The proof is based on the following “super-martingale” type lemma due 
to [54]:

Lemma A.2.2 Suppose that Zt, Bt,Ct, Dt are finite, non-negative random vari
ables, adapted to the а-field Tt, which satisfy

E[Zt+i ITf\ < (1 + Bt)Zt + Ct — Dt. (A.10)

Then on the set (X^o < oo, X^o 6* < oo}, we have X^t^o Dt < oo and 
Zt —>• Z < oo a.s.

In our case let Zt = (xt — x*)2. Then

E[Zt-)-i I Xt] < Zt + Ct(l + Zt) + 2 (xt — x*)ht(xt)
< (1 + Ct)Zt + Ct + 2(a;t — x*)ht(xt)

and therefore by the above lemma (since by assumption Ct > 0, YZZo Ct < oo 
and (xt — x*)ht(xt) < 0) Zt —> Z < oo w.p.l for some random variable Z and 
££,(*, — x*)ht(xt) > —oo. If oo > Z(u>) Ф 0 for some ш then there exist an 
e > 0 and N > 0 (which may depend on a;) s.t. if t > N then e < \xt(w)—x*\ < A 
Consequently

OO

J2(xs{w) - x*)hs(xs(w))
s=0

^(xs(a;) - x*)2hs{e-,w)

—CO <

<
s=0
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N-l

Y(XÁU) - x*)2 hs{e\u)) +

Y hs(e\ w) + ^ У]] Л*(е;ш)

<
5=0

e2
s>N,hs (е;ш)<0 s>N,h3 (e;w)>0

— OO

by Condition lb. This means that {w\Z[u) ф 0 } must be a null-set which 
finishes the proof of the theorem.

The theorem could easily be extended to vector-valued processes. Then the 
definition of ht(e) would become ht{e) = supe<||a._;E,||2<1/fe(a; — x*)Tht{x) and Con
dition la should become (x — x*)Th(x) < 0. Otherwise, the proof is identical if 
one defines Zt — \\xt — x*\\\. Note that Theorem A.2.1 includes as a special case 
i) the standard Robbins-Monro process of form xt+\ = xt + (xt, rjt), where r]t
are random variables whose distribution depend only oni(; 7* > 0, 7t = 00 
and Ylt 72 < °°, and ii) one form of the Dvoretzky process xt+\ = Tt + rjt, where 
Tt = Gt{xt - a;*) + x*, E[gt\Gu T)t-X, Gt-1, • • ■, Vo, G0] = 0, E[Vt\ < 00, Gt < 1, 
and - 1) = -00.

Next an extension of Lemma 3.5.1 is proved.

Lemma A.2.3 (Conditional Averaging Lemma) LetTt be an increasing se
quence of а-fields, let 0 < at, st and wt be random variables such that at, wt-1 
and st-i are Tt measurable. Assume that the following hold w.p.l: E[st\Tt, at Ф 
0] = Á > 0, E[s2\Tt) < В <00, E[stwt\Tt, at ф 0] = A, E[s2w?\Tt\ < В < 00, 
X)^ at — 00, and at < G < °o for some B,C > 0. Then, the process

Qt+1 = (1 - stat)Qt + atstwt

□

(A.ll)

converges to A/Ä w.p.l. 
Further,

((1 - at)Qt + ß,i»1) (A.12)Qt+i — St

converges to zero, ifat,ßt,St andwt-1 are Tt-measurable, E[wt\Tt] — 0, Var[wt\Tt] < 
B, 0 < St < 1 and the relations at > 0, Хл^о = 00 and тах(°:*> A)2 <
00 hold w.p.l.

Proof. Without the loss of generality we may assume that E[st\Tt\ = A and 
E[stwt\Tt\ = A. Rewriting the process (A.ll) in the form of (A.9) we get Qt+i = 
Qt + Oitst(wt - Qt) and thus ht(Q) = E[atst(wt - Q)\Tt) = at(E[stwt\Tt] — 
QE[st\T/\) = atÄ(A/Ä — Q) and ht{e) = —atA independently of e. Due to the 
identity |rr| < 1+ж2, \E[s2Wt\Tt]\ < E[st\wt\ \Et] < B[sf( l+w2) \Tt] < Ё+В and 
making use of |x| < 1+a;2 again, we have E[Hf(Qt)\Tt] = a2E[s2(wt — Qt)2\Tt] < 
a2(B + 2(B + B)( 1 + Q2) + BQ2) < a2C'( 1 + (Qt - A/A)2) for some C > 0. 
Thus, the lemma follows from Theorem A.2.1.
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The second part is proved from Lemma A.2.2 directly. Let Zt = \Qt\2- Note 
that by the non-negativity of St

\Qt+i\ < — oit)\Qt\ + ßtWt),

so
E[Zt+1\Ft] < S2t(Zt - 2at\Qt\ + ß2B + a2tZt).

If we let C2 = max(ß, 1) тах(Д, at)2 then we obtain

E[Zt+l\Tt] < Zt - (1 - S2)Zt - 2atS2\Qt\ + S2C2( 1 + Zt)

Since 0 < St < 1 and since for large enough t, 1 > at > 0 w.p.l., we have 
((1 - S?)Zt + 2atS?\Qt\) > ((1 - Sf) + S2(2at)) min(|Qt|, Zt) > 2at min(|Qt|, Zt) 
and so

E[Zt+i\J-t\ < (1 + Ct)Zt + C2 — 2at min(\/Zt, Zt).

Now the same argument that lead to the proof of Theorem A.2.1 yields that here 
also Zt 0 w.p.l, thus proving the Lemma. □
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Összefoglalás
Dolgozatomban elsősorban diszkrét idejű szekvenciális döntési problémákkal foglalkozom. 
Illusztrációként induljunk ki a következő modellből: adott egy X állapottér, akciók egy A 
halmaza és egy (az egyszerűség kedvéért determinisztikus) T átmenet-függvény,
amely a rendszer időbeli fejlődését írja le: Jt(+1 = Tt(xt,at). Itt at a döntéshozó által a í-edik
pillanatban választott akció. Minden egyes Tn = {xt,a,\ 

trajektória költségét, c(Tn) -t. Egy politika (vagy döntési szabály) a rendszer múltbeli állapotaitól
és akcióitól függően rendel a jelenlegi állapotához valamilyen akciót. A feladat azt a politikát 
megtalálni, amely minden kezdeti állapotra minimalizálja a kezdeti állapotból induló, a politika 
alkalmazásával kapott végtelen hosszú trajektória költségét.

Speciálisan azokat a döntési problémákat érdemes tekinteni, amikor a költség egy ún. 
dekompozíciós (Mitten, 1964) tulajdonsággal rendelkezik: c(Tn) = Q(xn, an, c(Tn+1)). Ha a 

dekompozíciót indukáló Q függvény monoton a harmadik változójában, akkor a szekvenciális 
probléma induktívan megoldható. Sőt, ekkor a Q függvény önmagában is elegendő az 
optimalizálási feladat leírásához! Dolgozatom első részében is egy Q függvényt (pontosabban én 
operátort) választok alapul, majd ennek tulajdonságaira vezetem vissza a döntési feladat 
megoldását. A választott Q operátor nem-lineáris is lehet és az X -en értelmezett valós 
függvények halmazát képezi az X xA felett értelmezett valós függvények halmazába. 
Értelmezése a következő: ha vn(x) jelöli a TC politika alkalmazásának összköltségét, amikor a
politikát az x kiinduló állapotból alkalmazzuk, akkor (Qv^ )(x,a) annak az összköltséget
jelenti, hogy x-ből indulva először az a akciót, majd ezután 7T-t alkalmazzuk, bármilyen 
állapotba is jutott a rendszer az a alkalmazását követően.

Az alábbi típusú problémák fogalmazhatók meg a fenti modellben: Markov Döntési Problémák a 
várható összköltség kritériummal, a legrosszabb összköltség (minimax) kritériummal, többlépéses 
Markov játékok, többlépéses alternáló Markov játékok, stb.

A dolgozat első része azzal a kérdéssel foglalkozik, hogy milyen feltételek mellett létezik 
(fi—) optimális politika és hogy ilyen politikák hogyan találhatók meg dinamikus programozás 
algoritmusok segítségével.

A dolgozat második részében optimális döntéseket "tanuló", adaptív algoritmusokkal 
foglalkozom. Ebben a részben csak olyan modelleket vizsgálunk, amikor Q = Q ^ valamely

paraméteres operátor család eleme, melynek minden eleme kontrakció, és w* az 
ismeretlen paraméter. Olyan megoldást (algoritmust) keresünk, mely tetszőleges véges modellben 
és tetszőlegesen rögzített, ismeretlen w * -ra megad egy aszimptotikusan optimális politikát. Az 
ilyen általános algoritmusok konstrukciójára a következő megoldást javasolom és elemzem: (i) 
Válasszunk egy Qt függvénysorozatot generáló RL algoritmust és bizonyítsuk be, hogy
konzisztens, azaz az EF feltétel mellett Qt -4 Q* m.b. (új Ezután válasszunk egy Qt -tői függő
kontrollt, amely aszimptotikusan m.b. mohó akciókat választ, de úgy, hogy a nem-mohó akciók 
választási valószínűségeinek összege végtelen marad.
A dolgozat főbb eredményeit az alábbiakban lehet összefoglalni:
1. A szekvenciális döntési problémák operátorelméleti megközelítését kiterjesztem nem-Markov 

politikákra is (1.1.4 és 1.1.6 definíciók, 1.1.13 Következmény). Lásd (Szepesvári, 1998a).

trajektóriához rendeljük hozzá at=n...°o

{Q>v ) weW



2. Feltételeket adok arra (Szepesvári, 1998a), hogy

2.1. A dinamikus programozás alapegyenlete igaz legyen (1.1.10 Tétel),

2.2. Az n -lépéses döntési probléma optimális költségfüggvényére álljon a Bellman 
optimalitási egyenlet (1.3.3. Tétel) és tartson a végtelen horizontú probléma optimális 
költségfüggvényéhez (1.4.2 Tétel),

2.3. A Bellman egyenlet álljon (1.4.2 Tétel)

2.4. Az optimális politikák mohóak legyenek az optimális költségfüggvényre nézve és 
viszont (1.5.2 Tétel).

3. Megmutatom (Szepesvári, 1998a), hogy a növekvő költségű modellekben, ha vx jelöli a 
dinamikus programozással kapott függvényt akkor

3.1. ha a stacionér politikák optimális értékelő függvénye egyenlő -vei, akkor mindketten 
kielégítik a Bellman egyenletet (2.2.2 Tétel)

3.2. ha v„ kielégíti a Bellman egyenletet és létezik mohó politika a függvényre nézve, 
akkor egyenlő az optimális költség függvénnyel és a v„ -re nézve mohó politikák 
optimálisak (2.2.7 Tétel)

4. Növekvő költségű modellekben igaz a Howard-féle (Howard, 1960) politika javítás tétel 
(2.2.11 Lemma) azonban a politika iterálás algoritmus még véges modellekben sem 
feltétlenül az optimális politikánál áll meg (2.3.3 Példa).

5. Véges, növekvő költségű modellekben véges lépés után a dinamikus programozással kapott 
függvényre nézve mohó politika optimális is lesz (2.3.4 Tétel).

6. Bebizonyítom (Littman és Szepesvári, 1996; Szepesvári és Littman, 1997; Szepesvári, 
1998b), hogy ha egy függvénytér feletti operátorsorozat majdnem biztosan approximál egy 
kvázi-kontraktív operátort az operátor fixpontjánál és az operátorsorozat teljesít bizonyos 
egyéb folytonossági feltéleket is, akkor az operátorsorozat segítségével az operátor fixpontja 
m.b. megközelíthető (3.1.3 Tétel).

7. Speciálisan, az aszinkron sztochasztikus approximációs algoritmusok m.b. konvergálnak a 
megfelelő kvázi-kontrakciós operátor fixpontjához (3.5.2 Következmény).

8. Egy speciális esetben megadom az ilyen algoritmusok konvergencia sebességét (3.6.1 Tétel). 
Lásd (Szepesvári, 1997b).

9. A fenti eredmények segítségével bebizonyítom (Szepesvári, 1998b) több ún. "megerősítés 
tanulás" (reinforcement learning) algoritmus konzisztenciáját különféle modellek esetén. 
Ilyen modellek a Markov döntési problémák a várható lecsengetett összköltséggel (4.1.2 
Tétel), a Markov játékok (4.4.1 Tétel) és a Markov döntési problémák a pesszimista 
összköltséggel (4.5.1 Tétel).

10. Szintén a fenti eredményekből vezetem le a modell-alapú algoritmusok m.b. konvergenciáját 
általános kontraktív modellekre (4.2.1 Tétel), ezzel általánosítva Barto aszinkron adaptív 
dinamikus programozás tételét. Levezetem (Ribeiro és Szepesvári, 1996) Ribeiro egy 
algoritmusának konvergenciáját (4.3.1 Tétel).

11. Ellenőrizhető feltételeket adok arra, hogy egy, az akció-költség függvényt becslő, konzisztens 
algoritmust használó adaptív (nem-Markov) politika mikor lesz aszimptotikusan optimális 
(5.2.1 Lemma, 5.2.4 Tétel) és megadok néhány ilyen algoritmust (5.2 fejezet). Lásd 
(Szepesvári, 1997a).



12. Bebizonyítom néhány "állandóan kíváncsi" adaptív politika konvergenciáját és relatív 
optimalitását (5.3.2 Tétel, 5.3.3 Következmény, 5.3.5 Tétel) és ellenőrizhető feltételeket adok 
arra, hogy az ún. SARSA(O) algoritmus aszimptotikusan optimális legyen (5.4.4 Tétel). 
Ehhez kiterjesztem az aszinkron sztochasztikus approximációs algoritmus konvergencia 
bizonyítását (3.5.2 Következmény) arra az esetre, amikor az approximációban felhasznált 
operátor zajos (5.4.3 Tétel). Lásd (S. P. Singh, T. Jaakkola, M. L. Littman és Cs. Szepesvári, 
1997).

13. A fenti adaptív kontroll algoritmusok közül néhányat kipróbáltam egy valódi roboton (lásd 
l.ábra). Az eredményeket variencia analízissel kiértékelve azt kaptuk, hogy a direkt 
módszeren alapuló algoritmusok szignifikánsan jobban teljesítenek mint az indirekten 
alapulók (Kalmár, Szepesvári és Lőrincz, 1998a; Kalmár, Szepesvári és Lőrincz 1998b).

14. Megvizsgáltam a dolgozatban szereplő optimális kontrollt tanuló algoritmusok 
determinisztikus, végtelen állapotterű rendszerekre való alkalmazhatóságát. Ehhez 
kifejlesztettem egy robosztus kontroll algoritmust (Szepesvári, Czimmer és Lőrincz, 1997) 
mely az optimális értékelő függvénynek megfelelő Hamilton-fuggvény "követését" valósítja 
meg bizonytalanul ismert kontrollálandó rendszerek egy speciális osztályának esetére. A 
Ljapunov-féle direkt módszer kiterjesztésével bebizonyítottam a javasolt kontroller 
stabilitását (Szepesvári, Czimmer és Lőrincz, 1997), majd a szabályzót sikkerrel teszteltük 
kaotikus bioreaktorok és robotkarok vezérlésére (Szepesvári és Lőrincz, 1997a;1998a;1998b).
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